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A RATIONALE, DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF A RACISM
AWARENESS AND ACTION TRAINING PROGRAM FOR
WHITE TEACHERS

Robert B. Moore, B.A., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Gloria I. Joseph
ABSTRACT

White-Onr-White racism awareness training is a relatively new effort by
white people concerned about confronting racism at its source—in the white
community.

The objectives of this study were to describe and document a racism

awareness trainir^ program for white educators; to analyze and evaluate the
training program and its effects on participants' awareness of racism; and to
develop and describe an instrument for measuring change in conception of racism
as a result of racism awareness training.
The study is significant in that very little literature exists which either
describes such training or evaluates its effectiveness.

Additionally, there seems

to be a tendency among those in the field to avoid not only documenting the process,
but also evaluating the effectiveness and accomplishments of what they are doing.
This is in part the result of a lack of specific instruments to m easure growth in
racism awareness among white people. Thus, the study is significant in that it
provides data on the initial testing and use of an instrument to measure change in
conceptualization of racism.
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The first two chapters of the study provide an introduction to the issue of
racism in American society, and represent the perspective and consciousness of
this writer in viewing racism as a white problem.

Chapter I provides a

documentation and discussion of racism in American society, viewing it as the
fundamental failure of our society, and the priority issue for the future.

Chapter

II raises some of the dimensions white people face when we act to join the struggle
for a just and humane social order—dimensions that include the continuation of
privileges we receive as a result of our caste; our inability to extricate ourselves
totally from the intense conditioning of values and behaviors we have been subjected
to; and the exploitation, costs and lack of efficacy we face as consumers, workers
and citizens in a competitive society structured for the profits of corporate
interests.

By focusing on white people and on whiteness. Chapter II develops

further the foundation by which the reader can better understand the training
program for white educators described and analyzed in the remainder of the
document.
The Racism Module, developed and tested by this writer, proved successful
in measurir^ growth in awareness.

While further testing is necessary to prove its

reliability, the initial use of the Module demonstrated positive growth of con¬
ceptualization of racism for all but two of the Training Program participants in
the sample.

This growth included a decrease in the use of items reflecting a

stereotyped conceptualization of racism as overt segregation or apartheid, and a
marked increase in awareness of the more subtle institutional manifestations of
iv

racism in America.

Also, results indicate that for the most part, those who

demonstrated the most developed conceptualizations of racism in the pre-test,
maintained that position in the post-test, although two-thirds of those who
experienced the greatest increase in awareness began the program in the lower
half of the sample.
While this study demonstrated that racism awareness training is successful
in developing increased awareness of racism, further research is necessary to
demonstrate the correlation between growth in awareness, and behavior change
and anti-racism action.
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CHAPTER I

RACISM IN AMERICA: AN INTRODUCTION

In September, 1971, a student in an elementary school in Amherst,
Massachusetts raised a subject that was on the minds of many people throughout
this country and around the world that day.

It was that time in the day’s

schedule when children volunteered information on current events, and this
particular student mentioned that nine people had been killed at Attica prison
in upstate New York.

A young student teacher corrected the student, saying

that forty-one people had died.

The student responded by stating that no,

nine men had died and the rest were ’’animals. " The classroom teacher,
sensing that the discussion was beginning to broach some substantive,
disturbing realities, changed the subject, and neither the student teacher nor
other students objected to the teacher’s direction or to the comment about
’’animals. ”*
To put this incident into the proper perspective of this thesis, it must
be noted that the nine ”men” were white, as were all the Attica guards, and
that the thirty-two men referred to as ’’animals” were all Black or Puerto

*As related by the student teacher at an Attica Teach-In on September
15, 1971 in the University of Massachusetts, Student Union Ballroom.
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Rican, as were 85% of Attica’s 2, 254 inmates. It must also be noted that the
classroom was situated in a predominantly white, rural university town, that
most if not all of the students were white, and that the teacher and student
teacher were white.

It is, of course, not inconsequential to this thesis to note

that the police that originally arrested the Attica prisoners, and the courts
that convicted them were controlled and largely staffed by whites, and that the
men who decided to attack rather than negotiate were white. And finally, the
people in that Amherst classroom received their information (and misinformation)
about Attica from news media owned and controlled solely by whites.
The Amherst classroom was not atypical of classrooms all across white
America, where the realities of oppression and racism have no place in the
curriculum.

For the vast majority of white Americans, the events at Attica

were shocking, fearsome and incomprehensible, for few whites chose to or could
understand the oppression and powerlessness that culminated in that prison.
The Commission investigating the rebellions of 1967 addressed the question
of "Why did it happen?" and both the question and its answer applied to the
events at Attica. The Commission focused on:
. . . the factors within the society at large that
created a mood of violence among m any urban
Negroes. . . certain fundamental matters are
clear. Of these, the most fundamental is the
racial attitude and behavior of white Americans
toward Black Americans. Race prejudice has
shaped our history decisively; it now threatens
to affect our future. White racism is essentially
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responsible for the explosive mixture which has
been accumulating in our cities since the end of
World War II (Report of the National Advisory
Commission, 1968, p. 10).
For most white Americans, such a statement would cause consternation
and disbelief, for "the problem" has usually been understood by whites, if at all,
as the "Negro problem, " To be told that white society "created, maintains
and condones" (paraphrasing of Commission on Civil Disorders finding, p. 2)
the conditions that fostered the rebellions of the 1960's and 1970’s, and that
white racism is the root cause of "the problem" shatters the life-long training
and acculturation of the assumptions, values and attitudes that all white
Americans receive as their heritage.

More often, because the training

has

been so thorough, the reaction to such statements is outrage and defiance.
Racism is defined here as those attitudes and practices of individuals
and institutions, which are based on and perpetuate the belief in the superiority
of one race over another, and maintain the actual economic, political and
social subordination and subjugation of a race.

A necessary condition of this

statement is that individuals or institutions have the power needed to maintain
and practice the subordination and subjugation.

To have negative attitudes or

beliefs about another race in the face of obvious facts to the contrary, but to
lack the power to subjugate or oppress that race, is prejudice.

While prejudice

is an implicit aspect of racism, the fundamental difference is the inclusion of
power.

And often, although the recognizable aspects of prejudice are missing,

the actual maintenance and perpetuation of a power relationship that was
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nurtured on prejudice remains, and this power relationship, with or without
prejudice, remains racist.
The term ’’Third World” will be used extensively in this paper rather
than the terms ”minority” or ”non-white, ” or the labelling of all people of
color as ’’Black. ”

Third World people in this country are people of color—

either Native American, Aleut, Eskimo and Chicano, who are descendents of
the original inhabitants of this continent, or Puerto Rican, Asian-American or
Afro-American, who are descendants of immigrants or immigrants themselves,
or descendants of people who were brought here forcefully.

Third World

differentiates all countries that belong to neither the First World (the United
States, Western Europe and countries within their sphere) nor to the Second
World (the Soviet Union and the countries of Eastern Europe which are
economically and politically allied to it).

For the most part, the countries of

the Third World have been exploited through colonialism and neo-colonialism
by the First World, and are generally referred to as ’’underdeveloped” (a
euphemism for over-exploited).

While the First and Second Worlds are for the

most part white, the countries of the Third World are for the most part composed
of people of color—in Africa, Asia and South America.

The people of the

Third World compose the majority of the earth’s population, and thus the term
’’minority, ” while describing their numerical position in the United States,
does not provide a realistic appraisal and understanding of their position in the
world.

To define Third World people as ”non-white” denies that they represent
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a spectrum of color and diversity, and establishes "white” as the standard and
norm for others to be compared to.

And finally, Third World connotes the

interconnectedness and unity of the struggle of Third World people around the
world against the twin oppressions of racism and imperialism, against which
a single struggle for liberation is being waged on many fronts.
It is important to clarify and emphasize one more point.

This thesis

concerns itself with racism, yet previously the term "white racism" was used.
From this point on, the paper will generally refer only to the term racism, for
the author’s definition of racism applies only to "white" racism.

In this country,

exploitation and oppression have systematically excluded Third World people
from positions in which they could ej®rcise power over whites in an oppressive
manner, so that while Third World people can be prejudiced, they have none of
the power needed to practice racism.
implies

Therefore, since the term "white racism"

that there is "black," "red, " or "yellow" racism, this paper will

generally use only the term racism, with the implicit understanding of whose

racism that is.
The National Advisory Commission's "basic conclusion" was
nation is moving toward two societies, one black, one white
unequal" (p, 1).

that our

separate and

The acceptance of the conclusion, seemingly supported by

the urban rebellions and the white "backlash," denies fundamental historical
evidence.
one.

For a nation to move toward two societies, it must first have been

The Constitution of the United States was established and ordained "in
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order to form a more perfect union, establish justice. . . promote the general
welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity"
(Preamble to the United States Constitution).

Yet that document supposedly the

foundation of "one nation. . . indivisible, with liberty and justice for all, ”
established and maintained a nation with three societies, one free and over¬
whelmingly white, one slave and Black, and one Native American.

A slave was

defined as three-fifths of a person, and the two societies were guaranteed
continued growth for at least twenty years, after which the importation, but
not the owning, of slaves would be prohibited (Article I, Section 9, Clause 1).
The document that provided "liberty and justice for all" whites specifically
stated that any Black person who escaped slavery "shall be delivered up on
claim of the party to whom such service or labor may be due" (Article IV,
Section 2, Clause 3).
While it may seem unnecessary to quote in such detail from the Con¬
stitution, it is extremely important that Americans understand the fundamental
contradiction inherent in this "democratic" society, that led Senator Stephen
Douglas, Lincoln’s debating opponent, to state that the American government had
been formed "on the white basis, by white men, for the benefit of white men and
their prosperity forever," (Schwartz & Disch, 1970, p. 24) and well over onehundred years later led W. H. Ferry to conclude that "The United States is a
white man’s country conducted according to white customs and white laws
for white purpose, " (1968, p. 36).

For although the Thirteenth Amendment to
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the Constitution, ratified in 1865, abolished chattel slavery, it did not and
could not alter the economic social and political structure, based on race, that
was an integral part of this society’s development, as reflected and ratified in
the Constitution.

The Constitution was but the first of many compromises

reached by segments of the white society, which maintained its unity at the
expense of people of color.

(The pre-Civil War Compromise of 1850, the post¬

reconstruction Compromise of 1877, and the post Civil Rights era "southern
strategy" and "benign neglect. ")

Although economic and political contradictions

exist within the white society itself, and will be discussed later, it is funda¬
mental to establish clearly, here and now, that race has been the primary division
and the fundamental failure of the American social system.
The assimilationist myth of the American society as the great melting
pot is a prime example of this feilure.

Although many vestiges of ethnic

inheritance remain among them, the immigrants from Europe and their descen¬
dants have melded into American society, accepting its values and beliefs all
the while adding to them.

But the melting pot is a theory describing the

formation of Euro-American society in this country.

While ethnic prejudice

and hatreds formed cracks in its structure, this society was cemented together
by the fact that although they were peoples of different and conflicting ethnic
descent, they were white.
apart from it.

People of color were not a part o^^that society, but

Regardless of how much of the culture and values were

assimilated, race has been the primary dividing line of the nation, separating
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the two heterogeneous societies and categorizing them as two homogeneous
societies—white and ”non-white. "
Daniels and Kitano (1970), in their study of American Rac ism, base
their perspective on race relations on the assumption of a "two category"
system, a system of stratification used for discriminatory purposes, often in
which one group presumes superiority over the other.

Two of the most

perfected models of the two category system are American slavery and South
African aparthied.

This stratification often involves the "superior" group

viewing the "inferior" group as less than human, and, by viewing them as less
than human, and therefore less than themselves, the "superior" group can
rationalize and justify behavior "ranging from restrictive and discriminatory
laws to outright acts of violence" (p, 6.).
In the United States, the two category system developed between Third
World people and Euro-Americans, and the establishment of the contingent
thought and ideology, necessary to justify and rationalize that system, has been
traced in a number of works.

Winthrop D. Jordan’s White Over Black:

American Attitudes Toward the Negro 1550-1812; Thomas Gossett's Race: The
History of An Idea In America; Slavery Defended edited by Eric McKitrick;
Rayford W. Logan's The Betrayal of the Negroj C. Vann Woodward's Tte
Strange Career of Jim Crow; and Joel Kovel’s White Racism: A Psychohis^ry,
American racism evolved into an ideology

people of color as

which most definitely viewed

"less than human. " James Boggs (1971) has stated that
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"Indian dispossession and African slavery are the twin foundations of white
economic advancement in North America" (p. 3).

In order to justify and

condone this oppression, Euro-American society developed the ideology of
racism, which viewed Third World people as inferior, uncivilized and less
than human.

However, once the land was all taken and chattel slavery had

ended, the ideology of racism had such general acceptance that when the
original purpose of that ideology had passed, the ideology itself remained and
encouraged the perpetuation of the socio-economic divisions.
Daniels and Kitano hypothesize four basic stages of maintaining the two
category system.

Three of these stages are labelled as "ordinary, " in that

"they do not appear to be unusual responses to the racial problems in American
life, " (p. 13) while the fourth stage is labelled as "extraordinary. " The first
stage is prejudice, which involves the avoidance of the out group, and which is
maintained through stereotyping and informal rules which govern interaction.
The next stage is that of discrimination, which is maintained by more formal
rules or norms, or even by law, and results in the deprivation of the victim.
The authors describe discrimination as "the single most effective means of
maintaining the boundaries of the two-category system" (p. 20).

The third

stage, that of segregation, is defined as "institutionalized discrimination which
is enforced legally or by common custom, " (p. 23) and results in the formal

insultation of the victim.
These "ordinary" solutions are described by the authors as "common
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boundary maintenance practices within the system which do not appear to call
for extraordinary appeals for support—for extraordinary use of force and
power in enforcement" (p. 26).

Prejudice, discrimination and segregation are

woven into the fabric of American society.

These are the manifestations of

American racism which have been the subject of numerous laws; court
decisions; and federal, state and local programs.

Both the manifestations and

the attempted "solutions" will be discussed more fully later on.
Another model of American racism is developed by Joel Kovel in White
Racism;

A Psychohistory.

He defines three broad types of racism in America,

which, he writes, are "in close relationship, indeed in a state of continuous
transition" (pp. 31-32).

Although they are in continuous transition, each type

also reflects stages of historical development in America, and stages in the
development of American racism.

The first type of racism defined by Kovel is

"dominative" racism, which is most often associated with the South, but
which is also manifested in the rest of the country.

The dominative racist is

the person most white Americans would think of as racist.

He is the open bigot,

who transforms his racial prejudice into practice; who, when he feels threatened
by Third World people, will resort to violent means to maintain the racial status
quo (i. e., boundary maintenance).

While the dominative racist is still

numerous, whether attacking a bus load of Black children in the South, a march
for open housing in Chicago, a group of Black school children in Carnarsie, or
a Native American in rural South Dakota, Kovel finds that the time when this type
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of "racist belief and action were morally sanctioned and formed the intimate
fabric of American society is passing, although prejudiced people still cling
to it" (p.55).

Although the general social acceptability of this type is declining^

Kovel states that the dominative racism of whites "emerges under extreme
threats, or in stages of regression" (p. 32), and therefore it can be expected to
emerge when busing, open-housing and other perceived threats appear, although
the national policy of even partial support for these measures appears to be
declining.
The second type of racism identified by Kovel is "aversive" racism, and
it is perhaps the most general type of racism in the country (the base from
which dominative racism springs when extreme threat occurs), a natural and
generally overlooked aspect to white Americans, but the most pervasive and
debilitating to Third World people.

Aversive racists believe, consciously or not,

in white supremacy, but do little overt about it.

The range of aversive racism

extends from those who regress to dominative racism when threatened, to
those who consider themselves liberal, and are "impelled by a strong social
conscience. . . [to] do their best within the given structure of society to
ameliorate the conditions of the Negro. . . via remote, impersonal means" (p. 55).
Both the three stages of Daniels and Kitano's model presented so far,
and the two types of Kovel’s model presented so far, are interchangeable.
Aversive and dominative racism use any of the three stages of prejudice,
discrimination and segregation to maintain the two-category system.

Perhaps
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the best combination of the two models to describe the racial situation in
America in the mid-sixties would be aversive racism and discrimination.

This

is not to say that dominative racism and segregation (de facto and de jure) are
not very real and very much a part of American society.

It is to say that

aversive racism, manifested through discriminatory practices and actions,
was perhaps the broadest and most inclusive definition of that stage of American
rac ism.
Discrimination was defined by Daniels and Kitano as "the necessary
condition —the base line from which extraordinary acts can be broached as
’solutions' for race problems" (p. 20).

And Kovel stated that the "range of

aversive racism [from those who revertto dominative racism when threatened
to those who are considered liberal] reveals it to be a transitional type
between dominative racism and our third type" (p. 55).
We are now at the point of discussing the "extraordinary" solutions of
Daniels and Kitano, and Kovel’s third type of racism, which as an historical
progression, is in the process of development at this stage in American history.
While the two may initially seem contradictory, as if they each portend
different directions for the future of America’s race relations, they in fact are
supportive of one another, and the development of one provides fertile ground

for the development of the other.
Kovel postulates a third type of racism, developing from the liberal end
of the spectrum of aversive racism.

'Metaracism" results from the efforts of

the State to end social and racial unrest, in order to protect the social and
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economic system, to provide the domestic tranquility needed for increased
productivity at home and imperialistic efforts abroad.

It is the attempt by the

culture to absorb efforts at fundamental change, to provide the appearance of
change and reform while maintaining the antl-human aspects of the culture.
Metaracism attempts to submerge racial differences and hostilities, and while
it provides material benefits for some Third World people, it in fact works to
the detriment of all people,
, . .metaracism may be said to exist wherever
the hand of the modern State reduces people to
its own ends, and wherever it finds it expedient—
not ethical, but useful—to eliminate race
distinctions in the process. Metaracism exists
wherever bureaucracies exist to reduce people
to numbers—a white number and a black number
are, after all, not so different, , . (Kovel, p, 217).
A major sign of metaracism in our culture is the increasing dehumaniza¬
tion

of both whites and Third World people in the interests of efficiency, order

and productivity; the increasing use of computerized data banks and number
identification to record and store data on the lives of all Americans; the
monotony of industrial assembly lines and educational fectories, where human
entities become interchangeable parts of a giant machine; the passage of "noknock" laws and the increasing use of electronic and military surveillance; the
collusion between big government and corporate business elites, both in the
parallel flow of cash and favors in one direction and contracts and favorable laws
in the other, and the constant flow of personnel between the two (recent examples
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include the Agriculture Department and agribusiness, the Food and Drug
Administration and the pharmaceutical industry, the Department of Defense and
major military contractors and the CIA and ITT); what Kovel terms "the
omnipresent manipulation of i.taste, thought, style, and want in the interests of
stimulating demand and. , . controlling and maintaining the material productivity
of our society” (p. 36) and a war in Southeast Asia, in which this nation,
unable to win, refuses to lose, and thus carried on the most automated,
technolc^ical and devastating war in history, destroying the society, culture,
environment and populace, all the while attempting to give the appearance of
terminating its involvement: replacing white (and Black) bodies with yellow
bodies, that continue to die for U. S. controlled regimes.
Thus, through metaracism, the society becomes more ordered, more
rationalized and more controlled.

Kovel points to the Army as the prime

example of metaracism, for it is the Army which has supposedly provided the
Black man with the greatest equal opportunity of any institution in the society.
He says of the Army:
Isn’t it simply the mechanized—indeed robotized—
reduction of humanity to selfless tools of the will
of culture, the grinding of both black and white
into grey? Nowhere in our culture is there less
freedom, less autonomy, less originality, joy
and affirmation; nowhere is there more cold
calculation, more mindless regimentation, more
dullness, more banality—and more racial equality
(P. 217).
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In a similar vein, the attempt by the Navy to reduce racial tensions results
not from innate humanism, but from the need to maintain discipline and order
so that vessels may remain on station in Southeast Asia and other points of
U. S. imperialism.

The Pentagon, in announcing the opening of a military race

relations institute in Florida, stated that the institute would concentrate on
achieving a ’’more harmonious relationship among all military personnel so
that organizational efficiency and combat readiness will not be impaired by
racial unrest, tension or conflict” (New York Times, June 26, 1971, p. 13).
However, metaracism is not yet the predominant form of American
racism, and aversive and dominative racism are widespread.

While metaracism

may lack obvious prejudice, it is the result of an industrial order which has
created in urban America masses of Black poor—oppressed and victimized.
While the white society faces increasing dehumanization, and while some Third
World people are assimilated into it, the majority of Third World people face
not only the general dehumanization, but still exist in the general degradation
they have been held in since Reconstruction.

Locked into deteriorating ghettos

and slums, they are supported as a subclass of the society by a welfare system
that dehumanizes them, which identifies them as statistics and numbers in
the computers run by people who while not necessarily racist, are the
functionaries of a metaracist society.

The dominative and aversive racism of

the police and courts, the employers and unions, the slumlords and business¬
men, continues the degradation.
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The Third World urban and rural victimized do not fit into the productivity
of the society at large, and thus do not benefit from the material rewards that
the State exchanges with most of the rest of the population for increasing
dehumanization,

James Boggs writes that where once the Black man's

traditional role in the American economy was unskilled or manual labor, the
technological revolution of automation and cybernation has rendered him
obsolete, and driven him "into the military, the prisons and the streets. "
Automation and cybernation have made these
Blacks expendable to the economy but they have
also liberated Blacks for the first time in their
history on this continent from the necessity to
work on behalf of white development. . . Rejected
by the economic system, today's 'field hands'
have also been freed to reject the system. Pushed
out of the system by the system itself, they have
become outlaws, at war with all the values and
legalities of white America (Boggs, 1971, p. 6),
As unrest grew among the oppressed, the State reacted with pacification
programs aimed, as the term implies, at pacifying, without threatening any
of the basic power or economic structures that were, in fact, the root cause
of the unrest.

Pacification programs were undertaken in response to first,

the Civil Rights movement, and as that failed to produce substantive improve¬
ments and rebellions spread throughout the urban ghettos, the programs were
intensified to quiet the cities, to put an end to the rebellions.

The major goal

of the programs was to deal with the immediate crisis—the spreading rebellions
by appropriating millions and millions of dollars on programs designed to quiet
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the demands for change, without providing any real fundamental change.

The

fundamental weakness and contradiction of the pacification programs that
insured their failure, was their focus on the victim as the problem, rather than
focusing on the oppressive social and economic forces that created and maintained
that victimization.

Yet one could expect no more, for as Paulo Frelre writes

in the Pedagoefv of the Oppressed:
Any attempt to ’soften’ the power of the oppressor
in deference to the weakness of the oppressed almost
always manifests itself in the form of false generosity;
indeed, the attempt never goes beyond this. In order
to have the continued opportunity to express the
’generosity’, the oppressors must perpetuate in¬
justice as well. An unjust social order is the
permanent fount of the ’generosity’, which is
nourished by death, despair, and poverty (Freire,

1972, pp. 28-29).
The poor, and especially the Third World poor, were labelled as
’’culturally deprived” and ’’socially disadvantaged, ” and the onus of ’’their”
problem was placed on them. * No effort was made to explore the economic and
political structure of the society that created and maintained their position.

As

the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders stated, ”White society
is deeply implicated in the ghetto.

White institutions created it, white

institutions maintain it, and white society condones it” (p. 2).

Yet the State,

like its commission, chose to ignore this truth while designing the ’’War On
Poverty, ” Rather than attacking the causes of the problem, the symptoms were

♦See William Ryap, Blaming the Victim, (New York, 1972).
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identified as the problem itself, and millions were spent to reshape the
symptoms.

Since no attempt was made to attack the social and economic

structures which created the reality of poverty and racism, one must conclude
that whether intentionally or not, the pacification efforts were meant to quiet
the rebellions by dealing with a few symptoms, but never the causes, and thus
the disease itself was not the main concern, but instead, the reaction of the
victim of the disease.
Sidney M. Willhelm (1971) concludes that once Black people became
economically irrelevant, the society was ready to grant meaningless measures
of equality and justice.

These legalities were superfluous

and needs of Third World people.

to the real concerns

They did not deal with questions of self-

determination or the exploitation and oppression of the Third World poor by
racism and capitalism.

What use voting rights when, in New York, a Black

public housing project was included in a segregated school district, while
across the highway, a white middle-class development sent its children to
another, white district, yet on election days, the two educationally segregated
housing areas were gerr5miandered into one votir^ district, to insure that the
Black vote would be divided and dispersed into majority white districts ? What
use voting rights when positions for City or Common Council are elected city¬
wide, to insure that the white majority will maintain effective control? What
use voting rights when the Third World population finally reaches a majority
in a city, only to lose that position by a metropolitan realignment of power
encouraged by Federal or state aid, in order to allow the white suburbs to
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retain effective control? Voting rights legislation and public accommodation
legislation are superfluous

to people who cannot get jobs, cannot feed their

families, cannot receive adequate healthcare, and cannot provide their children
with decent education.
Samuel F. Yette (1972) identifies 1965 as *'a logical time to mark the down¬
turn of pacification," the year in which the President’s Council of Economic
Opportunity, which Yette describes as the most concerted and powerful attempt
to fight poverty and discrimination, was dismantled, and the year in which OEO,
supposedly the advocate of the poor, surrendered to the power of big-city
governments and Congressmen who held the pursestrings, both of whom did
not want trouble stirred up in their own territory (p. 71),

A less specific, but

more telling sign of the failure of pacification developed in the late 1960’s.
In his introduction to the Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders, Tom Wicker wrote:
. . . the rioters are the personification of [the]
nation’s shame, of its deepest failure, of its
greatest challenge. They will not go away.
They can only be repressed or conceded their
humanity, and the choice is not theirs to make
(p. X).

By 1968, it was clear that the nation had made its choice, and growing
repression highlighted the failure of the effort to pacify the oppressed.
Joel Kovel, after building his argument for the increasing evidence of
metaracism in this country as a form of "malignant cultural response to the
race crisis, ” (1971, p. 228) states that a further response is possible, a
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response that would seem to lead back to the most dominative form of racism
in this country since slavery.

Kovel writes that:

. . . there is the possibility that the black rebellion,
feeding upon its frustrations, will turn into guerrilla
warfare and frank revolution, and bring on in turn the
fascirt regression that already looms so large (p. 228).
This change, a rise in white reaction, involves the
return to authoritarianism and the worship of law and
order as ends in themselves, or perhaps—as voiced
by some of its extreme adherents who slowly gain
power as the center gives way under the strain of
violence—even to a new order of fascism. Any
further move in this direction would be a calamity,
both for the liberal-humanitarian tradition that has
been allowed to flourish. . . and to the power of the
modern Industrial state, which leans itself upon
abstracted, technically informed, fluid operations,
all of which would be seriously compromised under
an authoritarian order. Since these cultural elements
contain a great deal of aggression, their weakening
might induce a turn beyond fascism, into an American
version of Nazism. . . (p. 226).
Such a cultural response leads directly to the fourth stage of Daniels and Kitano’s
two-category maintenance system, which is that of "extraordinary solutions. "
If the three previous stages (prejudice, discrimination, segregation) have
failed or are failing to maintain the two category system, solutions such as
apartheid, concentration camps, expulsion or extermination can be employed
as a last resort.

The authors state that:

The triggering mechanism related to [extraordinary
solutions] may. . . arise from incidents related to
other boundary maintenance stages. The incident
may be outside the control of a target group (e.g.,
the Japanese evacuation), or it may lie in the target
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group’s reaction to its pariah status (Daniels &
Kitano, 1970, p. 13).
Daniels and Kitano write that ’’extraordinary solutions can most easily
be_adyanced during periods when constitutional guarantees become secondary
to other goals [emphasis original]” (p, 27).

Although they are referring to

wartime or wartime like conditions in this regard, one must analyze the erosion
of constitutional guarantees during the late 1960's and early 1970’s, in terms
of what real or imagined threat existed and what extraordinary responses were
generated.
The 1968 election was the first since the Civil Rights and pacification
years, and followed the growing rebellion and militancy of Third World people
in this country.

The campaigns of George Wallace and Richard Nixon, both

based on the euphemism of ’’law and order”* together polled around fifty-eight
percent of the vote, and the mood of the country even caused the ’’liberal”
Democratic candidate, a champion of Civil Rights, to campaign for ’’law and
order, ” although with somewhat less enthusiasm.

While the candidate chosen

was elected by a minority of voters, the ’’law and order” sentiment had received
resounding public support.

Thus began not only a retreat from the Civil Rights

and pacification efforts of the 1960’s but an increasingly repressive advance on
the constitutional guarantees of the society as a whole.

*The ’’law and order” issue was a response to the so-called ”white back¬
lash,” which is a euphemism for northern white racism.
White backlash resulted
when the aversive racism generally present in the north, was confronted with the
perceived threat to neighborhoods, jobs and housing by Civil Rights and pacifica¬
tion programs, and reverted to the dominative racism that lurked below the surface.
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As to the retreat, the new administration moved almost immediately.
The government backed off from strong enforcing of compliance with school
integration, and ultimately lead and enhanced the growing sentiment for out""
lawing busing

as a method of integration.

It attempted to weaken the powers

of the Voting Rights Act; established and publicized its "Philadelphia Plan" for
increasing Third World participation in construction unions and then dropped
the plan and led a movement against the use of quotas; attempted to appoint an
avowed racist as one of a series of reactionary Supreme Court appointees;
removed from office those thought to be over zealous in enforcing Civil Rights
laws; restructured the anti-poverty agencies so as to gain more control over
them and destroy effective programs such as the Legal Aid Service; for a time
supported giving tax credits to "segregation academies" set up in the South to
maintain segregation; refused to support the Secretary of HUD’s scatter-site
housing plan; termed its policy toward Third World peoples in this country as
"benign neglect"; and established programs that spend millions on training and
armament of local police rather than programs to alleviate the causes of poverty
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and crime.* More generally, this administration, unlike its two predecessors,
did not use its position of ’’moral leadership” to at least verbally push for
increased national efforts to alleviate poverty and the effects of racism, but
rather used its role to actually generate and increase sentiments in the opposite
direction.
Perhaps more ominously, since much of the Civil Rights and pacification
efforts were of questionable success anyway, the late 1960’s and early 1970’s wit¬
nessed an increasingly repressive and authoritarian government;
The Administration’s Omnibus Crime Bill which
became law on July 29, 1970 and authorized no
knock search and seizure and preventive detention;
the implementation of laws allowing for ’’conspiracy
trials” and indictments for ’’crossing state lines to
incite a riot, ” both of which are of such nebulous
nature that they have demonstrably allowed for a
sweeping definition of possible "crimes
the systematic intimidation and destruction of the Black
Panther Party through assassination, exile and false
imprisonment, and political trials of the leadership;
the long imprisonment and trial of Angela Davis
and many other Third World people, and the murder
of George Jackson are well known examples of
attempts to destroy the leadership of Third World people;
♦This reduction of millions of federal dollars from pacification programs to
riot training and re-armament of police forces, was perhaps the most telling sign
of the nation's choice. Joyce (1969, p. 44) writes that shortly after the 1967 rebellion
in Detroit, the Comm on Council of that city approved a bond issue for $7 million,
over a million of which was for the following specific appropriations:
500y000 rounds of various kinds of
700 21-gauge shotguns
ammunition (150,000 rounds of which were
100 Stoner machine gunes
. 223 calibre ammunition for the Stoner
1, 000 M-1 carbines
machine gun)
25 gas guns
8 armored personnel carriers
25 30-06 calibre rifles with
4 mobile support vans with radio equipment
4-X scopes
2 prisoner buses
1, 200 gas masks
5, 000 chemical mace dispensers 9,000 sets of fatigue clothing
1, 500 flak vests
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the Jackson State, Kent State, and Southern University
massacres that resulted in charges against the victims,
but not the perpetrators;
the increased use of wiretapping and surveillance
civilians by the military and government agents;
the increasing amount of governmental secrecy and
abuse of executive privilege and power;
the campaign of intimidation against the mass media,
by subpoenaing journalists’ private notes, by applying
pressure via licensing powers against commercial
TV stations and through them the major networks, and
by applying political and financial pressure against
Public TV.
Add to these many other repressive measures, including the unconstitutional
mass arrests during the 1971 May Day demonstrations, and the continuing series
of revelations referred to as "Watergate" which demonstrate complicity by the
highest officials in the government in widespread criminal activities, and a
fairly extensive pattern of repression and increasingly authoritarian control
develops.

This is perhaps best summed up in the following quote from the

A. C.L. U. that as of July, 1973,
... it has been revealed that the 1970 plan called
for electronic surveillance, burglaries, mail covers,
the use of military undercover agents and the
infiltration of college campus groups, all for the
purpose of political intelligence. At the same time,
the Nixon Administration was combatting any efforts
to place legislative or judicial controls on intelligence
gathering. . . As a consequence of ACLU litigation
and through other public disclosure it is known that
all of the methods of political espionage contemplated
in the 1970 plan (excepting mail covers—about which
little is known) were employed by the Federal govern-
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merit during the past few years. The President's
admission that he gave even temporary approval to
wire tapping of news reporters and past and present
employees of the National Security Council for
political intelligence—indicates a contemptuous
disregard for consitutional freedoms (p. 6),
Many of these measures and laws were aimed basically at the segments
of society that were viewed as the instigators of unrest and subversion_both
the Third World liberation struggles and the radical segments of the anti-war
movement, who were opposing the racist, imperialistic aggression of the U. S.
in Southeast Asia.

With the above measures, constitutional guarantees had

become secondary to other goals, and, as Daniels and Kitano stated, "extra¬
ordinary

solutions can most easily be advanced during" such times.

While

the pacification programs attacked the symptoms of oppression, the increasing
repression signaled a new stage in which the victims of oppression themselves
were attacked.
The most severe of the extraordinary solutions is genocide.

On December

11, 1946, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution affirming
genocide as a crime under international law.

The "Convention of the Prevention

and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, " has been ratified by seventy-five
countries, yet the United States has so far refused to join the Convention (Yette,
p. 333).

The Convention defined genocide as :
a.
b.
c.

killing members of the group;
causing serious bodily or mental harm to members
of the group;
deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life
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d.
e.

calculated to bring about its physical destruction
in whole or part;
imposing measures intended to prevent births within
the group; and,
forcibly transferring children of the group to another
group (Daniels and Kitano, p. 28).

It is not the author’s intent to show here that genocide against Third World people
has been instigated by the increased repression of the late 1960's and early
1970's.

Rather it is to be argued here that genocide, as defined by the Convention,

has in fact been an ongoing reality in this country for decades, and that the
erosion of constitutional guarantees signals the preparation and readiness of
the white powers of this country to advance towards more systematic and out¬
right forms of genocide in order to meet what is becoming an increasing threat
to its existence.
W. H. Ferry (1968), in his article ’’Farewell to Integration, " states
that the Black migration to the cities is caused in part by:
Mechanization of Southern farms [which] is pushing
them rapidly off the land. Starvation is being
systematically employed by Southern whites as a
method of chasing blacks from areas where their
cheap labor is no longer needed and they become
welfare burdens (p. 35).
In another article in the same issue of the Center Magazine, Frank Joyce (1968)
described a proposal put forth by Detroit Mayor Cavanagh shortly after the 1967
rebellion in that city.

Describing his plan as ”a new, interesting idea and the

right line of thinking,” Cavanagh proposed that the Federal government stem
the flow of Black people to the North by buying farms and selling them to
sharecroppers on easy credit terms, in order to make rural life, particularly
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in the South, more appealing to destitute Black people.
Cavanagh went on to say a Negro family could be
settled on a family-siae farm Inmost parts of the
South for an investment of $10, 000-$15,000.
This would be far cheaper than transferring that
same family to the welfare rolls of a Northern
city (p, 45),
These two statements support Yette's conclusion that "black Americans
are obsolete people. . . Black Americans have outlived their usefulness.
raison d’etre to this society has ceased to be a compelling issue.

Once an

economic asset, they are now considered an economic drag" (p, 14).
seen as welfare burdens in the rural south and in the urban north.
nowhere else to go, or to be sent.

Their

They are

They have

Additionally, understanding that their survival

is at stake. Third World people are in the process of a liberation struggle, which
makes them not only obsolete to the nation, but increasingly a direct threat to
the existence of the status quo.
Keeping in mind the United Nation’s definition of genocide, a few
examples of its existence in this nation will suffice to at least give credence
to the argument for those who would otherwise deny its existence.

The horror

of the recently exposed U. S. Department of Public Health syphillis experiment
on 400 Black men in Alabama, in which human beings were used as quinea pigs
much as Jews were used for "medical" experiments in Nazi Germany, is
compounded by the fact that even after penicillin was discovered, the experi¬
ment continued and the cure was withheld from the men.

For thirty seven

years, the Eugenics Board of North Carolina has managed a program in which
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6, 851 persons were sterilized for supposed mental retardation. While there
are three whites to every Black person in North Carolina, from 1962 to 1964,
1,563 people were sterilized: 274 were white, 551 were Black, and 18 were
Native Americans.

The majority sterilized were adolescents or young adults,

and most were referred to the Board by county welfare boards (Hurley, 1969,
pp. 45-46).

Of the prisoners executed between 1930 and 1967 in this country,

53 percent were Black (yet while 405 of the 455 men executed for rape were
Black, over half of all the convicted rapists were white, of whom 48 were
executed) (Fact Sheets, 1971, p. 12).

While 11 percent of the U. S. population

is Black, over 42 percent of the U. S. prisoners are Black (Fact Sheets, 1973,
t

p. 19).

It is estimated that over 5, 000 Black people have been lynched in this

country. *
Less specific examples, yet of greater and more widespread impact on
Third World people, are the most damning of all.

The statistics of poverty and

Third World people have appeared with such frequency and numbers as to have
had a numbing effect, so that they no longer evoke much response from the
general public.

Many of these statistics are compiled and published by the

Federal government, which is therefore well aware of their significance and
existence.

Yet the wealthiest nation in the history of man has been unable or

unwilling to significantly alter the realities of poverty, malnutrition, sickness

♦This is a Tuskegee Institute estimate. Brink and Harris, The Negro
Revolution in America, (New York, 1964) set the figure at 4,733.
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and disease, and the other related problems facing the poor, and more signifi¬
cantly, the Third World poor of this nation.

Given the overwhelming reality

of these facts, given the responsibility of the institutions of white society for these
realities, and given their lack of successful response to changing these realities,
one must conclude that white, capitalist America is consciously perpetuating
these conditions.

And since these conditions ’’cause serious bodily or mental

harm to” Third World people, and are ’’deliberately inflicting on the group
conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or
part, " one must conclude that genocide is and has been a fact in this country
and that it is the policy of the governing class/race to at best ignore it, and at
worst, to increase its destruction of Third World people.
A total of 25.5 million Americans are classified as living in poverty
(Time, August 9, 1971, p. 61),

One out of every ten whites is poor, and the

average income of poor whites if $1,000 below poverty income level of $3,968
(Fact Sheets, 1971, p. 1).

Yet one out of every three Blacks lives in poverty,

and the Black poor is poorer than the whitepoor, with an average income of
$1, 300 below poverty income (Fact Sheets, 1971, p, 1).

Malnutrition and hunger

have been documented in America, falling most heavily among Third World
people.

Yet in 1969, 425 counties in the United States refused to participate

in Federal food assistance programs (Yette, p. 120), thus consciously and
effectively denying food to hungry people.

While figures are not readily

available, it is more than an assumption that the overwhelming majority of these
county

officials were white, and a large percentage of the hungry were Third
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World.

In 1969 the United States Department of Agriculture returned to the

U. S. Treasury $227 million appropriated to feed hungry people (Yette, p. 139),
while the evidence was readily available to those running the program that
malnutrition and hunger were widespread among the Third World poor.

Yet

the U. S. Department of Agriculture paid out $4.5 billion to farmers in order
for them not to grow their products, hundreds of millions of dollars of which
went to white farmers and white farm operations in the very counties
rejected food assistance programs.

which

While the U. S. Department of Agriculture

estimates that 9. 3 million children are eligible for the School Breakfast Program,
only 943,000 received the breakfasts in 1971 (Guardian, September 13, 1972,
p. 7).

These actions or inactions by governmental agencies evidence a

calculated policy to maintain and perpetuate hunger and malnutrition, with a
full understanding of the effects on the "group" affected.
Malnutrition has a devastating effect on children, both in the prenatal
period and in the first three years of life, when 80 percent of all brain growth
takes place (Time, May 18, 1972, p. 52).

Malnutrition, along with lack of

medical care, produces the following results.

The Third World infant mortality

rate in the United States is twice that of the white infant mortality rate (Fact
Sheets, 1971, p. 3).

A premature baby is sixteen times more likely to die

during the first twenty-eight days of life than is a full term baby (Hurley, p, 59),
and "the prematurity rate varies directly with the percent of women who receive
little or no prenatal care" (Hurley, p. 60).

"If the premature infant does
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survive, he is, . . ten times more likely to become mentally retarded than is
his full-term counterpart” (Hurley, p. 59).

The number of Third World

premature registered births in the United States has risen from 9.6 percent
in 1950 to 13.9 percent in 1964 (Facts Sheets. 1971, p. 3).
While genetic, chromosomal and hereditary causes
[of retardation] occur with about the same frequency
in all racial and economic groups, retardation of
unknown origin [about 80% of all retardation] is
nearly ten times more likely to occur among the
poor, black and Spanish-speaking in the U.S.
than among the white and affluent (Time, May 18,
1972, p. 52).
Nonwhites have death rates. . .up to more than
twice those of whites for the following dieases:
menengitis, measles, encephalitis, diptheria,
whooping cough, scarlet fever, nephrites,
influenca and pneumonia. Many of these, if not
promptly and properly treated, leave their mark
upon survivors in the form of permanent damage
to the central nervous system, the apparatus of
intelligence (Hurley, p. 65),
Yette quotes Senator McGovern's report on the findings of the National Nutrition
Survey which reported that:
34% of the pre-school children exam ined exhibit
anemia which causes 'fatigue, listlessness, an
inability to perform'. . ,
In Texas, goiter, a disease that can be prevented
for 1/4 of a penny per person per year. . . is,
by World Health Organization standards, endemic.
Vitamin A deficiency, unknown to any child who
simply drinks enough milk afflicts 33% of our
children under 6.
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Children in this country have rickets and scurvy
and beriberi, marasmus and kwashwikor, diseases
common in developing countries and usually
associated with famine (Yette, pp. 102-103).
The "serious bodily or mental harm" caused Third World people by
being denied proper health care is partly the result of the fact that there are
only 6, 000 Black doctors (2% of the total) in the United States (Fact Sheets, 1973,
p. 4), and one Black member of the 242 member house of delegates of the
American Medical Association (Fact Sheets. 1973, p. 4), and in part the result
of the calculated lack of effort by governmental agencies to respond to well
known realities.
It is estimated that from 400,000-600,000 children are poisoned by eating
lead-based paint chips; 200 die, 4,000 suffer brain damage and only 50,000100,000 are medically treated (Fact Sheets, 1971, p. 3).

In the United States,

80-85% of lead poisoning victims are Third World (Fact Sheets, 1971, p. 3).
Most of this poisoning takes place in old, dilapitated housing in which the poor
are forced to live, and in 1971, the Department of Housing and Urban Develop¬
ment, after much pressure, ruled against the use of lead-based paints and
ordered old surfaces in "public housing, HUD-owned properties and in rehabili¬
tation work" (Massachusetts Daily Collegian, May 1, 1971, p. 9) covered over.
Yet in February, 1972, HUD exempted its properties from the ruling, until
further studies showed the "extent of and best methods for eradicating leadbase paint poisoning" (Collegian, p, 9).

While the bureaucracy stalls and

studies, thousands and thousands of Third World children continue to be
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poisoned, resulting in death and brain damage.
It is estimated that in New York City there is a heroin addict population
of more than 300,000 (Time, September 4, 1972, p. 23).

In 1970, 3/4 of the

drug related deaths in the city were Black and Puerto Rican people (Fact Sheets,
1973, p. 6).

The huge influx of drugs into Third World communities has been

a known fact for years, yet the highly publicized anti-drug efforts did not begin
until drugs spread to the white community in force.

While Black people may be

the pushers and users of drugs in their communities, they do not import and
distribute drugs in the nation.

Whites have directed and profited from the drug

use in the ghetto, while the ghetto community itself is vitiated by wasted lives
and potential, by drug related crime and disruption.

The use of drugs among

the oppressed only increases their dependency on the oppressor, and lessens
their ability to organize, unite and struggle for their liberation.

Thus, the

connection with the drug trade by U. S. police forces and by the puppet regimes
in Southeast Asia which depend wholly on U. S. dollars for their existence, yet
are implicated in heroin smuggling to this country, raises serious questions
about the desire of the governing class/race in this country to halt the flow of
drugs to Third World communities.
With the failure of the pacification efforts, and along with the increasing
repression and disregard for democratic principles and constitutional liberties,
have crane a number of racist proposals that point to more overt forms of
genocide.

Most of these proposals are based on the theory that the Third
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World poor are genetically inferior and therefore place the burden of their
oppression on them, rather than on the social system which created and maintains
their victimization.

It is interesting that an increasing number of these

proposals and explanations developed, or at least received more publicity,
after the failure of the pacification programs, and that they focus on the inherent
deficiencies of the victim rather than the inherent contradictions of the programs.
While they remain proposals, the atmosphere and environment in which they can
became reality is developing, and the possibilities for their use becomes
greater, especially as the social system becomes less willing to even attempt
some cosmetic reforms, and thus looks for reasons and justification for why
nothing can or should be done.

Arthur Jensen’s widely publicized theories of

the genetic inferiority of Black people, * were followed by Nobel Prize winning
physicist William Shockley’s argument that the condition of Black people is
accounted for by genetic inferiority and therefore those with less than average
l.Q. ’s should be sterilized, in order not to continue reproducing genetically
inferior (i.e.. Black!) children (Time, May 15, 1972, p. 53).

Yette points

to a number of recent proposals for mandatory abortions and sterilization for
those on welfare (p. 114); a House Un-American Activities Committee plan to
"isolate and destroy" Black people engaged in guerilla warfare (a response to

♦See Carl Rowan, "How Racists Use ’Science’ to Degrade Black People, "
Ebony, May 1970, pp, 31-40.
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the urban rebellions) which the President could implement without Congressional
approval (pp. 28-31); and a plan by Dr. Arnold Hutsehneker (Nixon's one time
psychiatrist) which Nixon asked HEW to study, and which would require
psychological tests for all six year olds, and massive psychological and
psychiatric treatment for those who are found to be criminally inclined, including in¬
ternment in special camps* (pp. 278-279).

Daniel Moynihan, the originator of

'TDenign neglect," proposed the use of the military, as an ’’utterly masculine
world” to meet a ’’national goal” of stable Black family structure.
Given the strains of the disorganized and matrifocal
family life in which so many Negro youths come of
age, the armed forces are a dramatic and desperately
needed change: a world away from women, a world
run by strong men of unquestioned authority (Kovel,
p. 39).
One might add that the 42 percent of U. S. prisoners who are Black are also in
a similar environment.
All these plans have one common thread: the white, capitalist power
structure will not threaten its position of power and spend its resources on the
massive social and economic reorganization and redistribution needed to end

*This proposal, along with Congressman Pucinski’s similar proposal for
psychiatric treatment of college ’’dissidents” (Yette, pp. 231-238) makes
Kenneth Keniston’s ”How Community Mental Health Stamped Out the Riots
(1968-1978)” somewhat less Swiftian than he may have intended it. His article
provides a frightening look at a very real and possible future, given proposals
such as these by men close to the center of power in this country. In White
Racism by Barry W. Schwartz and Robert Disch, pp. 586-598.
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the conditions of oppression.

Rather, the State will attach the burden of

responsibility for the conditions of poverty and oppression on the oppressed,
and will then design programs to solve the problem by getting rid of the victim.
Dr. Hutschneker said his program for psychiatric and psychological ’’treatment”
camps was ”a better short-term solution to the crime problem than urban
reconstruction” (Yette, p, 279).

Mandatory abortions and sterilization are

’’better” short-term methods of reducing the numbers of children with low
I.Q. 's, the welfare rolls and the hard core unemployed, than are efforts to
end malnutrition, to provide proper health and medical care, and to provide
decent housing and jobs for everyone in the society.

Genocidal programs and

practices appear to be the choice of the ruling class/race to maintain its position
of power and domination, in the face of the liberation struggles of the oppressed.
Although the situation of oppression is a dehumanized
and dehumanizing totality affecting both the oppressors
and those whom they oppress, it is the latter who
must, from their stifled humanity, wage for both the
struggle for a fuller humanity; the oppressor, who
is himself dehumanized because he dehumanizes
others, is unable to lead this struggle (Freire, p. 32).
It is the responsibility of those in the white community, who also yearn
for a fuller humanity, to join the struggle of the oppressed to overthrow the
oppressive social and economic structure, or by action or inaction, to remain
a part of the genocidal effort to maintain human degredation and oppression.

CHAPTER II

BEING WHITE IN AMERICA

A poll on middle-class violence, published in November 1970, asked the
question, "Imagine that the government has just arrested and imprisoned many
of the Negroes in your community even though there has been no trouble. " Of
the white respondents to the question, thirteen percent answered that they
would respond to that situation with civil disobedience, while seven percent
would resort to armed violence (Stark & McEvoy, 1970, p. 111).

These small

percentages were in response to a question, a rather non-threatening experience,
so it is possible that a smaller percentage of white Americans would in fact
respond to that situation.

The other eighty percent of white Americans apparently

would do nothir^, although at least one percent responded that they supported the
action.
Albert Memmi, in the preface to The Colonizer and the Colonized,
states that:
. . . colonial privilege Is not solely economic. To
observe the life of the colonizer and the colonized
is to discover rapidly that the daily humiliation of
the colonized, his objective subjugation, are not
merely economic. . . The Marxist discovery of
the importance of the economy in all oppressive
relationships is not to the point. This relationship
has other characteristics which I believe I have dis¬
covered in the colonial relationship (1970, p. xii).
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Memmi concludes that while "maybe" the colonial relationship rests ultimately
on an economic basis, it is not certain.

Frantz Fanon (1968), in perhaps a

more definitive analysis of the colonial relationship, states that "Marxist
analysis should always be slightly stretched every time we have to do with the
colonial problem. "
When you examine at close quarters the colonial context,
it is evident that what parcels out the world is to begin
with the fact of belonging to or not belonging to a given
race, a given species. . , The cause is the consequence;
you are rich because you are white, you are white because
you are rich. . . It is neither the act of owning factories,
nor estates, nor a bank balance which distinguishes the
governing classes. The governing race is first and
foremost. . . (p, 40).
The duality of the governing class/governing race, identified by Fanon and
Memmi in the colonial context, applies also to the United States. An analysis
of the United States in terms of economic stratification and class structure is
simply incomplete. Racism is a force unto itself in this society, * and although
it developed out of economic structures, and today retains much connection with
the economic structure of the society, it has permeated the social, cultural
and psychological fabric of the society. American society is divided not only
by class, but also by caste. Whites in this society benefit from white privilege

♦Sidney M. Willhelm (1971) calls racism "a dominant, autonomous
social value" (p. 2).
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regardless of class, and Third World people experience certain realities
regardless of economic position.

Frank Joyce, Director of People Against

Racism, states that: ''What is common to both colonial and caste descriptions
is a permanent state of economic and/or political powerlessness for non-whites
as a group" (1970, p. 143).
What is also common in colonial and caste structures is white privilege.
White people in this society, whatever their racial attitudes or beliefs, and
whatever their socio-economic class, are the beneficiaries of those white-caste
privileges, which range from possible entry into the power and wealth of the
society; to the institutional benefits to whites of preference in jobs, health care,
housing, education, justice (See Knowles & Prewitt, 1969); to the identity with the
cultural environment; to the sense of oneself.

Because we are so accustomed

to these practices, many whites do not understand them as privileges, but
rather see them as norms—the result of "hard work" or "chance" on their part,
and "bad luck, " "laziness, " "ineptness" or "inferiority" on the part of Third
World people.

Regardless of whether a person is aware of these privileges,

or desires them, all of us who are white in this country benefit from them—
because we are white.

Therefore, they are illegitimate privileges.

Robert Terry of the Detroit Industrial Mission defines racism as
"white ethnocentrism" (1971, p. 47).

White values, standards and tastes

predominate, and are seen as right, regardless of the desires or views of
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other people.* Through numerous methods, including television, movies, books.
advertisements, toys, news reporting, and language itself, the process of
acculturation perpetuates the rightness of being white, and "whites are very
carefully taught that people with white skins are better, in all ways that matter,
thanpeople without white skins" (Joyce, 1970, p. 133).

This very thorough

process of brainwashing and conditioning has been most successful.

Mary Ellen

Goodman's monumental study of Race Awareness In Young Children, first
published in 1952, contained findings that are relevant today, at least and
especially her findings on white children.

She states an important principle

concerning race awareness that relates to the thorough process of acculturation
that whites go through.

She uses the word prejudice rarely in her book:

. . . not because our young children are failing
to show the beginnings of prejudice, but because
'prejudice' suggests something too simple. It
suggests that 'prejudice' is something one has
or does not have, gets or does not get, like the
measles or the mumps. It suggests a unit of
personality, and that in turn suggests that 'it'
could be prevented by dealing with that particular
unit (p. 217).
Goodman found that the four year olds she studied (in a northeastern
seaboard citj) had developed "awareness and feelings" of race "far in excess

*See Abraham F. Citron, The Rightness of Whiteness. Detroit-MichiganOhio Regional Educational Lab, 1969. Also the topic of a slide presentation by
this author entitled "The Cultural Perpetuation of the Rightness of Whiteness. "
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of their habits of expressing them" (p. 45).

She found among the forty-six white

children a high degree of negative association with blackness, and many negative
feelings and assumptions about Black people, and she noted that while the white
children asked many questions about skin color, their questions are:
. . .conspicuously uniform in one respect. These
white children do not ask about themselves—why
their own color, or lack of it. They take it
completely for granted, in the fashion of ’’primitive”
tribesmen, that they are ’’the people” (p. 68).
The process of acculturation and conditioning which whites go through in
this society is so widespread and insidious that it is fair to say that all white
people are a product of it, especially in terms of the concept of the ’’rightness of
whiteness. ” Add to this the illegitimate social, political, economic and cultural
privileges that all whites share to some degree in this society, one can then
conclude that all whites are ’’racist. ” Not necessarily bigoted, but most
necessarily benefiting from the racist political, cultural and economic system of
the country.

Joseph Barndt, in ’’Setting the White Man Free, ” writes that ”we

did not simply become racist, nor did we choose to be racists.

Rather, we

were made into racists, and there are strong powers that prevent us from
becoming non-racists” (p. 17).

In addition to the perpetuation and reinforcement

of our racism by cultural and institutional factors, our thinking on race is very
much affected by an ideology or mythology of ’’blaming the victim, ” which has
been analyzed by William Ryan (1972).
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Ryan’s blaming the victim ideology fits very well into the level of racism
identified by Joel Kovel and discussed in the last chapter—metaracism.
Blaming the victim" myths and assumptions form the thinking of vast numbers
of whites in this country, who think themselves to be free of any taint of racism.
Ryan states that:
. . .the new ideology is very different from the open
prejudice and reactionary tactics of the old days. Its
adherents include sympathetic social scientists with
social consciences in good working order, and liberal
politicians with a genuine commitment to reform
(p. 6).
What differentiates it from dominative and aversive racism is that its adherents
would specifically state that there are no inherent biological or genetic deficiencies
in Third World people.

Rather, the new ideology states that the deficiencies of

Third World people are socially and culturally derived, and result from a deprived
background of poverty and discrimination.

Through years and generations of this

"social and cultural deprivation, " Third World people, says the metaracist, have
acquired certain traits and deficiencies that can be "compensated" for.

Since this

ideology served as much of the justification for the pacification programs discussed
in the last chapter, one can see again the major contradiction inherent in it—
rather than focusing on causes, it focuses on symptoms;; rather than focusing on
changing the socio-economic system, it focuses on changing the victim of that
system.
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The importance of this ideology, in addition to its obvious usefulness in
a metaracist society, is its usefulness to individual whites as a way of distancing*
themselves from any responsibility for the conditions of racial oppression in the
country.

Ryan states the dilemma of these white Americans, who ’’cannot bring

themselves to attack the system that has been so good to them, but who want so
badly to he helpful to the victims of racism and economic injustice” (p. 27).

The

response to this dilemma is to place responsibility for the conditions of the
victimized on the victimized themselves, all the while appearing to be helpful
and concerned about those conditions.
By maintaining the focus of blame for the problem on the victim, rather
than on the socio-economic system that victimizes, the white American justifies,
consciously or unconsciously, a system of privilege for himself, and tries to
insure that he personally cannot be held responsible for changing a system which
he refuses to condemn.

For since he benefits from the system as it is now

established, and since he is a part of that system, to condemn it would be to
condemn himself.

Yet until whites develop a consciousness that enables them to

interpret the racial issue as a white problem, and to recognize and accept their
role as whites in that problem, they will be unable to bring about any positive
change in the racial situation.
*A number of ’’distancing behaviors” used by whites, especially in groups
dealir^ with racism, to distance themselves from any responsibility for and involve¬
ment in racism, have been expounded by James M. Edler in an unpublished paper
entitled ’’Distancing Behaviors Amor^ White Groups Dealing with Racism. ”
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The ideology of blaming the victim continues the tradition of perceiving
racism as the Black or "Negro” problem.

Robert Terry (1971) declares that

consciousness is at the core of understanding the racial problem in this country.
While attitudinal and behavioral change have rightfully been identified as critical.
Terry states that "the attitudes will be misplaced, and behavior misdirected if
consciousness remains untouched" (p. 25).

New attitudes or behaviors, formed

through the consciousness of a "black problem" or victim blaming, cannot and
will not be effective steps to change.

Only by understanding white racism and the

implication of ^1 whites in it, with the concommitant responsibility of all whites
to change it, will new attitudes and behaviors be constructive.

For they will then

be focused on the causes of the race problem in America, and efforts at change
will begin to have some chance for success.
For many, and perhaps most, whites, this is a radical posture, a complete
changeover from present consciousness and understanding.

A study that is

particularly illustrative of this point was done by Professor Wilson Record, a
white sociologist at Portland State University.

His study focused on white

sociologists who specialize in race or race relations, and the impact on them of
the "Black Studies movement." While the white sociologists studied tended "to
see themselves as liberal, unprejudiced, and basically sympathetic with those
minority groups, particularly the blacks, whom they choose to study, " (1972, p. 1)
for many the sympathy and liberalness tended to evaporate when confronted with
Third World students who questioned, disrupted or boycotted their courses in
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minority cultures, sociology of the Inner city, and other courses focusing on
Third World people.

Of the 175 subjects who had responded to Record during

1971-72. about forty "indicated that they were no longer working in the race field
and did not intend to return to it" (p. 5).

Others pianned to shift the focus of their

race relations research from black people to other Third Worid groups.
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Others hoped to be able to maintain their focus on Third World people by a
number of ingeneous means.

One white professor of race relations incredibly

stated that he had first opposed the establishment of Afro-American Studies, but
had changed his mind, for it was now a place to send the "black hot heads.

If we

couldn't do that, the regular race relations classes would become so chaotic I
couldn't teach them"("More Than A Matter of Color, " p. 9).
Record states that the "Golden Hour" of these white sociologists had
been in the mid-sixties.

With "the riots and the writing of integrationism into

national Civil Rights Acts. . .[sjuddenly the white sociologist's expertise was in
great demand not only by the liberal establishment where his stature was already
clear," but also by conservative institutions of the society (1971, p. 3).

This

was the time of the pacification programs promulgated by the "liberal establish¬
ment" and these sociologists were in their golden hour as the experts on Third
World people and their problems.

Who better to design the programs of

pacification? Who better to explain the problems of "cultural deprivation and
social disadvantage?" Who better to focus on symptoms and the victim, rather
than on causes and the victimizer (i. e., themselves), than those whose focus
cf study had been so heavily on the former?
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While some white sociologists changed their focus to whites, or dropped
out of the field for other reasons, and while Professor Record's rather obvious
bias - against the "Black Studies Movement" and "black militants" and white
sociologist who "indulge in self-flagellation" ("More Than A Matter of Color", p. 5) may have tainted some of the research, it is astonishing that people whose focus
and area of research is race relations could be so blind to white racism as to
feel so basically threatened when they receive negative reactions to their continued
study of Third World people as the problem in race relations.

The statements

of many of those who dropped out of the field of race relations, and some of those
who stayed in it sound remarkably like Mary Ellen Goodman's comment about
white four year old's whose questions are all about the "others," while they take
themselves for granted.

The field of race relations to many of these individuals

is study and research on the problems of Third World people, and they seem to
not have the slightest indication of a need to understand more about whites, their
society and institutions as they relate to "race relations, "
In fact, a similar lack of study and research on a number of issues
related to racism appears to exist in some other fields.

In the field of psychology,

a critical aspect of an understanding of "white" racism, Reginald L. Jones (1972),
educator and psychologist, found that; "There appears to be little significant
psychological research and programming devoted" to the study of racism.

A survey

of Psychological Abstracts of the period 1970-71 found that the term racism did
not appear in the index.

A further analysis of the content of abstracts published
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in Psychological Abstracts in 1950, I960, and 1970, showed that:
. . . virtually all the writing could be categorized
into attempts to understand some correlates of
deficiencies in blacks or to explore differences
between blacks and whites. Only a handful of
studies concerned modification of presumed
deficiencies and fewer still alluded to factors
leading to the deficiencies of the individual and
his family. The study of racism and racial attitudes
and their modification were not topics which
occurred with great frequency (Jones, 1972, p. 309).
Again, a change in consciousness in terms of how a person perceives the
racial situation is a major, and for many whites a radical change of consciousness.
It undermines many fundamental understandings we have held for so long about
ourselves and our interactions with our society, and it refutes many "facts” in
which we believed very strongly.

Yet it can be a difficult and frustrating effort

trying to replace those understandings and facts, because of the paucity of
research and studies focused on the white problem.

We need the skills of

sociologists, psychologists, educators, political scientists, economists and many
others, focused on answering the why’s and how’s of the white problem in
America—why we need the attitudes, beliefs and consciousness that we hold and
why we behave and act as we do, both as individuals and as a collective whole;
how the institutional and cultural relationships of our society perpetuate and
maintain white privilege and Third World oppression, and what the effect of those
relationships is on white people; how we can work to rid ourselves and our society
of the sickness of racism, and develop alternatives that benefit all people.
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In any oppressive system, those who benefit fromthe privileges of
oppression must pay the price of maintaining that oppression.

Memmi writes that

"if colonization destroys the colonized, it also rots the colonizer" (p. xvii).

As the

state reacts with increased repression to the growing struggle by Third World
people, the costs of that repression to whites will rise in relation to the privileges
we receive from the caste society.

The Watergate revelations have demonstrated

that while the perpetrators justified their actions as defending "national security"
against the liberation and anti-war struggles of the late 60's and early 70's, their
plans and activities threatened all the American people with increasingly repressive
and authoritarian control.
White people must be aware of the price we pay for our racism.
the costs are intangible, others tangible, but they are all very real.

Some of

White people

are entrapped in the same web of racism that tangles the victims, and most exist
in sterile white ghettos, cut off from the rest of the society and from relationships
and interactions with all but white people.

The lack of diversity of color, values,

behaviors, language is our loss, and though we may not be aware of it, the
resulting conformity is a severe loss indeed.

The ethnocentrism of our culture

excludes the variety and vitality of those cultures which have been submerged by
white society, leaving most white people culturally deprived.
effect of racism on us

The dehumanizing

and our children makes our use of words like "brother¬

hood," "humanity" and "love" to describe our feelings and morality, ring hollow.
Lillian Smith (1970) summed up this dehumanizing effect on white people when
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I have never been sure that racial segregation has
hurt the Negro more than the white. I am not certain
that the physical lynching of the few is worse than
the spiritual lynching of the many white children by
their own parents and school and church. . . What
segregation has actually done is to destroy spiritually
and mentally millions of its children of both races.
Arrogance or shame—which do you pefer that your
child feel? A mind deadened to knowledge, or a body
shut out of a decent school? An indifference to the
suffering of others, or suffering itself? The choice
is hard to make for all these things will dehumanize
the child (p. 170).
The psychological health of white people is deeply influenced by racism.
While there is not much literature on this topic, the work of Delany (1970, 1972),
Comer (1972), Wilkinson (1972), Kovel (1972) and others provide some insights.
The wasteful expenditure of psychological energy by white people in this society
is little recognized by us, since ”what is common soon comes to be regarded as
normal.

Hence, the commoness of racism enables most in the society to

ignore its pathological nature" (Delany, 1970, p. 157).

Depersonalization, denial

of reality, evasion and avoidance, acting out and projection, attempted justification,
disassociation, transference of blame, guilt, adjustment to anxiety and insecurity,
and belief in false myths and stereotypes are among the psychological irregular¬
ities of white people.

While many of these terms sound like platitudes, or

psychological jargon, they describe the wasteful processes those of us who are
white go through to maintain our "normalcy, "
The process of acculturation by which white people are conditioned into
perceiving that "people with white skins are better, in all ways that matter, than
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people Without white skins." (Joyce, 1970, p. 133) results in not knowing our own
self-identity because we have been holding a false sense of self~the "rightness
of whiteness. " Our self-identity has been built in part on a false superiority of
whiteness, bolstered by a false negative image of "non-whiteness. " It is painful
to get in touch with our reality, but it is costly to maintain our facades.

We have

a false sense of our own values—believing ourselves to be fair and honest,
practicing equality and cooperation,

A sign of how well constructed these facades

are, is seen by white people in racism awareness experiences.

They are often

unprepared to admit their strong individual competitiveness, and almost desperate
in trying to maintain their belief that everyone else in the society has a fair and
equal chance to compete with them.

Once people do become honest with themselves,

they can more readily change their behavior to match their beliefs, or at least
recognize their behavior for what it is and drop their facades, thus attaining
cognitive congruence.
Similarly, it is difficult for those of us who are white to see how little
freedom and control we actually have over our lives,

A middle-aged white man

stated that he feared losing the power over his life that he now exercised, if his
institution moved to combat racism as its major priority.

After some discussion,

he began to see that the ’’power” and ’’control” he exercised over his life was his
to exercise only as long as he continued to play by the rules, rules which white,
middle-class Americans (particularly males) have been conditioned to accept and
maintain.

To break those rules, norms, standards and expectations within the
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sub-units of our society—our family, church, neighborhood, social group, job~
by actively and progressively confronting racism as a white person, is to swim
against the tide, and to suddenly experience that the "power” and ’’control” we had
was a sham, a right we exercised only so long as we played by the rules.

Thus,

the middle-aged man did not fear losing his power, but instead feared losing his
pretense of power.

Only by recognizing our lack of power and control within the

rules of the game, can we prepare ourselves and organize others to define and
exercise real power and determination.

This is not to deny the power that whites—

particularly white males—exercise and can often use constructively,, but is meant
to emphasize the limitations on our ability to control our lives independently of
very restrictive rules and norms,

Dick Gregory recognized these limitations,

and white people’s blindness to them, when he wrote;
The free man is the man with no fears. The strange
truth in America today is that the Negro has become
the psychological master, and the white man the
psychological slave. . . If 1 went on the Ed Sullivan
show tonight and spoke in favor of integrated marriages,
nothing would happen to me. If Ed Sullivan spoke in
favor of the same thing, he would lose his rating and
his job. Who is free? I was on a radio show not long
ago. It was one of those talk shows which encouraged
listeners to telephone in their opinions, A lady phoned
to speak to me while I was on the air. She identified
herself as being white and said, ”I am sorry I can’t
give you my name. I just wanted you to know that I
agree with you. ” She agreed with me; but her color and
the reactions of her friends and neighbors who might
be listening to the same program kept her from
mentioning her name. Who is free? Only the psychological
slave hides from his own name! (1968, pp, 46-47).
How real are our freedom and control if we fear to exercise them?
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In addition to our distorted and false sense of self, white people in this
society have a distorted understanding and perception of reality.

Through mis-

education in our schools, continued in other sources of information such as the
media, we do not receive information on the realities of racism and oppression,
and we do not have the necessary frame of reference and perception to interpret
those facts that we do receive.

Not only are white Americans for the most part

factually unprepared to understand Wounded Knee, Watts, Guinea Bissau and the
Palestinian people, but we are also unable to comprehend the role of white
Americans, and therefore our own implication, in each of these situations of
oppression.

Not only are we unable to comprehend them, but we do not have the

skills or tools with which to confront and combat them, for we have been conditioned
and trained to at best tolerate, not to question or oppose oppression and exploitation.
Our financial and military support of Portugal’s colonial wars against the people
of Angola, Mozambique and Guinea Bissau is very similar to our support in Indochina,
first for the French and then for

puppet regimes, which led to our massive

involvement and destruction in those countries.

There is little recognition or

concern in white America for our involvement in Africa, not only because the mass
media are providing so little information on it, but also because most white
Americans lack a perceptual framework for interpreting U. S. imperialism.
Additionally, our racism has been used to cloud and distort class divisions
and economic exploitation among white people,

Frank Joyce (1970) writes that:
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. . . racism not only separates whites from blacks,
it also serves to distort relations between whites in
a multiplicity of ways. Racism solidifies natural
enemies, submerges natural antagonisms and
separates natural allies.
Most obviously and simply stated, caste consciousness
serves as a substitute for class consciousness.
Struggle by white workers against blacks prevents
struggle by white workers against the bosses. Poor
and working class whites have been told time and
time again in hundreds of different ways that everytime they move against powerful whites they risk
losing their caste privilege (p. 147).
Finally, white people spend enormous amounts of money to maintain a
pathological society, rather than contributing to a progressive, humane society.
Schwartz and Disch (1970) write that,
. , , the maintenance of poverty places limitations
on the economic progress of the entire nation. What
whites seldom perceive is that poverty is a luxury we
can ill afford. Many economists have pointed out that
the ghetto is very expensive, that malnutrition, for
example, has ramifications in brain damage, crime,
costs of institutionalization, medical care, police,
etc., which far outweigh the short term capitalistic
gain derived from ’’cheap" labor supplies (p, 5),
The billions of dollars spent on welfare, prisons, and police could be
better utilized creating jobs and increasing over-all productivity through the
construction and maintenance of housing, schools, medical facilities, day care
centers and mass transit to meet the needs of all, rather than maintaining the
over-consumption of some.

Other billions of dollars are wasted on U. S.

imperalism in Africa, Asia and South America, in support of puppet military
regimes and dictatorships and at the expense of the legitimate aspirations of
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millions and millions of people.

Surely we have more pressing needs for these

resources than to continue to squander and waste them at the expense of so many.
Memmi succinctly weighs the price most white people pay for the
privileges we receive when he states that:
If the small colonizer defends the colonial system
so vigorously, it is because he benefits from it to
some extent. His gullibility lies in the feict that to
protect his very limited interests, he protects
other infinitely more important ones, of which he
is, incidentally, the victim. But, though dupe and
victim, he also gets his share (p. 11).
Whites need to begin to question these costs, to see if indeed they are worth the
privileges we

receive.

How much power do we really have as citizens, tax¬

payers and voters to affect the course of events? How do the values that support
racism and capitalism—competition, individualism, materialism, etc.—affect
the vast majority of whites in our interactions with other people, and in the quality
of life? How is our racism related to other issues which negatively affect us
poverty, war, pollution, etc? ”We need to know that we are oppressed and
victimized ourselves-by our racism and by a host of other dehumanizing forces
we accept as normal and harmless in our society" (Barndt, n.d,, pp. 21-22).
A caution is in order here.

As we become aware of how our racism

affects us uegatively, let us not therefore assume that we are oppressed and
victimized ourselves to any degree the same as Third World people in this country
The genocidal programs and policies directed against Third World people are
without parallel to whites in the society, and the oppression of poverty
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racism are unmatched by the degredation of poverty alone.

While in many

instances and issues of class most whites are relatively powerless, in issues and
issues of caste all whites are relatively powerful.
our past, or our role in the present.

We must now wallow in guilt over

We should feel "anger” and "rage" (Barndt,

n.d,, pp. 16, 22 respectively) both at being conditioned and victimized by racism,
and at being used to oppress and victimize others.
To what behavior should the anger and rage lead us ? Memmi (1970) offers
an insightful comment on this situation when he discusses the role of the colonizer
who refuses to participate in colonization.

He points out:

, . . a dangerously deceptive trait of the leftist
colonizer is his political ineffectiveness. It
results from the nature of his position in the
colony, . . The left-wing colonizer refuses to
become a part of his group of fellow citizens.
At the same time it is impossible for him to
identify his future with that of the colonized.
Politically, who is he? Is he not an expression
of himself, of a negligible force in the varied
conflicts within colonization (p, 41).
For whites to disassociate themselves from their fellow whites is to decrease
their ability to bring about change, for it is within the caste structure of the
society that all whites have a degree of power.

Unless we use that power to

actively oppose the actions of our fellow whites and our institutions, then we are
supporting them through either action or inaction.
from our reality In two ways.

We disassociate ourselves

We do so by actively seeking to Identify ourselves

so closely to Third World people

that we begin to see ourselves, and hope that
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we are perceived by others, as a part of the Third World.

This is an attempt

to both deny that we are a part of the oppressing group, and to avoid using what
and where we are in the most effective and liberating fashion.
The other method of d is association is to object to racial classifications
at all, and to insist that "we all be considered just human. " This is an obvious
denial of the realities of racism in this society, and an avoidance of how whites
individually and collectively partake of the privileges of oppression and our
responsibility for either the perpetuation of racism or the destruction of its
manifestations in the society.

Terry affirms that "color consciousness is a fact

of life in America and. . . recognizing that fact does not in itself make one a
racist.

Racism is not color consciousness per se, but how that color consciousness

is used by one people against another" (p. 19).

Terry concludes that "instead of

pretending to ignore color we must be color-conscious in a radically new way"
(p. 20).

As whites, we must not ignore our whiteness or pretend that we are

something we are not.

Rather, we must reaffirm our whiteness and redefine it in

a positive, constructive direction.

This is not a cerebral experience but rather

requires the development of "praxis, "* by constantly defining and redefining our
whiteness in terms of our active opposition to the racism of institutions,
individuals and self, and by continually analyzing and questioning our actions in
light of our thorough acculturation and brainwashing in this society.

»rreire (1972, p. 36) defines "praxis" as "reflection and action upon the
world in order to transform it. "
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This continual analysis and questioning of our actions as anti-racist
whites raises an important point for consideration.

Terry, discussing white

readiness to change, writes that:
. . . change can be introduced to both self and society
when our usual understanding of events and situations
is called into question. . . Events happen and are
interpreted within some meaningful and usually non¬
doubtful context. . . When, however, these patterned
responses and expectations are ripped apart so that
social benchmarks no longer offer secure guidance for
the future, then men are vulnerable to change. As
doubt intensifies, the need to make sense out of the new
events heightens. People are ready for a new
orientation (p. 26).
A positive new orientation mentioned earlier would be the development of a
consciousness of the role of white racism as a new frame of reference for in¬
terpreting events and situations.

Yet this new orientation, while providing a

means of making sense out of events and situations, does not necessarily lessen
doubt or uncertainty.

In fact, if may increase them.

Whites have been trained to hold two dichotomous and potentially
schizophrenic sets of beliefs in our minds.

On the one hand, brotherhood,

equality, liberty and justice for all, all men are created equal, etc., basic
tenets which the vast majority of whites firmly believe to be true, and firmly
believe exist.

Yet opposed to these is a process of acculturation through which

we acquire bigotry, the rightness of whiteness. Black inferiority, blaming the
victim, white superiority, etc., all of which contradict those basic beliefs and
articles of faith.

How can white Americans hold onto both of these contradictory
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sets of beliefs?

How can we see and ignore the facts of poverty, injustice,

discrimination, etc., yet continue to believe in ’’life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness ?" Somehow, at this level, and with these potentially explosive
’’truths" held in our minds, whites can be extremely complacent and unconcerned.
Yet what psychological costs do we pay for this denial and avoidance?
As long as the contradictory beliefs and consciousness exist together
but apart in our minds, we do nothing.

Once something happens to rip apart

those "social benchmarks, ’’ and the contradiction between our moral teachings
and cultural conditioning on the one hand, and our human conscience and an
increasing perception of the realities of oppression on the other hand, is established,
then and only then are we on the way to a new consciousness and orientation.
Memm i postulates that once an oppressor vows not to accept colonialism (i. e.,
oppression), although his vow may not necessarily be a rigid one, his "indignation
not always accompanied by a desire for a policy of action" but rather a "position
of principle, ’’ that from then on, "he lives his life under the sign of a contradic¬
tion which looms at every step, depriving him of all coherence and all tranquility"
(p. 20).

For whites, a major aspect of this contradiction will be to oppose

oppression but to automatically, in numerous large and small ways, benefit from
that oppression through white privilege.

As Memmi states, "It is not easy to

escape mentally from a concrete situation, to refuse the ideology while continuing
to live with its actual relationship" (p. 20).
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At this stag©, whites may have an awareness of racism, yet maintain a
"position of principle" rather than action.

However, this contradiction "looms

at every step, " and we do not reach the step of action until the contradiction
between our consciousness and our lack of action have developed to a stage where
we are compelled to action.

And we will not move to liberating action until the

contradictions deprive us of "all coherence and all tranquility. " Whites moving
into active opposition should not expect tranquaility and peace of mind as they
develop.

Rather, they must expect increasing frustrations, and mounting

contradictions, until they are driven to liberating actions, which in turn will help
bring about a true liberation of both the oppressed and the oppressor and an end
to the contradictions, social and individual, that are the hallmark of oppression.
The role of "praxis" is therefore particularly important for whites.

The

frustrations and mounting complexities must be analyzed and reflected upon, in
terms of their meaning for future actions.

And we must constantly question and

check out our actions and behaviors in terms of the continual influence of our
past and present training and acculturation in a racist society, and in terms of
whether in fact we are perpetuating oppression, and our role in it, rather than
working to destroy it.
Memmi postulates that the role of the "colonizer who refuses" is an
impossible historic situation, because while he shares collective responsibility
for the oppression with others of his race, the colonized must develop a national
form of liberation that automatically excludes any of the colonizers.

Once the
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colonizer who refuses realizes that his position has collapsed, his only recourse
is to leave the colony and abandon his role and participation in the colonization (p. 39).
Given that this analysis is a correct one, it does not completely parallel
the situation in this country.

While there are many parallels between colonialism

in Third World countries and the colonial situation in this country, a major
difference is the overwhelming majority and numbers of whites in this country,
which makes their exodus an unlikely event.

Rather, in this country, it would

seem that colonizers who refuse must instead use their positions in the social
and economic structures to destroy that oppression, and thus their position as
oppressors.

It is not enough to work with the victims of oppression, for that

only permits oppression to continue, and thus maintains the paternalistic and
contradictory role of helping those one is oppressing.

Rather, whites must work

against the social/economic forces which maintain both the victimization of the
oppressed and the uplifting of the oppressor.
the white community.

And those forces are located within

Malcolm X (1965) declared that;

Where the really sincere white people have got to
do their ’proving’ of themselves is not among the
black victims, but out on the battle lines of where
America’s racism really is~ and that’s in their own
home communities*, America’s racism is among
their own fellow whites. That’s where the sincere
whites who really mean to accomplish something
have got to work (p. 382).
To work in our own community may mean many different levels of effort,
depending on the degree of contradictions one has developed between one's
awareness of oppression and one's continual participation in and benefit from
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that oppression.

Violence cannot be excluded as an appropriate method of

political struggle, since as Memmi, Freire, Fanon and others have pointed out,
violence is an inherent and fundamental aspect of oppression.

The violence of

the aggression in Southeast Asia, or in ghetto streets and apartments, or in the
empty belly of a starving child surrounded by wealth, this violence is what
produced and maintains the subjugation of the oppressed.

Robert Terry states

that whites "are either the perpetrators of structural violence through inaction
or builders of a just society through appropriate means" (p, 80),
Whites in this society must decide soon where they will stand and what
their role will be in either the continuation of oppression or in the liberation of
all people, for there is no neutral ground. * And those of us in the white community
who refuse our role as oppressors must work to increase the number of whites
who refuse their oppressive role, and who would respond to the "hypothetical"
situation presented in the poll on middle-class violence with appropriate means
of struggle.

For as was delineated in Chapter 1, the situation of government

repression against Third World people is far from hypothetical, and yet the
response from the white community has been negligible. We must choose soon.

*No Neutral Ground by a white South African Lawyer, Joel Carlson, to be
published in May and excerpted in the London Observer Review, February 11,
18, 25, 1973.
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. . , i sit here
writing, thinking
of where i should be
if there was sense,
thinking of all the
provisional brigades
silent, unmovir^,
wondering where they
are, where we are.
thinking of the land
lost, the country
lost, the power lost
because no one moves,
if there were sense the
brigades would be forming,
the long columns would
stream toward wounded
knee, if there were
sense the passes would
clog with us, the
praries would shake
with us, . . *

*An Excerpt from "If There Was Sense" by Joel Oppenheimer, as
published in the March 8, 1973 Village Voice and found in the Early Spring 1973
issue of Akwesasne Notes.

CHAPTER III
description of the racism awareness program
FOR WHITE EDUCATORS

One of the most disturbing things about almost
all white supporters of the movement has been
that they are afraid to go into their own
communities, . . which is where racism exists —
and work to get rid of it.

Stokely Carmichael's words in 1966 still ring true today. Even for the
relatively few white Americans who recognize that racism is a white problem, the
question of "What can I do?" still remains.

White people can feel very much

alone "on the battle lines of where America's racism is. . . in their own home
communities" (Malcolm X, 1965, p. 382). There are not a lot of allies, there
are not many proven and successful means, there is a great deal of resistance,
and there is an overwhelming amount of work to be done.
One method that has been used over the past few years to develop white
people's "awareness" and "sensitivity" about the race "problem" has been work¬
shops. Some workshops have taken the form of "encounter" sessions between
Third World and white people, while others have been "sensitivity" sessions. Both
of these employed interracial groups to trigger learnings among the participants.
They offered white people an opportunity to "encounter" their feelings and prejudices
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and to become more ''sensitive” to the effects of their prejudices and behaviors
on Third World people.

The goal was generally one of improving "race

relations,” by refining people’s skills and abilities to effectively interact in
interracial situations.
While the white people who participated in these sessions generally
left feeling good about their participation, many would go home to their white
communities, and to work in their white institutions, and to worship in their
white churches, and have little or no opportunity to practice their new learnings,
but nonetheless feeling as though they had adequately dealt with racism.

Many

Third World people increasingly resented the time it took frcm their other
pressing concerns to help a few white people feel good about having "done their
part. " M ost Third World people understood racism to be a white problem, and
therefore felt it to be a white responsibility to educate other whites—not about
being sensitive to Third World people's values and behaviors—but, being aware
and sensitive of their own values and behaviors as members of a white racist
society.
Out of these concerns developed efforts by some white people to educate
other white people about the realities of racial oppression, the implication of
all white people in it, the effects of racist conditioning on all white people, and
the responsibility and opportunities white people have to combat racism in
themselves and in their communities.

A part of this effort evolved into "White-

On-White” workshops, in which white people assist one another first in
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consciousness raising about the problem, and then in behavior change leading
to action to combat the problem.

The White-on-White (WOW) workshop technique

is a relatively recent development, and there is very little literature about it at
this point

(Bidol, 1972, 1972; NEA, 1973; Edler, 1973).

However, it is being

used more and more frequently by groups scattered around the country, and
effective exercises and techniques are being developed and refined to more
effectively accomplish the task,

White-On-White is not ’’encounter" training

and it is not "sensitivity" training, but does incorporate basic human relations
skills that augment effective learning environments.

Its major purpose is not

to increase racial understanding or to foster better race relations.

It is aimed

at helping white people learn about themselves as products of a very insidious
and pervasive process of acculturation and education.

It assists them in

exploring the costs and privileges of whiteness in this society.

It increases their

awareness of racism as a critical problem in this country, one in which each of us
as white people share responsibility.

It assists their understanding of the role

of institutions in perpetuating and maintaining racism, and their role as members
of institutions in either supporting or combatting that process.

However, this

consciousness-raising is only a part of WOW training, because until white people
define new, anti-racist behaviors for themselves, and undertake efforts to combat
racism in their family, their community, and the institutions in which they
participate, then WOW training is not complete.

Consciousness-raising is not

successfully accomplished until it leads into behavior change and action, which
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will help continue raising consciousness, and thus nurture additional action
and behavior change.

WOW is successful for those white people who develop a

self-directed process of learning and acting which lends itself to more learning
and acting in efforts to combat white racism.
This chapter will describe a White-On-White training program for
teachers.

It will provide a detailed description of two three-day workshops held

in the training program, including the exercises used and the rationale for their
use.

It is an attempt to document the design and interactions within this particular

WOW workshop, so as to further the understanding and development of WOW as
an effective method of generating people within the white community who under¬
stand the problems of that community and are ready to confront them.

Bidol

(1972), emphasizing the lack of such documentation, writes that:
. . . there is a paucity of research on racism awareness
training. Therefore, it is vital to document the dynamics
of the training process so its effects on the participants’
outcomes can begin to be delineated. It is important to
assess whether or not the training occurred as intended
and to identify salient personal, interpersonal and group
interactions (p. 28).
The nature of the training process, the interactions
between the staff and participants, the effects on the
participants, and the effects on the institutions are
relatively uninvestigated in scholarly literature (p. 25).
Chapter IV will provide an evaluation of the results of this training on the
conceptualization of racism for the participants.
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The Institute For Desegregation Resources at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst was funded under the provisions of Title TV of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Its objectives were:

a.

To provide guidance in identifying problems caused
by or incident to desegregation to LEA’s [Local
Education Agencies] which are in the process of
desegregating.

b.

To provide both guidance and information to LEA’s
which, although not in the process of desegregation,
may, in the future, be doing so.

c.

To develop sequential training programs des^ned to
solve problems incident to or caused by desegregation.

d.

To develop sequential training programs designed to
train teachers in LEA’s to become trainers.

e.

To facilitate the use of University resources in
focusing on problems caused by or incident to
desegregation by LEA's, both funded and non-funded,
in the service area.

As

a part of the over-all efforts of the Institute, a ’’Training Program for

Educators On Race Relations"* was held in the late winter and spring of 1973 for
educators from funded desegregation districts in New England.
and white teachers from these districts participated.

Third World

The Training

Program was originally conceived as being at least initially separated into Third
World and white segments, so that each group could accomplish necessary ground
work before coming together.

For the Third World segment that meant meeting

♦An unfortunate choice of terms, since the goal was not to improve race
relations, but to combat white racism.
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whatever needs or concerns were identified by the participants and trainers in
concert

with the Advisory Specialists from each community.

It would provide

the white participants an opportunity to investigate, many for the first time, the
meaning of their whiteness—both in terms of how they thought and acted them¬
selves and how they interacted with others—and their role as members of
institutions in the perpetuation of individual, institutional and cultural racism.
This understanding of racism as a white problem would be a crucial foundation
for the white teachers in the future interracial meetings, in order that planning
and action not be misdirected.

After this foundation had been built, the two

groups would come together for training in skills and strategies useful to their
designing and implementing change activities within their districts.

It was felt

especially important that the white teachers do this planning and implementation
in an interracial setting, since white people had originally set up the educational
systems and it would be dangerous for whites educated and socialized in a racist
society to develop change plans for those educational systems without Third World
determination, involvement and review.
This plan presented two problems.

First, while one district was sending

both Third World and white teachers to the training, another was sending only
Third World and the third was sending only white.

It would thus be difficult for

the latter two groups, from different states, to plan joint change projects in an
interracial workshop.

More importantly, the Third World staff members stated

a need for Third World and white people to begin to look at their positions in
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institutions and how they could use those positions to effect change—with or
without working with other groups.

They felt this was necessary for Third

World people because they had too often depended on white people to work with
them for change, and necessary for white people because of a false need to have
Third World people constantly defining the problem for them and telling them the
right and wrong ways to combat racism.

The Third World staff differentiated

between "integrated” and "collaborative" efforts (a crucial distinction that will
be discussed later) and offered three possible directions for the Training
Program.

It could be a totally separate program for Third World and white

teachers, it could be separate but directed towards collaborative ends, or it
could begin separately and then the two groups could come together for an inter¬
racial and collaborative effort.

It was decided that future collaboration between

the two groups would be defined as the programs progressed and as either or
both staffs and/or participants voiced a need.
The focus of this document is on the segment of the Training Program
for white educators, which was designed as a "white on white" training effort,
with white staff and white participants working together to accomplish the
following goals:
I THAT THE PARTICIPANTS DEVELOP A RECOGNITION OF RACISM
AS A SERIOUS AND CRITICAL PROBLEM IN AMERICAN SOCIETY.
II THAT THE PARTICIPANTS DEVELOP A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF
RACISM AS A WHITE PROBLEM, WITH THE ACCOMPANYING NEED
TO BREAK DOWN OLD VALUE SYSTEMS AND CONSCIOUSNESS
THAT DEFINED RACISM AS THE "BLACK PROBLEM."
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Specific objectives related to this goal include:
-an understanding of the definitions of individual, institutional
and cultural racism.
-an awareness of the role of power in the distinction between
prejudice and racism.
—a recognition of the implication of all whites in the problem.
-an understanding of the contradiction white people face who
undertake anti-racist efforts, of being both racist and
anti-racist.
-an awareness of the cultural perpetuation of the "rightness
of whiteness" and an increased familiarity with the effect
of whiteness on themselves individually and on white people
collectively.
-assistance in avoiding destructive guilt and undertaking
constructive action.
-a recognition of white responsibility and opportunity to act
against racism in the white community.
-an understanding that to not act against racism means to
continue to support it,
-a recognition of the need for white people to learn to act
against racism in a non-oppressive manner,
III THAT EACH PARTICIPANT RECOGNIZE HIS/HER POSITION ON A
CONTINUUM OF RACISM, FROM RACIST RACIST TO ANTI-RACIST
RACIST IN TERMS OF HIS/HER ATTITUDES, BEHAVIORS,
POLITICAL/RACIAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND COMMITMENT TO ACT.
IV

THAT THE PARTICIPANTS, AS EDUCATORS, DEVELOP AN
INCREASED UNDERSTANDING OF RACISM IN EDUCATION AS IT
AFFECTS BOTH THIRD WORLD AND EURO-AMERICAN STUDENTS.
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Specific objectives of this goal include:
-a greater familiarity with the racist policies and practices
of educational S3^tems.
-an investigation by participants of their own roles in the
educational system in terms of how they exercise their
personal and positional power in either racist or antiracist ways.
V THAT PARTICIPANTS RECEIVE TRAINING IN VARIOUS CHANGE
SKILLS AND TRAINING TECHNIQUES THAT WOULD FACILITATE
ANTI-RACIST EFFORTS THEY MAKE WITHIN THEIR DISTRICTS.
Specific objectives of this goal include:
-familiarity with and increased ability to use: small group/
group dynamic skills, human relations skills, data-gathering
skills, instruments to define racism in school systems,
skills in assessing the political climate, intervention strategies
and organizational change models.
VI THAT THE PARTICIPANTS TRY OUT NEW BEHAVIORS, AND
TEST AND EVALUATE NEW SKILLS AND LEARNINGS.
Specific objectives of this goal include:
-"trying on” new behaviors with family, friends and colleagues.
-planning and implementing action projects within their districts
as a part of the training and with the cooperation and assistance
of the training staff.
The training staff originally consisted of three women and three men,
all white, each with graduate work in education and four with varying amounts of
public school teaching and administrative experience.

Educational backgrounds

included sociology, counseling, chemistry, mathematics, political science,
psychology and humanistic education, and the staff combined a great deal of
experience with racism training and anti-racism activity.

Information which
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may be relevant in terms of participant/staff interactions includes the ages of
the staff—four in their late twenties, one in her thirties, and one in her forties—
and the fact that one was a member of a religious order and another a citizen of
South Africa.

After the first workshop, one of the female trainers was unable

to continue on the staff and was replaced by a male in his late twenties, with
similar background and experience to the other staff.

The author of this paper

served as the Director/Coordinator of the Program.
After some initial staff meetings to refine the original proposal for
the Training Program and to begin to develop an outline of the design for the first
workshop, two members of the staff visited each of the two cities that would be
sending participants to the white segment of the Training Program.

Potential

participants had been selected by the local districts and were to have been shown
copies of the Training Program description so that they would understand what
the Program entailed.

Participation was supposed to be voluntary, in order to

involve those with a stated interest in working on the issue of racism, or a
willingness to learn about the issue and develop the skills to act.

The initial site

meetings served a number of purposes: introductory, explanatory, diagnostic and
climate setting.

They introducedthe potential participants to two of the staff,

to the subject and to the design of the ongoing Training

Program, allowing the

staff to explain the white on white design and emphasize that it was not a group
therapy session, or sensitivity training, or black/white confrontation. We wanted
to let the participants know that although a positive-cons tractive approach would
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be used, it would involve all of us taking risks, since looking at our whiteness
and our role in racism could be a threatening experience.

The meetings gave

potential participants a chance to ask questions and to clarify uncertainties
about the Program. The meetings also were aimed at initial climate setting, so
that participants would not arrive at the University totally uncertain and unaware,
but would already have some familiarity with one another, with part of the staff,
and with the Program.

We wanted to begin to set a climate of candidness and

openness and to stress that the staff had no magic answers to the issue of racism,
but that we would be using one another as resources.

Finally, the meetings gave

the staff the opportunity to diagnose the participants’ levels of awareness of
racism and readiness to deal with racism, and provided some information on
their needs vis-a-vis racism awareness before the first workshop design was
completed.
We first travelled to Oceanview, a city of approximately 40, 000 on the
New England coast.

Oceanview is a conservative, parochial town, with a public

school student population of roughly 6,500.

Third World students represent

14.6% of the school enrollment, while Third World teachers represent 3.6% of
the teachers in the system.
It had been expected that the selection of potential participants would
be done in a manner that would most effectively facilitate future individual and
collective anti-racist efforts by the teachers in their schools.
it appeared that no such effort was made in Oceanview.

Unfortunately,

The ten teachers were
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from scattered schools, knew nothing about the Training Program they had been
selected for, and had been chosen neither because of any commitment or
willingness to learn more about racism, nor because of any strategy designed
to develop an effective unit or cadre in the future.

Rather, a notice had gone

out to all of the teachers in the system, inviting them to sign up for an inservice
training program (different from the Program discussed in this paper) sponsored
by the Institute for Desegregation Resources and the Oceanview Equal Educational
Opportunities office.

This was the extent of the description of what the Oceanview

in-service program would be—that it had something to do with Desegregation and
Equal Opportunities offices.

The in-service program was for 25-30 teachers

and would take place in Oceanview, and the announcement stated that "Participants
should be persons who are interested in developing skills in this area" and that
graduate credit would be given for those who participated.
Attached to this memo was another from the same Equal Opportunities
office which read as follows :
Dear Staff Members:
The University of Massachusetts Institute for Desegregation
Resources has extended a very special invitation for ten (10)
teachers from the Oceanview Public Schools to attend an on-campus
workshop at Amherst, Massachusetts on February 7, 8, 9, 1973.
Accomodations, meals and travel expenses will be paid for
by the Institute.
fee.

Only $2.00 will be requested for a registration
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For the benefit of all the children in Oceanview’s schools,
please consider this invitation.
Over two hundred teachers in Oceanview signed up for one or both of these
programs that they knew so little about.

Of these, ten were chosen by the

administration from a cross-section of schools to attend the Training Program
at the University.
The staff met with nine of the ten teachers who had been chosen.

After

a round of introductions, we asked them to explain what had interested them in
the Program.

Most referred vaguely to ’’it, " ^’the problem,"'"them, " and "that

element" in describing why they had signed up for a program that had some
unknown relationship to Desegregation and Equal Opportunities.

Because of that

relationship, the assumption seemed automatically to have been made that in the
Program they would learn about Third World people, and the only expressed need,
which got general agreement, was to find out more about the life and life styles
of that "element. "

The conversation contained the usual 'Tdlaming the victim"

cliches and myths, including that Third World parents did not care about their
children's education, that the teachers and schools were fine but the "element"
was a disruptive and negative factor, and that there were only 12 Third World
teachers in the system because there were not enough qualified candidates.
The staff’s focus on white people, white society and racism met with
stony

silence or dubious glances among the teachers.

There was a great deal

of avoidance of the issue and tension built up in the room, until it seemed as if
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some teachers were ready to leave.

We stressed that it was unfortunate that

they had not previously received the written information on the Program and
that now that they knew what it would be about, it was their decision whether or
not to attend.

We wanted people to buy into the Program and the content and to

make sure that they understood what it was about.

We stressed, therefore,

that they would not learn much about Third World people in the Training Program,
but instead would hopefully learn a lot more about themselves as white people,
and about the implications of white people in the racism of our society.
Of the nine teachers at the meeting, eight arrived at the first training
session, one decided not to attend, and another teacher, related to one of the
teachers at the meeting, decided to come.

Given the tenor of the meeting, it

seems that for most of the teachers, the decision to come was possibly based
less on the subject matter and goal of the Training Program and more on the
fact that it offered a free, three day vacation from school.
The next day, the same two staff members travelled to Centerville, a
New England city with a population of 36, 000 and the site of a University.

The

Third World student enrollment had increased from 11.0% in 1968-69 to 15.67%
in 1972-73, and the Third World staff had risen from twelve to twenty-seven
(approximately 7% of the total) during the same period.

Most of the twenty-five

to thirty Centerville teachers we met with had read the description of the
Training Program and four had signed up for it.

All of the teachers at the

meeting were a part of a Title IV teacher cadre, so they had an organized
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structure and base from which to operate.

They were given much the same

information as had been given in Oceanview and a few questions were asked.
There was none of the tension, hostility or talk about the "element," etc.

This

might have resulted from the fact that many of these teachers knew one another,
had read the workshop description, and had received some information on
racism from the Advisory Specialist who ran the cadre.
Of the teachers we talked with, only the four who had already signed
up came to the workshop.

The Advisory Specialist later stated that the lack of

people who signed up was caused in part by the following factors: lack of interest
and fear (especially among the older teachers); distrust of the Advisory
Specialist by some of the cadre; and the fact that some of the teachers in the
cadre had been put there by their principals and did not want to be on it.

The

twelve other teachers from Centerville who came were all "recruited" by
principals and members of the cadre, and some had not come on a totally
voluntary basis.

Therefore, most of the Centerville teachers who came had

read the description, but had not met or talked to the staff, nor had seme of
them come on their own volition.

Along with the Centerville teachers came

the administrator of a Title VI1 Program for "disadvantaged" children and a
professor from a state university who had done some consulting work in the
Centerville school system.
The twenty-seven participants in the Training Program included

nine

from Oceanview (seven female teachers and two male teachers) and eighteen
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from Centerville (fifteen female teachers, two male teachers and a male
university professor).

Of the original group of twenty-seven who participated

in the Training Program, twenty-one returned forms after the Training Program
had ended which provided the information shown on the following page.
When the participants arrived at the first training session, they filled
out a questionnaire, which included the question,

"What do you want this

Training Program to accomplish for you?" Their responses, printed in full
below, reflect

their goals for the training, and to an extent are indicative

of their racial and political consciousness and orientation.
I did not come with any specific goals in mind. I am
open to new ideas and will absorb as well as contribute.
I want to be able to identify the more common incidences
of stereotyping as it relates to race. I want to learn
how to effectively counteract the above, when they are
discovered.
When
room
from
that I

I leave this program and go back into the class¬
and school and put into use what I have gleaned
the Training Program, I want to be satisfied
have done everythii^ in my power to help with

the racial problems in my school systems.
I’d like this Training Program to help me find out any
hangups or prejudices I might have and to be able to
face them. I also would like more insight on how those
of minority races actually feel; few will open up and
tell how they feel and why. How can I help others to
overcome their prejudices or teach my children
(both at home and in school) to love all mankind?
As a white person I’m occasionally afraid that my
friendly advances are misunderstood.
I want to learn as many things as possible to foster
better relationships between blacks and whites. Really
can’t name specifics.
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*Participants not included in sample involved in evaluation
in Chapter IV.
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I’m looking for a pie in the sky formula to enable me to
relate to Black students who will not and cannot relate
to a white (Jewish, yet!) middle-class teacher. I
want to try to break down the "they" and ”we"_the
Blacks V. Caucasians—them against us, and also to
try to tell them that the Revolution is NOT coming.
Training Program: (1) a more complete history of
the black situation; (2) a chance to define my own
attitudes in a realistic and mature way; (3) a chance
to evaluate myself as a potential leader in this area.
I would like to be able to give a 6-yr old girl an
answer to the questions; "why can’t I go to Ricky’s
(a white boy’s) house ? Why doesn’t his father like
black people? When am I going to ’’turn” white?”
without copping out.
Maybe I will become more aware of how black people
feel. I am from a very small New England town that
has only two families of black people.
(1) Exactly what is racism? (2) Awareness of what
the blacks want. (3) How to help change attitudes of
other teachers in my school who are obviously pre¬
judiced. (4) How to teach black cultures, history
without making obvious distinctions.
A better look at myself, my job and in general education
as it exists today.
To be able to understand and be aware of the problems
of minority groups, and through my own understanding
of the problems help other peoples to understand the
problems and help erase any prejudice they may have.
And that I may be helpful to teachers and children I
come in contact with.
Possibly provide more adequate methods of relating
to minority students. Re-check my personal feelings
of current problems. Discover more about the
difference in ”value system” of various cultures.

I hope this Training Program will help me to understand
the problems facing the black people today—February 1973with their many ramifications—how to try to pull them
together—how to try, know what to say to the black child,
who doesn't understand his or her problem and at a young
age of 7 to 9, he is quite confused and finds words difficult
to understand. When you are kind and permissive to
some blacks then you are liked, but when you are firm,
they become hostile and say you are prejudiced. Is some
of this connected with home environment? Could some
be due to immaturity problems?
I don't really have a pat answer. I'm here because 1
have the opportunity to become more aware of my own
values plus hopefully I will be able to understand more
of the problems of desegregation particularly in our
schools.
(1) A feeling that I am doing or I will do the best thing
to promote feelings of respect in children for each other
as people, with an understanding of differences, and an
acceptance of them. (2) To help myself and fellowworkers realize that what we expect from children
(expectations m ay be overshadowed with racism), is
what he perceives of himself.
(1) Give as many practical ways that I personally can
to further the elimination of institutional racism in
school and in the community. (2) Explore manifestations
of racism that I am not now aware of.
I came to absorb and experience, hoping to somehow
create a good feeling atmosphere in my school.

This

will probably happen first with my own class and then
generate. If I can help my kids and their parents feel
good about themselves, and let them see the school as
an open door—then I have gained something of what
1 came for.
(1)

Gain new insights into my own racism and learn

how to deal more effectively with it.

(2) To develop

techniques for working with others in attitudinal
change.
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To help me be able to bring about changes in the attitudes
of others towards desegregation; to become more aware
of the racial problems.
Make me more aware of my own attitudes toward minority
groups; try to discover what the minority groups expect
from me as a teacher; to help implement desegregation
in my school system; to discover exactly what racism is
and how it might affect education - my own teaching.
Hopefully, I will become more aware of needs and problems
of minority groups and be able to relate to them in a more
meaningful way and learn more about my own feelings and
emotions concerning other people.
I feel there is a need to change the present system of
education and am participating in this program in an
attempt to determine some way to do this.
I hope to develop a better awareness of racial problems
and develop ways to cope with problems, both socially
and in a classroom situation.
Hopefully, this Training Program will enable me to
(1) detect any weaknesses in the Oceanview system re
interracial situations; (2) detect any personal weaknesses,
and (3) remedy these weaknesses in some way.
(1) What problems exist? - define them (2) Exactly how racism manifests itself in education.
(3) How can I relate to minority students of other cultures
and subcultures as a white middle-class citizen? I am
seeking answers for the above to help me clearly define
my own attitudes.

The

Training Program was designed to develop racism awareness among

the participants and to train them with skills and methods that would allow them
to effectively act upon their new awareness.

The first workshop of the Training

Program was designed basically as a racism awareness session, although it
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was assumed that participants would also learn skills and methodology that they
could later use if they initiated racism awareness workshops in their communities.
The initial design of the first workshop was done by this writer, as an
aid in recruiting staff and as a format for the staff to then work from.

Although

this writer initiated the Training Program and was responsible throughout for
coordinating and administrative tasks, the staff soon developed a consensus
decision-making format.

The final design for the first workshop developed out

of a series of staff meetings that while focusing on the workshop and specific
activities, dealt with a wide rar^e of philosophical and ideological issues of
racism training, white on white efforts, the meaning and directions for "change,"
etc.

These meetings required more time and were greater in number than had

been anticipated; however,they served a useful purpose of not only developing a
consensus design that the whole staff understood and was comfortable with, but
also providing the medium through which a group of individuals jelled as a
cohesive training staff.
The final design developed both from past experiences of the trainers
on useful techniques and exercises for racism awareness among whites, and
also out of the diagnosis of the particular group of participants who would be
involved in this Training Program.

While it was obvious that all the participants

would arrive with different levels of awareness and at varying stages of
readiness, the first workshop was designed to provide a common understanding
of racism and recognition of whiteness, and those with a greater awareness
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could help others deal with racism, while also learning techniques and methodolo¬
gy for racism awareness workshops.
While a detailed description of the actual implementation of the
schedule will be provided shortly, a brief description is presented here to
provide some insights into the rationale for the design, since the actual
implementation varied from the original design.
The design (see Schedule on following page) flowed from a climate
setting exercise on the first evening, into a small group exercise that served
both to establish an initial group definition and understanding of racism, and
to collect pre—treatment data for later evaluation (see Chapter IV).

The first

part of the Black History film (see Appendix A, Sec. 1 for description) was
designed to help people begin to see themselves as a product of a racist society.
The slide presentation on the ’’Rightness of Whiteness" (developed by this
author) shown the next morning furthered the exploration of self as a product
of a racist society, particularly in terms of whiteness and its meaning for us
individually and collectively.

This was followed by a brief exercise and

discussion in small groups to allow the participants to deal with the cognitive
and emotional inputs and reactions.

The second half of the Black history film

was then scheduled, since the last 15 minutes contains a scene of a Black
liberation school that almost always generates a negative reaction from whites,
and often is used to distance and overshadow everything else the film showed.
It was felt that after seeing how whites are brainwashed in this society, the
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INSTITUTE FOR DESEGREGATION RESOURCES
RACISM WORKSHOP
February 7-9, 1973
Wednesday, February 7
4:00

Registration - 1st floor desk. Campus Center

5:30

Dinner - Rm 1101

6:30

Introduction - Rm. 168, 170

7:30

Community definition exercise - workgroups, Rms. 174, 176, 172

9:30

Film: "Black History — Lost, Stolen or Strayed."

10:00

Rm. 168, 170

Journals

Thursday, February 8
8:00

Breakfast - Rm 1101

9:00

Slide presentation - "Cultural Perpetuation of the 'Rightness
of Whiteness.’" - Rm. 168, 170

10:00

Coffee

10:15

Workgroups - discussion of presentation, Rm. 165, 169, 172

11:30

Film: "Black History — Lost, Stolen or Strayed." (2nd half)
Rm. 168, 170

12:00

Large group discussion of film - Rm. 168, 170

12:30

Lunch - Rm 1101

2:00

Simulation:

"Starpower" - Rm. 168, 170

5:00

Journals

6:00

Dinner - Rm 1101

7:00

Value clarification exercise - Rm. 168, 170

9:00

Group Appraisal - Rm. 168, 170

Friday, February 9

8:00

Breakfast - Rm 1101

9:00

Film: "Friendly Game." - Rm. 168, 170

10:00

Coffee

10:15

Workgroups - Exercise on New White Behavior - Rm. 172, 174, 176

12:30

Lunch - Rm 1101

1:30

Small groups (by home-town) - Growth Continuum

2:30

"Concern in a Hat." - Rm . 168," 170

4:00

Wrap-up and evaluation - Rm. 168, 170
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participants could more readily understand the re-education of Black children
in the film.
After investigating individual and collective racial consciousness and
whiteness, the simulation "Starpower" was planned to allow participants to
investigate not only how they individually interact and function in this society,
but how they respond to and deal with the issue of power as it relates to racism,
and how that power affects people of different caste and class positions in the
society.

The Values Clarification exercise (see Appendix A, Sec. 2 for

approximation) gave people the opportunity to investigate their values in a
racial situation, to defend or reject those values with others in the group, and
to further define the roles and behaviors that they assume and practice in real
life.

The group appraisal was scheduled as a period of whole group discussion

of what we had accomplished so far and the directions in which to move from
there.
The film "Friendly Game" (see Appendix A, Sec. 3 for a description
and interpretation that varies to some degree from this writer's) was scheduled
to further examine individual values, and also to investigate the screens and
filters whites use to read and define a racial situation.

The exercise on New

White Behavior allowed the participants to generate individually and collectively
new behaviors and actions that each of them could begin to "try on. " The
Growth Continuum (see Appendix A, Sec. 4) provided an opportunity for
individual assessment of where and why people placed themselves on a continuum
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from racist to anti-racist; where people would like to see themselves in three
months; and three observable behaviors that would allow someone to say that
individuals had reached that position on their continuum.

This was done in

hometown groups to allow participants from Oceanview and Centerville to share
this with those they might see regularly.

Hometown groups could also begin to

develop a support group so that once they returned home there would be someone
with whom to talk,to share problems or successes, and to assist where needed.
The "Concern In A Hat" exercise was an opportunity for participants to provide
ideas, input and needs to be considered in the next workshop.
"Journal" time was designed to give the participants an opportunity to
reflect and write on learnings, frustrations, emotions, ideas, etc., that they
thought were important or wished to learn more about at some later date.
This very brief description of the rationale behind the design of the
workshop presents an outline of the structuring of learnings and investigations
by participants from individual concepts of self and values through collective
implications and responsibilities for racism, and back to individual and collective
definitions of new behaviors.

As with many designs and schedules for workshops,

this one could not, and was not meant to, foresee the actual involvement and
reactions of the participants, and thus was subject to some revision as the
workshop progressed.

Participants’ comments on specific segments and

exercises are included in Appendix A, Sec. 6.
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The workshop was held in a conference center that contained all meeting
rooms, dining facilities and guest rooms in one building. Meals were served
to the members of the workshop in a private dining room, which allowed further
development of group identity and familiarity.

After the first evening's dinner,

the group moved to the main meeting room. In a large circle, each person
shared one word that described how he or she was feeling at that moment, as a
way of loosening up, relieving tension, and perhaps hearing some common feelings
or concerns from others. In order to give people a chance to know others
better and to continue creating a climate of support and candidness among the
group, two concentric circles were formed, with the inner circle facing the
outer and the outer circle moving around, one person at a time, talking to a
person on the inner circle in response to questions that were given by a staff
member.

The seventeen questions were;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Share one thing you really like to do.
Identify and share one thing you really like about yourself.
What is your favorite month of the year - Why?
Tell your partner about the high point of your week.
Explain how you feel about participating in this workshop.
Share and explain one hesitation you have about looking
at racism.
Share the biggest success you’ve had this year (1973)
in teaching.
Identify a personal strength you bring to this workshop.
If you could make a demand on this group, what would it be?
What was the most recent racist experience that you
witnessed?
What limits do you personally put on responding to a racist
situation? Where do you draw the line?
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12.

If you had to come up with another word on how you
feel right now, what would it be, or would it be the
same ?

13.

How do you feel about sharing important things with
strangers ?
14. Share one of the ways you avoid an uncomfortable
situation. (Share example)
15. What part of dealing with racism is the most appealing
to you?
16. Share one part of dealing with racism that makes you
uncomfortable ?
17. If you could take only one ”learning" from this workshop,
what might it be ?

Response to the exercise was enthusiastic, and it helped to relieve tension and
anxiety and to energize the group.

After each person had the opportunity to

state a learning from the exercise by completing an "I learned. . . ” statement,
the whole group broke down into three small workgroups that would remain
together for the rest of the workshop, in order to help create a sense of
openness and trust among a small group of people that would enhance candidness
and risk-taking.
In the small groups, people listed the "demands" they had made in
response to question 9 of the previous exercise.

One workgroup generated the

following demands for itself:
that we be serious in dealing with racism for 2-1/2
days as a start.
that we be open with one another.
that we be truthful with one another and not hold back.
that 1 take back at least one thing about myself, about my
job, or about education that I can work on or towards.
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that we be free to tell one another how we’re coming
across - feedback.
that we get to know others here from our system who
are interested in doing the same things - support groups.
that we gain enough self-image and self-consciousness
that we can disagree without developing animosities.
that we provide input and feedback on the design of the
workshop.
These "demands” were placed on newsprint and put on the wall of the room the
workgroup would be meeting in.

Many of the demands did not begin to be met

until the last day of the workshop.
The Community Definition Exercise provided a means of both gatherir^
pre-treatment data (see Chapter IV) and developing a group definition of racism.
Working individually for about forty-five minutes, the participants developed
lists of the characteristics of totally racist and totally non-racist communities.
After handing in a copy of their lists, small groups were formed in the work¬
groups and the participants combined their lists and brainstormed further to
design racist communities.

Each sub-group then shared its design with the

other sub-group and discussed why certain things were included in their design.
The whole work group then analyzed the community designs to look for common
relationships and structures in them.

In each of them, whites had power and

control in all of the major institutions of the community, and the Third World
groups shared none of the resources or power in the community, including
control or direction of institutions which directly affected them.

The similarities
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between these hypothetical communities and the actual communities from which
the participants came were recognized and discussed.

Discussion of these

communities led to definitions of racism based upon the use of power and
prejudice, by one group against another.

It was pointed out that once the

relationship of one race exercising power over another was established, the
prejudice did not need to be maintained in order for the racist policies and
practices to continue.
While all of the communities designed were realistic in that white
people exercised and controlled the power and resources, there was resistance
from some participants to defining as racist the control and use of power and
resources by the white community, while excluding the Third World community.
There was also resistance to the idea of the implication in that racism of all
white people in the community.

This resistance was not unexpected, since the

defining of racism as a white problem generally creates at least initial
resistance from many white people.

However, the exercise served to provide

a common definition for everyone to start from (whether or not everyone
accepted it, everyone had at least heard it) by defining and differentiating
racism and prejudice in terms of the crucial role of power, and thus differentiating
"white racism" from Black prejudice.

Some of the participants gained new

insights as others identified racist practices, policies, or situations within
communities that were in many ways similar to the communities from which
the participants came.
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Because the Community Definition exercise took longer than planned
and the participants were generally fatigued, the Black History movie was not
shown.

Instead, the three workgroups came together and shared their

definitions of racism and designs of racist communities, which were posted on
the walls,
Thursday morning’s slide presentation on the ’’Cultural Perpetuation
of the Rightness of Whiteness, ” developed by this writer, provided a look at
the pervasive factors within the culture by which ’’whites are very carefully
taught that people with white skins are better, in all ways
people without white skins ” (Joyce, 1970, p. 133).

that matter, than

The presentation is

divided into two sections—a review of the overt manifestations of cultural
racism in the past, and an overview of the less degrading but equally insidious and
pervasive manifestations of the present.

The presentation discusses the role

of advertisements, books, art, children's games and toys, television, movies,
language symbolism, humor, standards of beauty and numerous other methods
through which cultural racism is expressed and through which all white people,
regardless of their social, geographical or religious backgrounds are acculturated
into the white supremacy and chauvinism of the society.

While the presentation

contains only a fraction of the possible expressions of this chauvinism, it
provides a vehicle through which viewers can relate to their own acculturation,
while being sensitized to the manifestations of cultural racism and its continuing
effects on them.
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After breaking into workgroups, brief exercises were used to facilitate
participants' expressions of reactions, emotions, and difficulties generated by
the slide presentation.

One group did an exercise which involved participants

completing the statement, "Being White In America Is Like. .

and discussing

their responses as a way of further expanding on the slide presentation.

While

the presentation was a very powerful experience for most of the participants, a
number avoided dealing with the substance and meaning of the presentation and
what it said to them as white people by criticizing specific, minor segments as
over-drawn or unsubstantiated.

Each of the small groups experienced attempts

by individuals to distance themselves from any relationship to the meaning of the
presentation, although in the long run, the substance of the presentation proved
effective in aiding many of the participants in investigating their conditioning
in this society.

The most important learning was a recognition that white

people are made racists by a pervasive and very effective process of acculturation
which affects all of us, and for which none of us should feel guilty.

For a number

of the participants, the presentation was to continue to affect them for the rest
of the workshop, and it was not until the next day that some finally began to
process much of the effect it had had on them.
Again, because the presentation and discussion took longer than
planned, the Black History film was not shown, and we went to lunch.

For a

few of the participants, the experiences since the night before had been creating
emotions, feelings and frustrations that had not been adequately expressed.
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Some felt manipulated by the facilitators into a definition of racism they dis¬
agreed with.

Others indicated that talk of "white power" and "racism" and the

need for a re-distribution of power and resources so Third World people could
exercise control of the institutions that affect them smacked of the trainers being
"pink." These few participants consisted, for themost part, of older teachers,
some of whom were unable or unwilling to discuss these emotions and deal with
their fears.
The afternoon’s simulation, "Starpower," was useful not only in high¬
lighting issues of power, and individual use of it and reactions to it, but also
triggered an incident that helped release the dammed up tension and frustrations
of those participants who were troubled by the preceeding experiences.

"Star-

power” was developed by Gary Shirts of the Western Behavioral Science Institute
of California.

It is described in the rules as:
a game in which a low mobility three-tiered society is
built through the distribution of wealth in the form of
chips. Participants have a chance to progress from
one level of society to another by acquiring wealth
through trading with other participants. Once the
society is established, the group with the most
wealth is given the right to make the rules for the
game. They generally make rules which the other
groups consider to be unfair, fascistic and racist.
A revolt against the rules and the rule—makers
generally ensues. When this occurs the game is
ended. The game is useful for raising questions
about the uses of power in a competitive society.
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A major aspect of the ’’game” is the manipulation of chips by the facilitators to
ensure that a three-tiered society develops, much as "chips” such as jobs,
education, health care, food, housing, access to resources and authority are
manipulated in society to maintain the structure of caste and class.

Many

parallels can be drawn from the "society" created during the game and the
society from which the participants came.

And many of the behaviors exhibited

during the game have their parallel in behaviors by the individuals in the real,
competitive caste and class society.

Participants drew useful parallels and

insights from the game during the processing, and it proved to be an important
experience for many.

However, it might have been more effective to have

processed the exercise in small groups, giving everyone more "air-time" and
enabling more personal lessons to be drawn from the experience.
During the processing, a group of four or five of the disenchanted
participants sat together and whispered or talked quietly among themselves,
without sharing their ideas or feelings with the whole group, of which they were
physically a part.

Their behavior (both verbal and non-verbal) was viewed by

some as exhibiting resentment, displeasure and at times contempt for the
proceedings, and finally caused one of the trainers to state that she was ’’pissed
off" at the distraction created by the group, and also at the fact that they would
not share their input with the whole group.

This led to a number of reactions--

seme were upset that a woman said "pissed off, " others reacted by stating that
some people are just "naturally quiet" and should not feel that they have to talk,
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and others complained that the facilitators manipulated the game as they had
manipulated the whole workshop.

The people who had been holding back earlier

finally released their feelings and concerns.

One woman, whose behavior and

expressions had exhibited increasing tension and anger since the first evening,
reacted to the trainer’s statement and to some things that happened to her
during the game, and left the room emotionally upset.

Discussion continued on

the issues raised, and the level of tension and frustration was reduced.

To a

large extent, the discussion served as the group appraisal that had been scheduled
for later in the evening, at least in terms of reviewing what the group had been
doing, and accomplishing some clearing of concerns and problems.

It also

proved to be something of an emotional peak, that had been buildir^ and had to be
reached.

This phenomenon of a peak (or nadir) is often experienced during such

training at the mid-point, and seems generally to result in a more relaxed,
cohesive group that is energized and ready to move ahead.
At the staff meeting before dinner, it was decided to give the whole group
the role of determining what would happen that evening.

We could either stay

in the whole group and do the values clarification exercise as scheduled; stay in
the large group and further assess where we were and where we were going; go
into the workgroups for discussions or decisions on what to do in either large
or small groups; or consider other suggestions.

To an extent, we accepted the

charge of "manipulation," although we perceived it as "direction" of the initial
segment of the training program.

We felt, however, that the participants had
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by then developed enough desire, interest and motivation that it was important
that decisions affecting the group be made by the group.

When the options were

presented and responsibility for the decision presented to the group, there was
a good deal of dissatisfaction from the participants to the fact that the group was
to decide and that the schedule might change.

There was little expressed need

for further assessment or appraisal, resulting either from the fact that people
were satisfied with the direction and wanted to move on, or from the fact that
a number still had some concerns but were not yet ready to deal with them.
(The woman who had left the room earlier had returned, much more at ease
after her catharsis.)
The values clarification exercise proved to be an energyzing and
enjoyable experience that helped to further relieve tension and increase group
cohesion and openness.

A story was told involving a racial incident (see

Appendix A, Sec. 2 for an approximation of the story) and participants ranked the
characters in the story from the most to the least reprehensible thereby
expressing and identifying the values each individual held concerning certain
behaviors.

In small groups of four or five, participants attempted to reach a

consensus ordering of the characters in the story.

While groups are seldom

able to reach such a consensus, the experience provides people with the
opportunity to define, clarify and justify their values with others in terms of the
incident and the issues that arise out of the story.

Back in the whole group,

some individuals shared their most and least reprehensible characters and
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gave a rationale for why they were so ranked.

No effort was made to produce

a "right" ordering, but discussions of the responsibility of those with and without
position power; the ineffectiveness of good thoughts but no action (by a white
character in the story named Ernie, a name which was to become for the
participants synonymous with that behavior); the relative importance of violence
against property vs. violence against peoplej and the interpretation and
inferences people drew about the situation in the story provided a great deal of
stimulating thought and insight.

People then picked which character in the story

they were most like, and discussed in small groups why they chose that
character and whether they liked what that said about their own behavior.
Some participants were troubled that they had not seen the film "Black
History—Lost, Stolen or Strayed," so it was shown after the values clarification
exercise for those who wished to stay and watch it.

Most of the participants

did, but because of the hour and the level of energy that remained, there was
no group processing of the film, which was unfortunate, since there is often
(and was) negative reaction from some white viewers about a liberation school
shown during the last ten minutes of the film.
The staff met that evening to discuss the day’s events and the next
day's schedule.

While the staff ate all meals with the participants and

participated in most discussions and exercises, it met periodically to discuss
the proceedings and implications for the direction of the workshop.

These

meetings were vital to maintain a perspective on events and to share concerns.
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problems and successes with one another.

That evening, because we felt a

need for more workgroup time to allow participants to process and share their
learnings and/or problems that had developed over the last two days, and
because we perceived a low level of energy that would not sustain the next
day through four o'clock, we decided to cancel the film "Friendly Game. " In
its stead we scheduled workgroups for the purpose of group maintenance—to
allow a discussion of problems, of whether the demands from the first night
had been met, and what ever other agendas participants might have.

Also

scheduled for the workgroups was the exercise on New White Behavior.
The group maintenance proceeded quite well.

After the intense

schedule of the previous dajrs, it was helpful to get back to the group one had
started the workshop with and had developed some sense of trust and openness
with.

Discussion focused around the clearing of interpersonal problems among

the participants, and between participants and trainers, and discussion of
events and experiences of the preceeding days.

A real sense of small group

cohesion had finally developed, and the demands by the groups on the first
evening started finally to be met.
The exercise on New White Behavior postulated the following situation
Imagine a person walks up to you tomorrow and says:
"I think racism is an important and critical problem,
but what as a white person can I do about it?" How
would you respond, listing at least six (6) behaviors?
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Participants filled this out individually, and then discussed their lists with
others, in order to critically analyze ideas in terms of whether they reflected
new white behavior or old white behavior.

For the most part, the ideas

generated for the hypothetical situation were ideas and behaviors that the
participants could ”try on" as initial steps toward new behaviors and actions
vis-a-vis racism.

One group came up with the following:

1.

Don't be afraid to speak your mind to another white
who makes a comment or does something that you
object to.

2.

Try to accentuate and appreciate the uniqueness and
diversity among people.

3.

Become more honest with others and share.

4.

Don't "feel sorry" for Black people and don't
dictate your white values to them.

5.

Establish a working definition of racism with Black
people with whom you work and know.

6.

Get yourself involved—action, tutoring, etc.
say I'm just one person and what can I do.

7.

Work with other whites helping them understand
their responsibility.

8.

Start off working with your own family or school staff.

9.

Share what you learn with other whites—see how it
feels to you and to them.

Don't

10. Point out instances of racism in textbooks and talk to
kids about them and what they convey and what we
accept about them.
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Workgroups then broke up and participants reformed into hometown
groups, which were scheduled to provide a de-compression period for dealing
with re-entry into "the real world. " By being with teachers one worked with, or
people who lived in one’s city, it was hoped that participants could test out
their new ideas and sense of commitment with others they would more likely
have contact with on a day to day basis.

Also, an important outgrowth of the

workshop would be the development of support groups, or an atmosphere of
support, in which participants could count on one another to share problems,
frustrations, successes, risks, and confusion when they left the workshop and
faced "the real world" of family, friends and colleagues who had not been at
the

workshop and perhaps could not understand or relate to the excitement,

confusion or trial efforts by a participant.
In the hometown re-entry groups, participants were provided with a
Racism Continuum (see Appendix A, Sec. 4), on which they marked their
position on a continuum from racist to anti-racist, with no middle position
allowed.

After placing themselves on the continuum, participants were asked

to list three behaviors that they now exhibited that justified their placing
themselves where they did.

While many of the participants had placed their

X on the racist side of the continuum a number felt a need to move it further
to the left when faced with the task of listing three behaviors that justified
their original placement.

They were then asked to place themselves on another

continuum at the point where they hoped to be in three months, and to then list
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three behaviors that they would attempt to adopt that would help an observer see
that they had reached that point on the continuum.

There was then a discussion

of some of these behaviors and some of the desires and fears about adopting
them.
After lunch, the whole group met for "wrap-up" and evaluation.

In

the "concern in a hat" exercise, participants wrote out a concern or need that
they had for future training sessions on a slip of paper, and placed them in a
container in the center of the room.

The container was then passed around and

after each person had taken one slip of paper, the participants read aloud the
need or concern they had taken from the container, so that everyone could hear
one another’s concerns and needs (see Appendix A, Sec. 5).

Participants then

filled out a feedback and reaction sheet (see Appendix A, Sec. 6 for copies of the
sheets and the responses), and after some comments from exhausted staff
and participants, the first training session ended.*
On the feedback sheets, participants were asked "What did you learn
from this workship that you can use?" Many of the responses concerned new
awareness about themselves and about racism.
"Realizing that ’the problem’ is a white problem. ’’
". . . more aware of the many ways racism persists. "

*It is extremely difficult to convey in writing the intensity created by
the dynamics of a workshop like this, or to describe the draining of physical
and emotional stamina by the experience.
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’’Proof of white supremacy and some ways to deal with it."
’’A sense of my own worth—how much power I actually
have and the sense of responsibility that goes along with
it. Awareness of my own racism. ’’
’’Whites can and should look at themselves not so much
in their direct relations with blacks but with themselves. ’’
"Learned how not to be an Ernie in day to day living with
other whites and blacks and that I was an Ernie before. "
[Ernie was the character in the values clarification story
who did not act on his beliefs. ]
Some mentioned specific techniques and exercises they had learned that they
could use with others, to raise their awareness.

And importantly, some

mentioned that they planned to use what they learned, mostly in terms of
increasing the awareness of others.
"... I plan to get involved when I go home. . . ’’
"To make students more aware of the subtle forms of
’white is right' racism and how I can bring this to
their attention. ’’
"... 1 can go back and start making others aware. ’’
"... I am now more aware of my own desires and 1
think more able to convincingly want to change attitudes
of others towards the problems of racism. "
Perhaps the best summary of the accomf)lishments of the workshop was by the
person who wrote, "I’ve had a good beginning and will internalize some of the
things I’ve learned. " The workshop had been planned as the beginning of the
Training Program, with the purpose of creating a foundation of awareness for
consciousness change in terms of racism and our white implication in it.

While
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ccanments on the reaction/feedback sheets

and experience during the workshop

indicated that many of the participants were indeed focusing on racism and their
relationship to it, others provided indications that they had not yet internalized
a conceptualization of "white" racism and their implication in it.
Some spoke of a need for Third World people to be present to provide
information.
"Can we have a Black person willing to come and
either talk to us or answer questions that might
help in understanding our or other attitudes?"
"I'd like next time to meet with Blacks and get
some ideas on things we can do to help eradicate
or improve indiscrimination against minority
groups."
'1 would like to see a variety of views on the black
issue presented by black teachers. "
These comments reflect the belief that white people need Third World people
either to tell us how to stop being oppressors, or to change our attitudes.

In

terms of what is meant by "the black issue, " other comments illustrate a
continuing focus on and need to know about Third World people,
"How to deal with the white problem.
or deal with black racism. "

How to cope

"I would like to look further into the white culture
as the reason behind white actions—compare to
black culture. What is true black culture—is
there one."
The first person obviously had not internalized the role of power in the definition
of the "white problem" as excluding the existence of "black racism. " Yet to
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want to learn how to deal with the white problem is such a large order in and
of itself, that learning how to cope or deal with Black ’’prejudice” seems
hardly important.

The second comment raises an important causal relationship

between the white culture and white actions, and again identifies a task that will
need a great deal of time and effort in itself.

The respondent then includes a

comparison of white and Black culture, and ends up focusing on the latter—
indeed questions if there is a ’’true” Black culture.

Such avoidance and

transference behavior certainly emphasizes the need to ’’look further into the
white culture as the reason behind white actions. ”
Another comment asks for ’’Help with understanding the black child and
his actions or reactions to whiteness and racism. ” This person avoids investiga¬
ting her own actions and reactions to whiteness and racism, and transfers
attention and focus onto Third World people, while another participant states
that ”we need still to focus on NEW white behaviors—working with whites and
self. ” Other comments were more blatant in ’’blaming the victim” and focusing
on the ’’Black problem”:
”I want to know in specifics how a white person can
help a black person help himself. ”
”How do I really know if 1 am dealing with blacks
on a person-to-person basis ? How do I determine if
a black person wants to be just a person, or a
separate part of society?”
"Specific methods (if possible) to help establish in
blacks or any other minority groups a feeling of
’worth' as a human being not necessarily as a
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black or any other color classification but simply
as an equal member of the entire human race. "
The series of comments above must be put into the context of a great many very
positive and constructive comments.

They also represent responses to two

separate questions and therefore could reflect the thinking of some of the same
individuals more than once.

However, the staff was very cognizant of these

comments and they were to play an important role in the design of the second
works hop.
Other needs and concerns from the participants for the next workshop
included the following:
’’Because I have just gained a new feeling about
myself I need time and support during the next
workshop to strengthen and further understand
myself and my feelings as a white superior. ”
". . . to strengthen what good awareness I gained
and work toward more concrete examples of how
best I can handle racism in my own school. ”
”More concrete ideas to use in classroom and in
community. ”
”1. Specifics to do in workshops, classroom, with
people. 2. Personal emotional growth in handling
and dealing with up-tight people. "
”To help us learn the skills in dealing with people
about white racism without turning them off. "
’’Specific plan of action for confronting, dealing
with and eliminating racism among whites, ”
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Each of these statements was reflective of other concerns and needs which
included; concrete suggestions and ideas to implement; more work to strengthen
and increase awareness; and learning skills to use to raise the awareness of
others and to deal with their reactions.
The staff made site visits to Oceanview and Centerville to meet with the
participants about three weeks after the workshop had ended.

We had held some

planning meetings for the second workshop prior to these site visits, in which we
used the written concerns of the participants and our own observations and
judgments concerning the follow-up needs to begin designing the workshop.
However, we wanted to gather more information from the participants about
their needs and concerns after they had been back in their home environment
for a while.

The meetings also served to re-establish contact; find out what

they had been doing; provide an opportunity to talk about the successes and/or
failures that they might have experienced in efforts with family, friends, and
colleagues; and provide support where needed.
Three staff members met first with fourteen of the Centerville teachers.
It seemed important to most of the Centerville teachers to be able to share
their efforts with the staff.

A number of the Centerville teachers had been

responsible for a half-day in-service program in their schools for other
teachers, and some had used that time to focus on racism.

During these

sessions they used either the values clarification exercise or a definition
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exercise on "racism, " "paternalism" and "discrimination" that was meaningful
for them in the first workshop.

While there is some question about the

effectiveness of doing the values clarification exercise in half an hour, and
having it told by someone who has heard it only once, the teachers had taken
important steps in publicly initiating anti-racism

efforts with other teachers.

Others related incidents with family or friends concerning discussions about
the previous workshop or discussions about racist events or statements.

People

mentioned being more aware and more sensitized to issues of racism.
Among the concerns or needs

for the next workshop culled from the

discussions with the teachers at the meeting were the following:
atime for sharing racist or "non-racist" materials
used in schools.
development of skills in explaining and talking to
people about racism without getting into a win/lose
argument.
skills that would help them function more effectively
as "trainers" with others.
interpersonal skills ingroups.
finding out more facts about Black people and their
life styles.
development of support groups,
further development of awareness—more growth
experiences.
specific, concrete things that teachers can do about
institutional racism.
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While a few of the concerns generated during the meeting were related to Third
World people, there was very little ’Idlaming the victim” talk or focus on Third
World people.

It may have been present under the surface, but it was not

verbalized, except for one person who expressed a need for more personal
experiences with Black people to learn about their life styles so that she could
better understand and be able to teach about them.
This person's "need" was similar to "needs" expressed the next day
by the majority of Oceanview teachers, although the focus of many of the Oceanview teachers was more directed at Third World people and at 'blaming the
victim” ideology.

An analysis of these statements from tapes of the

meeting

will be useful in illuminating why the second workshop was designed as it was ,
as well as in discussing the rationale of "Whlte-on-White" workshops.
One teacher, who expressed views that appeared to be shared by
many of the Oceanview teachers, raised a number of concerns about which he
would like more information at the next workshop.
It might be helpful to me to find out exactly what
transpires in the life and day of Black students—
particularly in Oceanview. . . What happens at
six o'clock in the morning when they wake up?
What kind of attitudes do their parents have by
and large? What kind of encouragement do they get
from parents ? What kind of encouragement does
their peer group give them? What kind of dis¬
couragement do they get? To further understand
on a more personal level. . . How can I personally
interact?. . . Further understanding what happens
day by day with him. I know what happens to me
and most white people in this society when they get
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up in the morning, and go to school. . . What
happens to a Black kid when he gets up in the
morning, and goes to school and goes back to
his home, wherever that might be and in whatever
section of town?
I know what my values are as a white, male
American, I know what my parents have taught
me is valuable to me. Are they the same as the
values that a young Black child is taught by his
parents and his culture? If they’re not the same,
fine, I know what mine are. But at least let me
be able to know what his are—not sol can condemn
them or judge them by mine, but I have no idea what
the average Black student young person values.
Does the Black community value education as well as
the white community? Your father tells you you’ve
got to go to school, you’ve got to get an A, you’ve
got to get a good job and be educated. Does this
transpire in the Black home and if so does it reflect
in the school?
There must be a difference in the average middleclass American home and the average Black home.
This teacher’s statements contain a number of assumptions and allude to
a number of myths about Third World people that are fairly general among
white people in America.

He assumes that gross generalizations can be made

about Black people in a number of instances, such as: What transpires in
their life day by day; what kind of attitudes their parents have; what kind of
encouragement they get from parents and peers; and what values they are taught
by their parents and culture.

This information would supposedly have a general

applicability to all Black people in Oceanview, wherever their homes may be,
”in whatever section of town. ” He also stated that ’’theiiemust be a difference
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in the average middle-class American home and the average Black home, ”
thus grouping all socio-economic levels of Black people into one group and
comparing them with ”the average middle-class American heme, " which
appears to be white.
He also inaccurately assumes that by knowing these gross generalizations
about all Black people, he will be better able to personally interact with
individual Black students he has contact with.
A second set of assumptions made by this teacher are those he makes
about the white students, parents and community and their day to day lives and
values based on his own experience.

Yet his knowledge of "white” values is

somewhat superficial, for when asked what he thought an individual white
person’s values were, he stated "education, " "awareness of yourself personally,"
"financial success or security. " This is an indication of the brainwashing and
conditioning that this white person and so many others experience.

He seemed

unable to make a similar assumption that Black people would also value such
things as education, awareness of self and financial success or security. Whites
often appear to know little about the values of white society and through that
society, our own values.

One Oceanview teacher was still expressing her

amazement about a learning she had gained from the last workshop that
occurred during the processing of the values clarification exercise.

The South

African facilitator had mentioned that in their listing of positive and negative
actions by individuals in the values story, many people had had greater negative
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reactions to actions against property than to actions against people in the story.
He related that many African societies place a greater emphasis on people rather
than property, and this particular teacher had found this to be a critically
important learning.

Another teacher stated that there were certain basic human

values that were shared across races and cultures—such as a value for life.
Yet to say that white America values life

or that white people in this country

value life when the vast majority have no reaction to the realities of white
America’s bombing and destruction in Southeast Asia, support for Portuguese
oppression and colonialism in Africa, and perpetuation of the genocide of Third
World people in this country, reflects a rather ethnocentric definition of the
life that is valued.

Still another participant stated that Black people value

drugs, welfare, and illegitimacy, without any realization of how dehumanizing
she was being to Black people and to herself.
The staff responded to the needs as stated by saying that we would
not and in fact could not, as whites, teach other white people about what it was
like to be a Black person in America, or teach them about what the Black
experience in America was like.

To the degree that white people can under¬

stand this, it could be learned by interactions with Black people, reading books
by and about Black people, and other methods that might help whites to better
understand the effects of oppression and racism on the victim.

What we could

provide in the workshops would be experiences that would help each of us as
white people to better understand ourselves, the values and assumptions with
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which we have been conditioned and how we use these to judge and evaluate
Third World people and ourselves. We talked about how little we as white
people know of the values and assumptions we hold about our society and our¬
selves, and that these are often the blocks to effective personal interactions with
Third World people.

It does us little good to know more about Black culture,

life styles or values if we know so little about our own, for our experiences
and acculturation have provided us with screens and filters with which to judge
and evaluate whatever input we receive about Third World people.
An example of this misdirected focus on Black lifestyles occurred
during the meeting.

The teacher who had done much of the talking related a

need to know "nitty gritty" things that mean a lot to "the average teacher
in the average classroom. " He had recently talked to a Black man who had
supposedly related, among other things, "why all Black kids carry combs
around?" The "answer, " as stated by the white teacher was:
. . . Black people were never allowed to comb their
hair in public. He said now they carry the combs
around and are constantly combing their hair in
public. And now I understand why Black kids carry
combs. I used to say, "what the hell is that stupid
looking comb in your hair or back pocket" - they’ve
got a big comb you know. But now I understand that
there is a value placed on the fact of being able to
show your hair now. Before, it was never a big
thing, but I used to wonder why they always had
combs. Now I know why, sol don’t wonder why any
more.
Another teacher interrupted to say:
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You don’t put them down for it. , . It still looks
ridiculous, but once you understand it you accept
it more, whereas when you didn't understand it,
you couldn't accept it.
The first teacher then went on to say, "He was telling me why they hang their
heads—little nitty gritty things he was telling me. . . [from the other teachers
"Why? Why? Tell us why?] "I forgot why. " These pat and misdirected
answers to "nitty gritty" questions not only seem easily forgotten, but seem
of little value in helping white teachers relate

to Black students, especially

when the teachers still think the combs are ridiculous.

More important

questions might be: "Why do I think the combs look ridiculous ?" "Why do I
need to believe that Black parents and kids do not value education?" 'What kind
of encouragement did I get from my parents vis-a-vis perpetuating racist
myths, stereotypes and behaviors ?" "What kind of encouragement and dis¬
couragement do I get from and give to my peers

in terms of supporting racist

thinking and behaviors? " "Why do I need to believe that Black people value
drugs, welfare and illegitimacy?" "What are the white, middle-class values
I hold and how do they determine my interaction with and evaluation of Black
students in my class ?"
The teacher who had related the "information" about combs then
stated that:
I've got a group of students in my school who really
don't dig the thought of education. Now I've got to
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start at the beginning and turn them on to the thought
of education, to learning new things.
Most children are born with a natural curiosity, a desire to explore and to
learn.

Studies have shown that Black parents have a greater interest in their

children’s progress in school, read more to their children, make more attempts
to motivate children to do well, attend PTA meetings more often than do white
parents, and that Black children read more books over the summer, have a
greater desire to excel in class work, have a greater wish to go to college,
and do more homework than their white counterparts (Ryan, 1972, p. 50).
Studies have shown that Black children enter urban school systems close to the
levels of achievement and performance of their white counterparts, and fall
progressively behind in both achievement and I. Q. (Clark,

1967, pp. 120-121).

And yet the teacher who is going to turn his pupils on to the thought of education
and learning asks nothing about the school system which has turned them off,
or his role in that system.

His focus remains on the students, the victims of a

system of mis education and socio-economic programming, rather than on how and
why the system perpetuates racism and oppression and how he functions to
maintain that system.

His focus and interest are on the oppressed individual,

rather than the educational system.

He asked "Why is there always a need in

the high school for Black students to group together?” rather than asking how
and why the school groups and tracks students into certain occupational and
academic levels, often placing Third World students in the lowest track.
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or even asking the converse, as to why white students tend to group together.
While much of the above discussion focused on one teacher, his remarks
seemed to receive general approval and support from most of the other
Oceanview teachers.

The lack of disagreement with his racist conclusions

could have resulted from the dynamics of sexism in the group, since he was the
only male teacher present and has a somewhat domineering personality.
However, it was the opinion of the staff that his views seemed to reflect those
of most of the other Oceanview teachers.

There were no other desires or needs

expressed for the next workshop, except for one teacher who expressed a desire
for more "cut and dry things, " such as "Do we sort of regard the Black situation
in a blanket way or do we keep in mind that there are different types in each
race ?"
After these meetings with the participants in Centerville and Oceanview,
the staff met to discuss the needs identified by the participants and plan how
best to meet these needs during the next workshop.

It had become more apparent

at this point that a dichotrany existed between the two geographical groups.
Within each group a range of awareness about racism was exhibited, but the
Centerville group was generally more ready to discuss and act on new behaviors
as individuals and as members of educational institutions.

There was a great

deal of resistance from Oceanview teachers toward investigating their whiteness,
and in fact, much of their focus remained on the victim as the problem and on
their need to find out more about Third World people.
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This dichotomy, while not applicable for each individual from each
community, did help create the format with which the staff planned the second
workshop.

While we wanted to move ahead with further investigation of new

white behaviors and activity, and the development of useful skills, we also felt
a need to focus additional attention on the old white consciousness of some of
the participants in terms of the myths, stereotyping, victim blaming and
distancing behaviors that were still being utilized.

It was crucial that we not

lead participants into the action stage, when their awareness and consciousness
could cause them to be involved in some very harmful and misdirected efforts.
The schedule for the second workshop appears below.

The following is

a brief description and rationale for the design.
The first activities scheduled dealt with group skills, which served a
number of purposes.

They would help to create a climate in which people

would take ownership of what they were saying while being receptive to con¬
structive feedback.

They would provide skills conducive to getting individual

participants to focus on and deal with their old white consciousness, and the
myths, assumptions and victim blaming with which they were engaged.

Finally,

they would provide useful acquisition of group and interpersonal skills, which
had been requested by the participants.

Because the participants planned to

bring racist and "non"-racist materials from their schools, an analysis of
resource materials was scheduled Wednesday night, so that skills in textbook
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and material analysis could be developed and used by the participants on the
materials that had been brought.
The activity on Thursday morning, "Perceiving Racial Issues in
Schools, " was a role-play designed to provide a vehicle through which myths and
victim blaming ideology could be identified and analyzed by the participants.
The film, "Friendly Game," was scheduled in the afternoon as a way of looking
at the screens, filters and values that whites use to interpret and understand
situations and events.

The task groups on Thursday afternoon and evening were

designed to develop criteria that teachers could use to diagnose and identify racism
in their classrooms and schools.

It was assumed that this activity would also

allow participants an opportunity to further refine their ability to observe and
correct the assumptions and myths that they or others were making which had
been dealt with in the morning.
Friday’s schedule was designed to provide hometown group planning of
activities to be implemented back home, and to provide time for contracting
with others to carry out these plans.

Friday was left somewhat unstructured in

planning so as to allow maximum flexibility to meet the needs of the participants
and whatever direction developed from the previous days.
One of the major complaints of the participants after the first workshop
was the intensity of the schedule, which allowed little free time from morning
to evening.

While this complaint was valid, some participants stated that they

had come to the first workshop expecting a vacation, and that the intensity of
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Training Program for Educators on Race Relations
March 21, 22, 23, 1973
SCHEDULE

Wednesday, March 21
11:00

-

Registration

12:00

-

Lunch (Rm 1001-1002)

1:00

-

Introduction (Rm 803)

'1:30

-

Group Skills

3:00

-

Coffee

3:15

-

Group Skills (continued)

4:30

-

Free Time

6:00

-

Dinner (Rm 1001-1002)

7:00

-

Analysis of Resource Materials (Rm. 803)

Thursday, March 22
Breakfast (Rm 1001-1002)

8:00
9:00

-

Perceiving Racial Issues In Schools (Rm 803)

12:00

-

Lunch (Rm 1001-1002)

1:00

-

Film and Values (Rm 803)

2:30

-

Coffee

2:40

-

Task Groups (Rm 803)

4:30

-

Free Time

6:00

-

Dinner (Rm 1101 - note room change, this meal

Friday, March 23
Breakfast (Rm 1001-1002)

8:00
9:00

-

"Facing the Real World" (Pin 803)

11:00

-

Action Planning

12:00

-

Lunch (Rm 1001-1002)

1:00

-

Action Planning (continued)

2:00

-

Contracting

3:30

-

Wrap-up

4:00

-

End of Workshop
Small group rooms to be used are Rms. 901, 902, 903
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the experience illustrated the serious intent of the staff and created a determined
climate of work.

However, since that climate of seriousness had been set

during the first workshop, the schedule of the second reflects a conscious attempt
to plan more free time for relaxation, reflection and periods of quiet.

Also,

in order to facilitate more effective use of journals, which had not been
successfully utilized at the previous workshop, each participant received a
small spiral notebook in which to note new ideas, reactions, questions, experiences,
and feelings.

In order that our goals could be kept in full view, the "needs”

raised by the participants at the meetings in the communities were put on news¬
print and posted on the wall.
The first afternoon was spent on communication skills to facilitate
group work by defining channels for feedback, establishing group responsibility,
facilitating openness and risk-taking, giving clarifying responses and developing
habits of listening.

A number of short exercises were utilized to develop skills

in this area.
Triads were formed, with two people to engage in a discussion of
whether winter is better than summer, and one person to observe it.

Each

participant took a side in the discussion and neither could make a statement
without first successfully paraphrasing the last statement of the other person.
This very brief paraphrasing exercise began to develop not only the necessity
of listening in effective communications, but also the use of paraphrasing to
more effectively insure effective wording and reception of ideas.
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After this brief exercise, groups of six were formed, to provide an
opportunity both to practice more communication skills and to allow discussion
of any unfinished business that people wished to discuss from the previous
workshop.

The rules for the groups were that anyone could open up the

discussion saying something that had happened to them (feelings, thoughts,
actions) since the last workshop concerning white racism, and that all statements
had to be paraphrased before someone else could make a statement.
The experiences and activities related by participants involved inter¬
actions with family, friends and colleagues.

While none of the situations related

in the small groups were earth-shaking, the staff was encouraged that a number
of the participants had taken some initial steps at confronting racism among
family, friends and co-workers.
After the small groups of six, which ran longer than planned because of
the number of items people wanted to discuss, the entire group got in a circle
for a Whole Group Clearing Exercise.

Here the legitimacy of "passing" was

introduced, for those who did not wish to participate or contribute at any
particular time.

Each person individually completed the sentence;

now 1 feel,. . ." or chose to pass.

"Right

After everyone had an opportunity to respond,

a person could then ask another person one clarifying question, in order to
ascertain more clearly the other person's feelings, or to request that they
elaborate on that feeling.

This activity reinforced listening skills, paraphrasing,

clarifying questions, the "I pass" norm and risk-taking.
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While this and the preceeding exercise proved to be extremely successful
in re-establishing a sense of relationship in the group, perhaps the high point
of the latter exercise was when the teacher who had built up tension and anger
at the last workshop and finally exploded during the processing of "Starpower, '*
gave as her ending to the statement, ’’Right now I feel. . . ” the words, ’’happy”
and ’’great. ” From both her verbal and non-verbal behavior, and her response
to a clarifying question from another participant, it was obvious that she was
much more relaxed and open than she had been at the previous workshop.

This

feeling seemed to be experienced by most everyone in the room.
The final exercise of the afternoon provided an experience which dealt
not only with the skills that had been learned earlier in the afternoon, but also
involved feedback skills and techniques, process observation skills, and small
group roles and behaviors.

Twelve people formed an inner circle of discussors,

and twelve formed an outer circle of observers, with each person in the outer
circle assigned to observe a discusser who was across from them in a position
where their face and body movements could be observed.

The remaining people

sat on the outside of the two circles and performed the role of process observers,
with process observation sheets (see Appendix B, Sec. 1) on which to note the
interaction in the group.

The outer circle of observers had individual feedback

sheets (see Appendix B, Sec. 2) with which to note the interactions, statements
and non-verbal behaviors of the person on the inner circle whom they were
observing.
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Ten of the discussers were given slips of paper on which were described
roles for each of them to play during the discussion.

Each role represented

behavior patterns in small groups which have significant influence, positively or
negatively, on group productivity and morale.

The discussers did not know who

was observing them, nor did the observers know what role the discusser they
were observing was acting.

The roles were:

POSITIVE ROLES
Clarifier:

Exhibits and explains own feelings and
solicits same from others; helps clarify
effects of the members interaction on
each other.

Encourager: Friendly; warmly responsive to others;
seeks, recognizes and helps others feel
free to contribute.
Harmonizer: Helps clarify opposing views and feelings;
helps find mutually acceptable new
positions; accepts reality of disagreement
and the strong feelings which accompany it.
Summarizer:Helps summarizes what has been discussed,
agreed or disagreed upon, and the progress
of the group in relation to its goals.
Gate-Keeper: Keeps communication channels open for all
members and facilitates the inclusion of others;
keeps the gate open for the less verbal
group members.
NEGATIVE ROLES
nominator—•

Interrupts others,launches on long lectures,
is over-bearing and dogmatic, tries to lead
group and assert his or her authority;
autocratic.
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Blocker:

Rit-Downer:

Self-Seeking;
Clown:

Topic-H opper:

Rejects ideas or suggestions from others,
maintains a negative, pessimistic attitude,
refuses to cooperate and argues frequently.
Tries to achieve importance in group, boasts
excessively, finds strength in putting other
members down, often a very powerful member.
Uses humor destructively, high status needs.
Makes fun of others, often holds up the group
to ridicule other members.
Often has own agenda; changes topic repeatedly
and diverts group away from its focus. Makes
inappropriate intervention that bogs down the
group.

The group was given the following quote as the discussion topic.

"If

white people want to help, they can go home and free their own people. " The
discussion strayed from the topic, with very little of the intended focus on the
white problem.

This was both a result of some participant uneasiness or un¬

willingness to deal with the issue and because some of the negative role players
were very effective in topic-hopping, blocking and dominating.

The exercise

proved useful not only in identifying and accentuating various positive and
negative small group roles, but also in providing observation skills to the
observers and some feedback to the discussers on their behavior and role in
the group.
During the processing of the exercise, a number of the participants
expressed frustration at not having been able to effectively answer or respond
to comments and behaviors by others in the group.

This was also one of the
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’’needs" that had been identified at the meetings in the communities before the
workshop.

In order to help develop skills in this area, it was decided that the

evening would be devoted to this concern.

An exercise was developed with the

same inner and outer circles of discussors and observers.

This time, however,

tw) staff members joined the inner circle and took the role of devil’s advocate
against the quote, while the participants in the inner circle were to respond.

The

outer circle observed this in order to provide feedback on the methods, strategies
and statements people used in responding to the staff members.

This also

helped to develop ideas on more effective responses to the racist comments and
assumptions of the two trainers.
For the most part, the discussion in the circle focused on personal and
cultural racism rather than institutional racism.

A good deal of the discussion

focused on a Black history teacher who disagreed with the quote about white people
working in their own community.

She felt that "until you change the whole

structure of American society, you have to do everything you can to help Blacks. ’’
She did so by teaching Black history, in order to give Black children "positive
images" of themselves, rather than using her energy to get the school system to
hire a Black person to teach Black history or trying to revamp the way American
history was taught, by including the truth about Third World and white people in
this country.

The Black history teacher received comments and reactions from

some of the other teachers about her role, and the possible options she had for
attempting to change her role and the situation in her school.
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During the processing of the exercise, the following were some of the
ideas and suggestions from the participants and staff on how to deal with other
whites in discussions of racism.

While it was understood that there were no

magic or correct answers that fit every person in every situation, some general
strategies were developed.
Try not to be defensive—stop and think, slow down and
get back to the issue.
If you don’t have facts at hand to prove a point, say you'll
get them and then make sure you do. Suggest that other
person get facts for his/her position.
If you don’t have an answer, don’t jump to a "but what
about" statement. Try asking questions that will bring
out sub-surface feelings or misinformation.
Agree with some of the things a person says that you
can agree with—flow with them.
Don’t give overall generalizations—"Change the economic
system"—give some specific ideas that are manageable.
Be willing to admit that you don’t know—it’s legitimate
not to have all the answers.
Talk to the issue, not the person.
If you feel the person didn’t hear or understand you or
someone else, ask them to paraphrase what was said.
Include yourself among whites.
Don’t try to win an argument, try to convince the person
of the truthfullness of what you’re saying.
Dealing on a feeling level—either yours or theirs
reduce tension and hositility.

can
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Recognize a very verbal person.
Discussion, not argument.
Thursday's mornir^'s role play exercise, "Perceiving Racial Issues In
Schools," was designed to provide a vehicle for the participants to express and
discuss assumptions and myths held by them about Third World people.

It also

was meant to illicit from them on whom they placed responsibility for racial
problems in schools.

The participants were divided into four groups: teachers,

white students. Third World students and process observers.
teachers meeting in a high school beset by racial tension.

The scene was a

The role description

given to three of the groups were as follows:
THIRD WORLD STUDENTS:
There is a lot of racial tension in the school. You are
a group of Third World students. You are going to a
teachers’ meeting to express your anger about the
situation, because you feel that the school is catering
to white students,
WHITE STUDENTS:
There is a lot of racial tension in the school. You are
a group of white students. You are going to a teachers’
meeting to express your anger about the situation,
because you feel that the school is catering to Third
World students.
TEACHERS:
There has been a lot of racial tension in the school.
There is a staff meeting. Two teachers have asked
the staff to discuss possible curriculum changes in
regards to racism. Some teachers are opposed to
such changes.
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Each group was given only a brief description, in order to allow intra¬
group decisions on roles and behavior.

The two student groups were given the

same information, in order to allow them to develop whatever perspectives,
positions and interpretations the members chose.

The seven "teachers" were

given a little more direction, in order to insure that there would be an opportunity
for all the teachers to observe role "teachers" on different sides of the racial
issue.

It was left to the participants in the "teachers" group to assign roles.

And although there were two "teachers" who wanted the staff to discuss possible
curriculum changes, nothing prevented other "teachers" from asking for more
fundamental changes.

Again, it was left to the players to plot their strategies

and define their positions.
Each group met for 15 minutes to plan roles and strategies.

One staff

member met beforehand with each group, to provide clarifying information to
questions, but not to provide direction, suggestions or ideas.

One staff member

met with the process observers, to discuss the process observation sheet to be
used, and to clarify its meaning.

Each process observer had one particular

behavior or activity to watch for.

The first was, ”On whom do you see each

group placing responsibility for the problem?" This question was meant to
illicit a number of factors.

How much "victim blaming" was exhibited by the

white students and by the teachers? How much responsibility for the problem
did the students place on the teachers 7 How much of this responsibility did the
teachers accept, individually and/or collectively, or how much did they blame
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students, outside social forces, or administrators ? Did the teachers, individually
or collectively, accept some responsibility and acknowledge some ’’power” to
affect the situation, or did they shift both responsibility and power to others?
The second behavior or activity to observe was, ”What kind of
assumptions is each group making about the others ?” The major issues were
what assumptions the teachers and white students were making about the Third
World students.

Also of interest were the assumptions made by the teachers

about the students as a group, and by the students about the teachers as a
group.
The final observed behavior or activity was ”What kind of assumptions
are individuals making about the people whose roles they are playing?” The
major focus of this point was on the assumptions that white teachers playing
Third World students were making about Third World people, either through
behavior, speech,

or other means of interaction in the situation.

The teachers role playing the Third World group met to plan roles and
discuss their strategy.

The six people divided into a number of Third World

roles: one Chicane, one Native American, one

Oriental and three Black students.

and developed the following list of grievances:
not enough minority studies (first stated as Black
studies, until soneone sald:"We're Third World. )
a review of the curriculum,
minority representation on the faculty, because
faculty is prejudiced and there is "no one we can talk
to. " (’This is all idealistic. ”)
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minorities in policy making positions.
more minority representation in courses on American
literature, art, fine arts and music.
the whole school is white-oriented.
more vocational training for students who aren't preparing
for college (picked up by someone who mentioned that
Black kids were being relegated to vocational level
an3rway.)

a Black Dean of Men.
discipline—"there shouldn't be a difference. "
varied menu with racial foods.
home economics—more diversified.
only 2% of books and magazines in library deal with us.
ethnically oriented assemblies.
international days,
minority guidance counselor—not just token but qualified.
minority Dean of Men and Women to handle discipline
for Blacks.
minority people on school board (from another "We can't
change that. ")
testing is white-oriented for all courses.
abolish tracking—once you're in it you are doomed.
Although the "Third World students" had decided early in their meeting
that they should "express anger, either passively or violently, " (unfortunately,
no strong, forthright position between these two was perceived) the first part of
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the meeting was extremely passive and polite with little sense of racial tension.
After a break, during which the groups caucused, the hostilities increased as
"Third World students" and "white students" began to express anger and
resentment about the treatment they were receiving, and the teachers began to
feel confronted and isolated.

The "Third World students" first presented

grievances that were rather unimportant, compared to others they had on their
list, and others that they could have had.

Issues such as tracking, more Third

World teachers and administrators, community involvement in and control of
schools, methods of school financing, and other such issues were relegated to
long discussions of a need for a diversity of foods, the library needs, and new
textbooks.
Some assumptions about Third World people that were raised during the
role play Included; a "teacher’s" comment about a stereotypic Black family
with no father, forty-seven children and a mother constantly drunk; a "teacher's"
comment that there were no Third World teachers in the school because "Teaching
still isn't a great profession financially and industry is competing tor minorities
and there aren't many around, because they would rather go where the money
is": and another "teacher’s" comment that it Third World administrators were
hired, she hoped they would be "qualified" (to which a "Third World student"
asked who was establishing the standards and defining qualifications). Some of
these comments were responded to during and after the role play.

There were

tew assumptions or myths overtly displayed by "Third World students".

Their
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extreme passivity and concern for less important issues seemed more the
result of lack of awareness than the result of myths or assumptions.

It proved

enlightening to some who played the role, as they felt "teachers’* were insincere
in their statements of concern and verbal offers of "help, " and some expressed
feelings of being "put down, " "patted on the head" with a paternalistic "we
understand" attitude from the "teachers."
The major impact of the role play seemed to be on the "teachers. "
They responded to the issue of racist textbooks by raising the problem of the
"monetary value" of the books and the cost to replace them.

They suggested

that students could do library research and give reports to provide missing
information in place of new textbooks.

When a white student accused the

"teachers" of using tactics to split up the two groups of students, one "teacher"
responded in part truthfully, yet also avoidingly, that there were other "things
outside of school "that are splitting you up. " Another teacher responded very
sincerely, (although the "Third World students" told her that they perceived
her to be insincere) "we’ll do everything we can to help—but I want you to
realize we're only teachers, not administrators. "

One "white student" asked

pleadingly "Why can't we come to you—you're a teacher?" The teachers
deflected responsibility and denied any position power so often that one "white
student" finally let them off the hook by saying that the faculty should go the
administration-the Superintendent and principals, because they have power.
Because the responsibility for problems in the school kept being referred to
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factors outside of the school, one ’’teacher” was finally led to say in exasperation,
’’We’re going outside of the school.

Can we get back with it?"

The role play went longer than planned, and the "de-roling" period
and feedback period were shortened.

Participants were first given the opportunity

to express emotions and feelings about their roles, in order to work out of
those roles.

Much of the emotion was expressed by "teachers, ’’ who felt

"helpless" and "frustrated," while a "white student" felt "teachers" were
"unfair" to them, and "Third World students" felt "put down" and "patted on
the head" by teachers.

In fact, the "teachers" received a good deal of feedback

from the "students," either individually in terms of insincerity, or as a group
in terms of their unwillingness to assume any responsibility, or to define any
personal or positional power they might have had in the situation.

Because

everyone in the room was in fact a teacher, and the "teachers" had received so
much negative feedback, it was suggested that perhaps we could all see a part of
ourselves in the "teacher roles" played by other teachers.

There was discussion

of whether the "process" and "system" created an uncontrollable movement
toward confrontation and turmoil because of distrust, insincerity, divisions,
rules and regulations, and status factors.

In other words, the process In which

the Situation took place had been defined and directed by other events, situations
and forces well before the actual meeting.
While the role play had been somewhat successful in dealing with m yths
a«l assumptions held by some participants about Third World people, it had been
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more successful in raising for consideration and contemplation the complexity
of the issues of teacher responsibility, access to resources and influence in a
school in which racial problems have reached a point of confrontation.

The

major drawback to the experience was that not enough time was spent analyzing
alternative strategies and behaviors that could have been tried by the "teachers”
or others that would have been more effective in the situation.

More time should

also have been spent allowing individual "teachers” to de-role, since a few
remained troubled by the experience through the next day, and a discussion of
their feelings of "paralysis" and "frustration" would have been instructive for
all.
After lunch, the film "Friendly Game" was shown, and processed in
such a way as to further explore the perspectives and values that whites are
conditioned to use to screen and filter racial information and situations.

The

film is a short, masterfully creative piece that involves a white man and a
Black man playing a game of chess.

The film was carefully constructed to raise

a variety of issues concerning racism, paternalism, myths, capitalism and
ethnocentrism

(see Appendix A, Sec. 3 for a description and implementation

that varies to some degree from this writer’s).

It was shown once, then

discussed (people will almost invariably have different interpretations of
what happened), and then shown again.
After showing the fihn once, a staff member led an exercise aimed at

exploring the various tacts. Inferences and values that were used by people to
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interpret the movie.

This exercise is intended to illustrate the variety of ways

in which whites can "read" the same racial scene, and thus explore the
assumptions, myths and/or stereotypes that created these different interpretations.
It also helped to define the differences between fact and inference, by underlining
the role of personal values in perceiving different situations.
Each person wrote down five "facts" that they saw in the movie.
staff member then took a sampling of facts and wrote them on newsprint.

The
As

expected, there was almost immediate controversy over certain "facts, " with
people stating diametrically opposing perceptions.

It was pointed out that a

/

number of "facts" given by both participants and staff were actually inferences
or interpretations about specifics in the movie.

Each person then wrote down

three inferences they had made during the movie, and again, the staff member
sampled these and put some on newsprint.

Again, there was disagreement over

what people had inferred, and while more disagreement had been expected over
inferences, it provided additional insight into the various perspectives and
assumptions held by the participants.

Some examples were: "The Black man

was a hustler, who set up the white man. " "The white man was hustling a
paternalistic high

and set himself up, and the Black man simply taught him a

lesson, while playing by the white man’s rules, " A discussion ensued about the
individual values used to interpret the situation presented in the movie, especially
how those values defined the facts and molded the inferences of various
individuals.

Each person wrote down one value that they held that related to
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something in the movie, in order to analyze how different values may have
caused different perceptions of what happened in the movie.

This connection

was not necessarily arrived at, since there was more of a discussion in the
small groups of the values themselves, rather than an analysis of how the
values affected the perceptions.
The exercise proved most useful in highlighting the difference between
value and inference and in displaying totally opposing perceptions of the racial
situation.

While the connection between these varying perceptions and different

values was made, it was not analyzed sufficiently to enable everyone to develop
a clear understanding of how and why we perceive racial situations differently.
The textbook analysis session which had been postponed the previous
evening was rescheduled for Thursday afternoon.

Participants were given

copies of three textbook analysis instruments: "Criteria for the Evaluation of
Human Relations Content in Textbooks” prepared by Detroit Public School staff
members; "Criteria For Evaluating the Treatment of Minority Groups in the
Selection of Textbooks and Other Curriculum Materials" (Rosenberg, 1968);
and excerpts from "How To Find and Measure Bias in Textbooks" (David Pratt,
1972).

The first two involve content analysis, while the latter employs a method

called ECO Analysis, which analyzes a text for the value judgments expressed in
the words and vocabulary used.

Because the content analysis instruments were

fairly self-explanatory, the staff member responsible for the session focused on
the ECO Analysis method, with which she had recently been working.

The ECO
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Analysis method identifies and tallies evaluative words used in a text for their
positive and negative value which are transferred to the subject being discussed.
For example, a history book that says that the Mexican troops ’killed" the men
in the Alamo, is less value laden than for it to say that they "slaughtered, "
"murdered" or "massacred" them.

After describing the process used in

identifying these words and in deciding on their positive or negative effect, the
staff member distributed a practice sheet containing an advertisement placed
by the Warner and Swazey Company of Cleveland!,

a popular business magazine

(Terry, 1971, p. 67):

THE AMERICAN WAY TO BLACK POWER
We know a company which doesn't give a snap for a man’s
color but only for his willingness to learn and work. Today
there are more than 430 colored men and women there (15%
of all employees), many of them among the supervisors,
professionals, technicians and highest paid mechanics.
We know a lot about that company.

It is Whrner and Swazey,

in its Cleveland plants.
Many of these people have been here for many years. They
came here, not demanding anything but looking for a chance.
They were glad to take ^ job, and some began as sweepers.
We seriously consider and hire if we can (and we usually can)
anyone who is neat, respectable, ambitious, with basic
education—and we pay taxes in every one of our plant cities
to provide that education free. We are in business to make
a good product which people will buy, so that we can earn
enough profit to pay those taxes and still keep on enlarging
the business. We want workers regardless of color who
will help us do it—workers who are equaj_to an opportuni^,
and who help create their o^ opportunity, by productive
work. And we believe the vast majority of American
ccxnpanies have exactly the same attitude.
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The mid-point of the workshop again proved to be a time when fatigue
and intensity combined to create an emotional peak.

Disagreements developed

between the staff member doing the exercise, who was the most familiar with
the method, and staff and participants who found evaluative terms in the article
which did not fit the ECO Analysis model.

After much haggling over words, it

was determined that the problem resulted from the fact that the article was so
blatantly racist and that it was difficult to look at the words out of the context
in which they were used.

Thus the terms "neat, respectable, ambitious," which

have a positive value attached to them, were regarded as negative and arbitrary
standards defined

by the whites who run the company, and suggesting that a

lot of "them" are not "neat, respectable, ambitious." Although disagreement
and at times even tension existed during the exercise, the result was a useful
distinction of the different uses of the word/value analysis and the content
analysis methods.

While they both analyze different aspects of a text, the

word analysis in particular should not be used alone without also analyzing the
content.

It seemed that the word analysis method could best be employed on

texts which superficially seemed to convey little racism in the content.

A useful

illustration of the different results that could be arrived at by the two methods
was presented to the group.

In 1968, the New York Times, reporting on

President Johnson’s farewell talk before Black government officials, stated
that:"The President spoke to the well-dressed Negro officials and their wives."
(Apparently all the Black officials present were men.) While the word analysis
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method would rate the term
it is a degrading and racist

"well-dressed" with a positive connotation, in fact
comment, since it is most unlikely that similar

reporting on a meeting with other government offlcials. whether or not labelled
as white, would find it necessary to report that they were "well-dressed. "
Unfortunately, the task work, which had been planned for the afternoon
and evening was squeezed into the evening and its effectiveness was somewhat
diminished because of this.

It had originally been planned that small groups

of five would meet and brainstorm items characteristic of racist schools in
order to develop a list that could be used as a diagnostic instrument with which
to "read" a situation.

Not only might that have produced a useful instrument

for the teachers, but the sharing of information and knowledge on racism in
their schools would be beneficial.

As each small group developed a consensus

list of ten items, it was hoped that issues raised in the morning (mvths.
assumptions, victim blaming) would be dealt with by participants in the small
groups, when raised by others.

The groups of fwe would then form groups of

ten, again arriving at a consensus list of criteria.

A fishbowl (in which a small

group sits in an inner circle discussing something, and the rest of the group sits
around it and observes, with one empty chair in the inner group for observers
to sit in only long enough to provide specific input) was scheduled in the evenir^,
during which representatives of the small groups would meet to discuss the
lists and to develop a whole group consensus list.

The objective, as in the small

groups, was not only to distill a list of components of racism in schools for
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diagnostic use by the teachers, but to also build on the mornings activity by
dealing with myths and assumptions.

Also, as with other exercises, process

observers would observe the fishbowl to provide feedback on intra and inter¬
group communications.
One of the five groups had five teachers from Centerville, three of
whom taught together in an open classroom unit.

(The exercise would have been

more productive with a mix of cities and grades.) It was suggested by the
trainer with the group that brainstorming a list of items without any editorializing
by others might be the most helpful method to use.
that could be identified, ideas came out slowly.
were:

Given all the possible items

Some of the items suggested

"percentage of Black kids, seating arrangements, discipline, evaluate

books and materials, observe kids at recess and play period for arguments and
fighting. " Interestingly, there was no direct reference to the teacher's role until
the trainer suggested that it might be useful to think about classes other than
their own, after which the following were suggested: "teacher attitudes,
verbalization, tone of voice, what they say about kids, teacher's physical contact
with Black and white, body language from teacher. "
Rather than lim iting it to ten specific items for a classroom, this small
group categorized their specific items into general categories, thus diluting the
specificity of the instrument, and also lessening the need to reach consensus
on the ten most im portant criteria of racism in a classroom.

In fact, by the

time the whole list of specifics was generalized, the group had less than ten
categories.
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Because of time constraints, most groups dealt only with classroom
criteria.

Rather than the formation of two intermediate groups, all five small

groups met to develop the whole group instrument.
pressures and fatigue, general rather than specific
during the fishbowl.

Again, because of time
categories were developed

The interactions in the inner circle were not conducive

to consensus building: one person dominated; there was little listening to one
another; there was a great deal of discussion over minute points and wording; and
at times there seemed a desire by some to just get a criteria finished even if
they did not agree with it—a rather ineffective method of consensus development.
The exercise was cut short before the task had been finished.

The

criteria that had been developed at that point included:
A.

Interaction among the students
1.

Seating patterns and play period: Are Third World
students separate? If so, by choice or by force?

2.

What are the tones of voice used in interracial contact?

3.

Are there any other signs (verbal and/or non-verbal)
of the interracial climate?

B.

Visual Climate (in both interracial and all-white environments)
1.

What's on the bulletin board?

2.

What books are in the room ? (What percentage of books
that are visible and accessible are cross-cultural,
dealing with and of interest to Third World people?)

3.

Magazines and periodicals ?

4. Pictures on the walls ?
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C.

D.

Teacher Behavior
1.

What are the discipline patterns?

2.

How knowledgeable is she of issues relating directly
to Third World experience?

3.

Is she able to plan a curriculum, openly present the
material, and provide a non-racist presentation of
reality?

4.

How does she respond to racism in texts ?

5.

What are expectations of students (do they fit into a
racial pattern?) e.g. leadership, duties, achievement, etc.?

6.

Is there any role stereotyping?

7.

Does she make use of resource people (both Third World
and white from the community)?

8.

Is there evidence of trust between white teacher and
Third World students ? Is there evidence of trust between
white teacher and white students ?

9.

Is there reluctance or willingness to discuss racial
issues openly?

10.

Does she use input from Third World parents?

11.

Is effort made to monitor special teachers and substitute
teachers’ handling of race related issues?

Classroom Groupings
1.

Are standardized tests used as criteria? If so, what is
the nature of the tests? Are teacher expectations affected
by groupings ? If so, how?

2.

Are expectations of children about themselves noticeably
different? If so, does this fit into a racial pattern?
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E.

Class Activities
1.

Do they give experiences in cross-cultural life styles ?

2.

What is the routine of field trips ?

It was decided that the process observers would report first thing in the morning
since it seemed inappropriate to discuss the exercise at the late hour.

While

the list raised some important questions for teachers and the small and large
groups had provided an exchange of ideas and information, the exercise was not
as extensive or in depth as had been planned, and did not provide a comprehensive
list for the participants to use in their own schools.
Friday morning began with time for a wrap-up from the previous
evenings exercise and clearing of any problems or issues.

The process observers

reported on their observations of the fishbowling exercise providing feedback
to the discussers on their group interactions.

While sane participants felt that

time pressures had led to a tendency to ignore the small group skills practiced
earlier, others concluded that successful use of listening and clarifying skills
would have resulted in a more productive use of time by keeping the discussion
from being side-tracked onto irrelevant tangents.
After the discussion of the previous evening’s exercise, a staff member
summarized the skills that had been practiced and developed during the work¬
shop.

She mentioned the skills of feedback, paraphrasing, listening, and

clarifying; the strategies for responding to other whites; techniques of the fish¬
bowl; observation skills and practice; and the beginnings of an instrument for
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analyzing racism in schools.

When she mentioned a part of Thursday morning's

role play, reactions began to be expressed from participants in the role-play,
particularly those who had played teachers.

Particularly, the "teacher” whose

sincerity had been questioned by "Third World students” was still troubled by
that perception, although she was helped to accept the expression of those per¬
ceptions as useful feedback on the way she appeared, even if she had believed
herself to be sincere.

One of the "Third World students, " however, told her

that "I thought you were sincere, but I didn't want your sincerity.

It wasn't

enough." Again, it was discussed that perhaps it was the "teachers" that:
everyone in the room could most identify with, whose behavior most everyone
disapproved of, and yet whose behavior probably mirrored that which most
everyone in the room would have practiced if they had been "teachers" in the
role play.

The emotions that came out were an indication that the role play had

not been processed enough for the players to de-role and for the emotions and
frustrations to be aired.
The hometown groups were planned for Friday to enable participants
from each community to develop lists of racial problems in their community's
school system, for small groups or individuals to identify a particular problem
that they wished to deal with, and for them to begin planning strategies to
implement the desired change.

Because of the discussion of the role play, the

group was late in breaking into hometown groups.

One group was formed with

the eight Oceanview teachers, and two other groups were formed with the
Centerville teachers.
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The Oceanview group began with a general discussion of the reception
of the workshop by the school system in Oceanview, and reasons for the per¬
ception of the Superintendent and other teachers in the system of the Training
Program.

The group discussed their lack of cohesiveness; their relationship

with the Advisory Specialist, one of the very few Black people in the system;
how they could improve the perception of others in Oceanview about what they
were involved in; and the general political and social conservatism and "tunnel
vision" of the community.

It was a very positive meeting, with the Oceanview

teachers candidly discussing some of their limitations as a group and addressing
the realities of their position.

There seemed to be the possibility of them

establishir^ some internal cohesion, and developing more cooperation and
communication with the Advisory Specialist.
After lunch, however, the atmosphere changed.

Because the earlier

discussion had delayed their doing it, some time was spent with the group
individually completing the following questionnaire, by writing responses on the
sheet of questions.

The purpose of this exercise was to allow individuals to face

up to and evaluate their own commitment and readiness for action, and for the
group as a whole to evaluate its strengths and weaknesses.
1.

What would 1 give up by acting against racism ?
Be specific.

2.

The questions were:

How am 1 benefiting from racism?
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3.

What price am I paying for my racism ?

4.

What limitations do 1 put on helping change institutional
rac ism ?

5.

What needs would I satisfy by being actively anti-racist?

As happened in all exercises, the two trainers with the Oceanview group filled
out the questionnaire also.

Then each question was discussed, giving

people an opportunity, if they wished, to share their response with the group.
For the most part, as each item was raised, participants presented
a rationale or explanation, and there was a fairly frank and open discussion in
which feedback was given and received on specific items.

However,it was

necessary to shorten the discussion of the questions to allow time to discuss
the directions and activities of the Oceanview group after the workshop was over.
When this issue was raised in terms of actions that could be undertaken by the
group there was immediate avoidance.

Teachers transferred responsibility for

even getting together as a groups to other people in the system.

One teacher in

particular was visibly shaken at the idea of the teachers assuming responsibility
to meet again as a group or to establish more effective communications with the
Advisory specialist.

Since they were also involved in an in-service group with

twenty-five other teachers in Oceanview that had met once before, it was
suggested that they could prepare to run an afternoon session with the other
teachers in the group, in cooperation with the Advisory Specialist.

This idea

was met with a frightened, negative response of "we can't initiate that," "we
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can't do anything," etc.

A similar reaction resulted from the suggestion that

specific training could be given to them to prepare them to work with the other
teachers on one particular area that they might identify.

After what had appeared

as progress in the morning in terms of the group developing an identity and
cohesion, it was disturbing and in many ways frightening to see white teachers
so afraid of taking even the simple, beginning step of forming a support group
within their community.
Because it seemed vital that as individuals or a group

the Oceanview

teachers begin to assume responsibility for the direction they would move in, the
staff attempted to help them define areas and concerns that they wanted to explore
further, which turned out to be further textbook analysis skills, and again, a
session with one or more Black people to answer questions and provide informa¬
tion.

Since there had also been a discussion of the need for a support group, the

staff agreed to help arrange for people to meet their needs, if they would meet
to form a support group, contact the Advisory Specialist, and coordinate with
her to schedule the meetings.

It seemed of the utmost importance, however,

that those initial steps be taken by the participants as an indication of a desire
or commitment to continue dealing with racism.

It was left that they would meet

on a certain day in about a week, and would contact the Advisory Specialist and
through her, the Institute, about arranging for training for themselves or other
teachers.
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The two Centerville groups, meanwhile, had filled out and discussed
the questionnaire in the morning, and then had brainstormed lists of racial
problems in the schools of Centerville.

These lists served three purposes.

First would be the educational value to the teachers of sharing perceptions and
information about racism in the system of which they were all a part.

Secondly,

some of the staff had heard on the first day of the workshop of a meeting of the
Centerville teacher cadre, at which a Third World staff member who had attended
the Third World segment of the Training Program mentioned a list of problems
in the district which had been developed at the Third World teachers' workshop.
When one of the white teachers asked what was included in the list, she was
supposedly told that the white teachers should develop their own list, and should
not depend on the Third World teachers to identify the problems of the district.
It was thought that it might be conducive to the more effective functioning of the
teacher cadre if the white teachers could present a list of the problems as they
perceived them, as a basis for the establishment of some sort of collaborative
effort by the members of the cadre.

Finally, generating a list of problems in

the system during the workshop would assist teachers individually or in small
groups, to initiate the planning of change projects that they could implement.
The two lists of racial problems in the school system generated by
Centerville teachers is located in Appendix B, Sec. 3.

After the lists were

generated, the two Centerville groups joined and each group shared its list with
the others.

They then discussed the lists and noted which items were those that
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they could immediately do something about, and those that were long-range
issues.

Groups of two, three and four then formed around specific items and

discussed ideas and plans for how they could deal with the issue, using a sheet
of questions as a guide to effective planning (see Appendix B, Sec. 4),

Some

volunteered to be responsible for coordinating efforts dealing with a specific item
while others agreed to help with the planning and implementing of the plans.
Such ideas as establishing a racism resource center for use by the Centerville
schools, running an awareness workshop for other staff in the system, organizing
interracial parents’groups in some of the schools, and participating on curriculum
committees during the summer were discussed and planned.
The groups worked intensively for about an hour, and then activity
began to lessen as the end of the workshop drew near.

The Oceanview and

Centerville groups met back in the main room for some brief sharing of what
transpired in each group, and some remarks from the staff.

This terminated

the second workshop.
During the on-site visits between the two workshops, the staff received
feedback from the participants that the filling out of Feedback and Reaction Sheets
on the last day of the workshop was difficult because the participants were tired
and had no opportunity to reflect upon the workshop.

Participants stated that

they would prefer to mail back these sheets after they returned home.

Therefore,

at the second workshop, they were given the sheets on the last day and asked to
fill them out and return them.

Unfortunately, stamped,

self-addressed envelopes
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were not provided, and for this reason or others, only nine sheets were returned.
On the sheets

(see Appendix B, Sec. 5), participants were asked to

state one thing they liked and one thing they disliked about their behavior during
the workshop, and to state one thing they liked and one thing they disliked about
the facilitators’ behavior.

The former was to provide them an opportunity to

reflect on their behavior, while the latter provided important feedback for the
staff.

All responses to these items can be found in Appendix B, Sec. 5.

Participants were asked to complete ’’One of the most important learnings for
me during the last three days was. . . " Two thirds of the respondents discussed
small group skills as their most important learning, while one third discussed
items more directly connected to racism.

Three of the former mentioned

’’listening skills, ” one mentioned process observation skills, one learned of an
inability to initiate conversations and of a need for approval, and one learned of
the use of revealing feelings and taking the initiative in small groups.
three respondents answered:
. . there are more problems in Centerville than I
realized, but there are a good number of people
willing to work on them.
. [that] dealing with Black and white problems [is]
not an easy task. Also learned some techniques and
strategy to deal with whites who don’t feel there is a
’’white racist” problem.
Also learned many things wrong with Centerville
system that 1 wasn’t aware of.

The other
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• • . [t]h6r6 a.r6 no spocific 3.nd ’’follow tho diroctions”
way[s] of dealing with racism. There are no right
answers of the way you deal with racial issues, it is
individual and personal. You cannot adopt a personality
everytime you are threatened. . .
Participants were asked what they hoped for the next workshop.

In

addition to "pnore skills, ” ”bigger and better things, ” and being ’’with the same
group again, ” one participant

hoped that:

... in the next workshop we can deal with issues of
what education is in our town—the programs, band
wagons, curriculum, school settings, alternatives
etc. Open space education and desegregation,
curriculum and desegregation.
Another hoped ”to get together with principals and plan next year," apparently
in terms of dealing with racism in the schools.

One participant hoped that:

. . . we will have the opportunity to learn how to
work with, react to, help to lessen the resistance in
the joining of forces, partly due to "promises" over
the years. We're still quite far apart.
This Centerville participant is referring to the joining of forces by Third World
and white teachers, probably on the Centerville teacher cadre, and the resistance
which some of the white teachers perceived from some of the Third World
teachers.

A participant from Oceanview hoped "that some black teachers would

be involved and more real-life black-white situations be explored and examined. ’’
Similarly, a participant from Centerville hoped for "more concrete situations
like the (faculty and staff) presentation with some answers to take back.

Some

’Black' participation in our workshop. . . " While both respondents wanted
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Third World participation, the former apparently wants situations that are
"more" real-to-'life, which might happen in an interracial workshop, while it is
uncertain whether the latter wants situations that are "more concrete," or
else additional concrete situations such as the role play.

However, these three

"hopes" seem less oriented toward needing Third World people involved to
"tell us what to do" and more directed toward developing a working relationship
within the cadre, or providir^ a "real-life" rather than a simulated interracial
experience.

The sample of nine is too small to tell whether the somewhat

significant "need" for Third World participation after the first workshop had
lessened or not.

Finally, a participant hoped "for more investigation of how

black children learn.

How to change the school and curriculum to fit their needs,

rather than having them change to fit the white-middle class school. " Assuming
that this participant was not implying that Black children "learn" less well or
perhaps better than other children, his/her objective of changing the school as
the solution, rather than focusing on the victim, is refreshing and encouraging.
Finally, participants were asked:"At this point in time, how do you
see yourself in relation to the race problem ?" Many of the answers that were
given, combined statements of the degree of personal readiness to act, increased
awareness of their own racism and that around them, some uncertainty and/or
confusion about what to do, some willingness to deal with racism in school, and
more of a willingness to deal with other individuals, rather than institutions.
Since the statements tor the most part speak tor themselves, they are all
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printed here.
I am aware of the race problem and I'm beginning to
see where I can do something to make some other
people aware of it, being aware is the first basic
step.
I see myself as beir^ in a position to actively do
something, but I find myself keeping my mouth~
shut. The other day when the head of my department
said something to me about teaching next year
about "Chinkland, " I kept my mouth shut and didn't
say anything. Afterwards I regretted my silence,
but decided I would have done the same thing all over
again. I would really like to actively ^ something,
but at this point I am not sure what I want to or can
do!
Still a ways to go, but so m uch more aware!!
At this point, 1 see myself willing to work to help
bring some of my colleagues to the point of aware¬
ness that I'm at—hopefully our next 5 workshops
(in-services) in Centerville will help do this. I feel
I've come a long ways—thanks for helping m^ open
my eyes!
Aware of white racism and recognizing new examples
of it every day. Understand that school system need[s]
to be changed, but not sure how to do it. Very likely
to speak up when others show a lack of awareness.
I am much more aware of our racism.
I am willing to sit down and at least discuss a racism
problem with another staff member and try to exchange
points of view and reasons.
I feel that I can do things in the classroom to try to
combat racism better than I can tell a racist staff
member.
I don't feel that I am a New White or that 1 will ever
be one completely.
I don't feel that I can take the risks (job, family, etc.)
that some of the facilitators have taken.
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At this point in time, it is something that I wake up
with every morning. My concern is converting this
awareness into some type of action or at least some¬
how sharing it with others. I feel a real commitment
to the race problem and I feel comfortable and
confident discussing it with people. I am finding
prejudices within myself that I have to work on, but
only since the last workshop and a great deal of
thought on the matter.
I see myself on the road to becoming emancipated
from prejudices, biased opinions and other racist's
characteristics, but insufficiently prepared to handle
the problems as I meet resistance, misunderstanding,
unwillingness to accept the fact there is a problem
and in deference claim that the problem is greater
somewhere else, and at the same time try to work
out problems with my black co-horts when I'm not
sure whether I should take initiatives to do some
planning or whether by doing so I'm imposing my
white rascist[sic] thinking. All this is still a little
nebulous. When there is a facilitator at my finger
tips I can come to a fair rationale. But sometimes
the urgency of situation does not permit all this
amount of time and I become confused. I'd like
some kind of continuum during the summer.

This training session turned out to be the last in which all the participants
were together.

It was decided that the Oceanview and Centerville groups would

not meet again at the University for a workshop, both because the two groups
seemed to be at such different levels of readiness to act, and also since it seemed
time to focus activities within the "reality" of the home communities.

Efforts

would be focused on local meetings and actions within the communities, that
would be tailored to meet the needs of the participants to accomplish their plans.
As had been discussed in the original proposal, an important part of the learning
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in the Training Program would consist of participants taking initial steps in
their communities or schools to eliminate racism.

These actions would involve

them in testing their skills, strengths and commitment to take risks and confront
racism.

Since this was an important part of the training, the staff was prepared

to work with the participants as individuals or in groups to evaluate activities
and efforts, and if necessary, to discuss alternative approaches.

However, this

involvement of the staff would have to be initiated by the participants, since it
was their responsibility to undertake activities and efforts to combat racism,
and not to have these activities initiated by the staff.
Unfortunately, the Oceanview teachers never met after the workshop, as
they had planned, to discuss their situation and future.

A meeting was scheduled,

some teachers showed up, and when others did not, those there simply left.

When

some of the staff visited them in mid-June to discuss what they had been doing
and to gather data for the evaluation, the only efforts that had been undertaken
were by a couple of the teachers within their own classrooms to raise the issue
of "discrimination" in one case, and to include Third World figures in her
curriculum in the other.

An interracial human relations workshop had been

planned by the Advisory Specialist for the in-service group of twenty-five
teachers, including the eight from the Training Program.
early in the summer at another University.

It was to be held

However, only a few of the eight

were planning to attend and there seemed to be no desire for, or sense of, the
group of eight developing any cohesion to work or meet together durii^ the
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summer or in the following year.
The Centerville teachers had been more actively engaged in change
efforts.

The teacher developing the resource center contacted one of the staff

to get assistance in locating and acquiring materials for the new center.

Another

teacher worked in a school located in a white neighborhood, into which Third
World youngsters were bused.

Because of its location, the parents group in the

school was mostly white. The teacher’s plan was to initiate a new parents group
for the school, that would involve Third World parents
part of workshops and meetings with the parents

and would consist in

to better inform them about

the structure and curriculum of the open space school, and then to move into
issues of desegregation with them.

This teacher talked to her principal about

her plan, organized some other teachers in her school to work with her, and
made arrangements with a community group to provide free transportation for
parents from across town to get to the school for the meetings.

The actualization

of the plan will hopefully occur in the beginning of the next school year.

A group

of six or seven of the teachers organized, planned and implemented a threesession, Saturday morning awareness workshop for about twenty of their colle^ues,
which was an important and difficult first step for many of them, but which
provided an experience that was generally successful while also raising questions
and concerns for them to consider.

The staff was contacted for advice and some

assistance in the venture, and provided that assistance, although the design and
planning of the workshops were done by the teachers.
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Perhaps one of the most encouraging actions taken by some of the
teachers involved their public support of Title IV activities at a community
meeting.

A local group of white homeowners and parents were lobbying in the

newspaper and at meetings to get the Board of Education to veto plans for the
Title IV program for the 1973-74 school year.

Their campaign included attacks

on the Advisory Specialist, who is Black, and on the workshops that Centerville
staff had attended at the University of Massachusetts.

While stating that they

were not against desegregation, but rather objected to federal money, they would
in fact have curbed efforts at desegregation by defeating Title IV.

The issue built

up in the community, and finally at a public hearing on the issue by the Board of
Education, a member of the white parents group held up a list and stated that there
were ten or twenty names of school staff members who had signed it opposing the
continuation of Title IV, but that they wanted to remain anonymous.
The teachers from the Training Program were very concerned about the
future of Title IV, the attacks on the Advisory Specialist and the workshops, and
the increasingly overt racism being displayed in the community as a result of the
Title IV issue.

At the meeting of the Board of Education two nights after the

open hearing, many of the teachers from the Training Program attended, as did
members of the white parents group and other interested individuals from the
community and school system, including Third World parents and staff.

Eight

or nine of the teachers rose during the meeting, stated their names and schools
at which they taught and publicly affirmed their support for what Title IV was
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attempting in the schools.

Some stated the importance of the University workshops

for them as educators and citizens.

Additionally, Third World parents and some

administrative staff spoke out in favor of Title IV.

The effect of white teachers

standii^ up, facing the homeowners and supporting Title IV and the workshops
publicly, rather than anonymously on a piece of paper, cannot be definitively
stated, but it certainly contribued to the Board’s unanimous reaffirmation of
support for Title IV and desegregation in the face of loud and possibly extensive
opposition in the community.
Many of the Centerville teachers, by their activities during the Sprir^,
demonstrated a willingness to act to confront racism, which for some of them
necessarily involved risking their standing in the eyes of some colleagues,
neighbors, friends and/or family.

Their activities during the 1973-1974 school

year will indicate how lasting is their commitment and how successful their
abilities to confront the racist structure, processes and policies of the Centerville
school system.

Their membership on the Centerville teacher cadre offers a

structure and vehicle for facilitating their efforts.

Some of the white teachers

from the Training Program participated in a two day workshop held in Centerville
for the entire teacher cadre, as a medium through which the white and Third
World teachers could hopefully define some type of collaborative working relation¬
ship for the following school year.

While not a part of the Training Program per

se, it was obviously a logical follow-up and a useful beginning.

CHAPTER W
EVALUATION AND DESCRIPTION OF
EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENT

On February 7, 1973 the first evening of the first workshop, participants
were administered a module designed to collect data on their conceptualization
of racism.

This module was designed to provide a base of information from

which to evaluate growth of or development toward a more sophisticated
conceptualization of racism during participation in the Training Program,

Of

the twenty-eight participants who filled out the module in February, nineteen were
administered the same module at the conclusion of the Training Program—thirteen
Centerville participants on May 31, and six Oceanview participants on June 18.
Thus, of the twenty-eight participants in the Training Program, a sample of
nineteen pre and post responses will be used to measure change in conceptualiza¬

tion of racism.
The Racism Module was adapted by this writer from the Schoolmen
Module (Hutchinson, et. al.. 1972), which is an abbreviated tonn of the
Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts developed by Dr. Thomas
(1969).

Hutchinson

The Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts was primarily developed "to

provide a way of systematically breaking down a generalization (a fuzzy concept.
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goal, intent, purpose, etc.) into its measurable parts” (Hutchinson and Benedict,
1970).

The method allows a concept such as "racism, ” which has varying

meanings and subtleties for different people, to be defined in the component
parts that individuals use for their conceptualization of racism.

After parti¬

cipants completed the module on the first evening, their individual "lists” were
discussed and combined to create composite descriptions of a racist community,
and to then arrive at a group definition of racism.
However, before there were any formal workshop interactions, copies of
the individual responses to the module were collected, and thus, to the extent
possible given the variables of the moment, the data represent each person’s
conceptualization of racism at the start of the Training Program.

Some

variables that could have affected the participants at the time were: tiredness
after either a half day at work or a long drive to the University, apprehension
over participation in the workshop, lack of trust and openness that affected the
candidness of responses, defensiveness because of the subject being discussed,
concern over the young age of the facilitators, and lack of desire to be at the
workshop.

By May and June, when the module was re-administered, most of

the more intangible variables of attitude and apprehension were either lessened
or no longer applicable.

The module was administered the second time to both

Oceanview and Centerville teachers after a full day of teaching, in an effort
to replicate the level of energy that existed the evening of the initial application.
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There was no set time given for filling out the module during either the first or
second applications, but rather the time was dependent on how long it took most
participants to complete the module.

During the initial test administration, the

participants were broken down into three separate groups in three separate
rooms with different facilitators, and during the final administering the Oceanview and Centerville teachers were indifferent locations, on different days.
This increases the possibility of uncontrolled variables.

For example, the

Centerville teachers were administered the module in the late afternoon, after
they had been filling out a questionnaire for about an hour, and before they had
eaten supper, so their responses may not be as extensive or well thought out
as they might otherwise have been.

The Oceanview teachers were administered

the post-test well before supper time and without filling out any other information
beforehand.

To the extent possible, future use of the module should be in

controlled settings for all participants.
Copies of both the pre and post modules can be found in Appendix C,
Section I.

The directions are self-explanatory, so the likelihood of different

information being given to different groups and thus affecting the outcome is
reduced.

While described as a "data-gathering module, " participants are

not told it is for evaluative purposes, but rather to help "you clarify your own
definition of racism [and] facilitate our effort as a group to reach a common
understanding of the issue we are dealing with, " and to "give the staff data to help
us in the planning and implementation of the training program. " While asked
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not to put their names on the paper, participants were asked, after they completed
the module, to put an identifying number on the back that would enable the staff
to collate their response to this module with later data, without knowing whose
response it was.
The module has three parts.

In the first, participants are asked to:

Create in your mind a community where there are people,
buildings, institutions, etc. Everything that is necessary
to form a complete community. It is as real and as
complete as you can possibly imagine.
Now, in this community there is a great deal of racism.
As a matter of fact there is as much racism as you can
possibly imagine in any community.
Observe this community and write down everything that
you see that indicates to you that this community is the
epitome of a racist community. Please list any and all
of these things you observe on the paper provided.
Step two contains the same process, except that now participants are dealing with
a community in which there is a complete absence of racism.

The Third Step

attempts to assist them in defining additional components of the first two
ccmmunities.

Participant responses to the module, pre and post, are contained

in Appendix C, Section 2.

It should be noted that participants’ responses to the

module vary in form—some are lists, some paragraphs, some a few sentences.
In order to most effectively analyze the content, it was necessary to divide
sentences or paragraphs into individual items that can more easily be reviewed.
The subjectivity of the person reviewing and dividing the responses is therefore
a variable in the process.

For example, the following paragraph is itemized
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into a list according to the slash marks.
One group is rich and privileged. / They live in fine
homes with beautiful lawns, painted and neat./ Their
garbage is collected regularly. / The children appear
to be happy./ They go to a new school. / Members of
this group run the community. They collect the taxes,
they police the community, they make the decisions.
Thus, in the one paragraph, are items dealing with wealth and privilege, housing,
public services, attitudes of children, education, power and decision making.
Paragraphs or sentences were broken down into a list depending on whether they
contained more than one item relating to a component or segment of institutional
racism:

Housing, Employment, Education, Business, Religion, Justice/Law

Enforcement, Politics/Government, Health, Comm unications/Media, Public
Services/Facilities; or if they contained more than one item describing individual
racism.
A preliminary review of the data provides an indication of some increase
in conceptualiaation of racism for the group as a whole, at least in terms of an
increase in the use by participants of items that describe the role of various
institutional sectors of society in the maintenance and perpetuation of racism.
Each person’s pre and post responses to the module were reviewed and a
notation made if any of the above listed sectors of American society were
mentioned at least once as somehow contributing to a racist society.
results are listed in Chart #1.

The
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CHART //I
USE OF INSTITUTIONAL COMPONENTS
PRE-TEST
COMPONENT
1. EDUCATION

POST-TEST
# OF
CITINGS
(18)

COMPONENT
t

1. EDUCATION

// OF
CITINGS
(18)

CHANGE
0

2. HOUSING

(15)

2. EMPLOYMENT

(15)

+2

3. EMPLOYMENT

(13)

3. HOUSING

(14)

-1

4.

BUSINESS

(10)

4. POLITICS/GOV.

(13)

+6

5.

RELIGION

( 8)

5. BUSINESS

(12)

+2

6. POLITICS/GOV.

( 7)

6. RELIGION

(11)

+3

7.

( 6)

7.

(10)

+4

8. HEALTH

( 5)

8. COMMUN./MEDIA

( 9)

+6

9. PUBLIC SER./FACIL

( 5)

9. HEALTH

( 5)

0

( 4)

-1

10.

JUSTICE/LAW ENF.

COMMUN./MEDIA

(

3)

JUSTICE/LAW ENF.

10. PUBLIC SER./FACIL.
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Interestingly, in a group of educators, education was mentioned by more
people than any other institutional component of society as either a contributing
aspect or manifestation of racism.
Facilities" which were

Except for "Housing” and "Public Services/

each mentioned by one less person in the post-test,

and "Education" and "Health" which remained the same, the six other items
reflect an increase.

The two items that received the largest increase in mention

were "Politics/Government" and "Communications/Media. " While the issue of
power was discussed during the Training Program as pervasive in all discussions
of racism in any institution, it is perhaps because of the stressing of the role
of power in maintaining and perpetuating racism that more people cited "Politics/
Government" in their racist communities in the post-test.

While many of the

items that were included in this category were of this nature—"very few
minorities in administrative positions in city government" or "people in govern¬
ment are white"—others were similar to "all power held by the majority group"
and "all the power structures lie with the whites." The increase in the citing of
"Comm unications/Media" as a manifestation of racism in the community is
perhaps in part the result of the discussion and slide presentation on the
"Cultural Perpetuation of the Rightness of Whiteness" which dealt to an extent
with the role of media in perpetuating white superiority.
This analysis of the data is obviously superficial, and makes no attempt
to differentiate between an item that simply states "segregated schools" and
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another that states "curriculum geared toward white values, " nor does it
indicate to what extent individuals discussed and interpreted an institution, since
it noted only how many times they mentioned it.

In order to more fully analyze

the data it was necessary to develop criteria with which to review responses.
The criteria that have been developed represent various ways in which people
can conceptualize racism—they can conceptualize it as a problem resting mainly
with individuals, or as a result of institutional policies and practices.

They can

conceptualize it mainly by focusing on the victim of racism, or by focusing on
the victimizing and oppressive forces.

However, as expected, conceptualizations

of racism are not absolute, but rather represent a composite and mixture of
components, with greater emphasis on some depending on our level of awareness,
our perspective, and our conscious ness-of racism, of racism as a problem, of
racism as a white problem.
The criteria or categories that have been developed have been given
varying degrees of positive or negative weight by the author, in order to produce
a scale for ranking the responses and arriving at a composite score for both the
pre and post-tests.

Others using this instrument may wish to create other

categories, or to assign different weight to some categories.

The scale,

described below, was designed to compensate for two factors in the scoring
of each person’s responses.

First, it provides a composite score, so that the

negative criteria expected to be found in everyone's conception of racism

are
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balanced by whatever positive criteria exist.

The scale is unevenly weighted

in favor of positive responses, of varying value, since it is the development of a
conceptualization of racism, or increasing sophistication of its component parts,
that is being sought to evaluate in part the success of the Training Program.
Second, the positive categories are given Increased weight so that someone who
wrote only one or two paragraphs or a few sentences that exhibited a well
developed and sophisticated concept of racism, could receive a higher rating
than someone who wrote two or three pages of items that exhibit a less developed
understanding of racism.
The individual categories in the following scale will be described in
further detail below,
BLAMING THE VICTIM.-2
FOCUS ON THIRD WORLD PEOPLE.-1
DE JURE SEGREGATION OR APARTHEID.-l/2
NOT APPLICABLE OR UNCLEAR.0
FOCUS ON INDIVIDUALS.+l/2
DESCRIPTIVE/LACK INTERPRETATION.+3/4
COMPARATIVE.+1
FOCUS ON INSTITUTIONS/PROCESSES.+2
FOCUS ON WHITES.+3
INTERPRETATION OF CAUSES/iNTERCONNECTEDNESS .
WHITE POWER/LACK OF THIRD WORLD SELFDETERMINATION .

. +4

+5

Blaming the Victim
This category includes items which place responsibility for their sub¬
jugation and oppressed condition on those who are oppressed, rather than on the
oppressive group or institutions which create and maintain that oppression.

The

inclusions of items that fit this description indicates a conceptualization of racism
as a problem of "those people who won't help themselves, " since "my parents
(grandparents, etc.) were poor, but they struggled and created a better life for
themselves. " These items ignore the reality of white control and power in
creating and maintaining the oppressive situation, and blame the victim for the
racial division and subjugation that exist.

Examples of such items include:

The ghettos breed separatism and racism against
whites. . . This separatism provokes comments
from teachers to the tune of "all Blacks are this
and all Blacks are that, "
Programs to help the Blacks don't help. Blacks
are suspicious of white "liberals" and other Blacks
who are "white, " Therefore, they do not respond
to these programs.

Focus on Third World People
Items included in this category focus on Third World people, and detract
from the respondents time and concentration to focus on white institutions or
people.

As part of a conceptualization of racism, it perhaps indicates that

racism is perceived to be a "Black problem." This type of conceptualization
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of racism can lead to a desire

or "need" to "help" Third World people.

This

situation of helping those we oppress, as Friere points out. leads the helper to
feet good, but of necessity must lead to a maintenance of the oppressive situation.
so that the role of helping can be perpetuated.

Also Included in this category

are items of "reverse racism. " through which whites can ratlonaltee that
"everybody's racist. " "it's not just a white problem. " etc.. thus ignoring the
distinction between racism and prejudice.
this manner are purely descriptive.

Finally, some items categorized in

"Minorities attending their own churches and

social groups" or "The minorities all live in the same neighborhoods. " This
focus on where Third World people live or in what groups they congregate ignores
both the forces that necessitated the situation and more importantly, the fact
that whites "live in the same neighborhoods, attend their own churches and social
groups.

This

focus on Third World seclusion, rather than white exclusion, may

presage a tendency to see assimilation of Third World people into white society
as the solution to racial problems, and to describe a "non-racist" society with
such items as "Minorities live in white neighborhoods," "Minorities attend white
churches. " Examples of this category include:
To prove how tough they are Blacks threaten white
students in the schools.
In certain situations, members of minority groups
are given preference over members of majority.
No special interaction with white students in school.
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A black teacher has been placed in each of the public
schools so that she or he can be an identity person for
the black children. Some of these black people have no
such desire—they prefer to appear to be white.
Nobody seems to be able or want to do anything to
rectify this.

De Jure Segregation or Apartheid
Examples of this category are those items that while indicative of a
great deal of racism, tend to indicate that the writer conceptualizes racism as
a problem of the South, and of the past.

The inclusion of these factors exhibits

a conceptualization of racism that incorporates only the most gross, overt
aspects of a very complex, interwoven and insidious problem.

Such a con¬

ceptualization of racism would make it difficult for a person to comprehend
the often subtle yet devastating realities of institutional and cultural racism, and
thus encourage the idea that great progress has been made in ending racial
injustice.

Examples of this category include:
Police station - two waterfountains; one labelled ’’black”
and the other ’’white. ”
1 think of Union of South Africa when 1 think of racism.
1 think of pre-civil war South when 1 think of a great
deal of racism.
To construct such a community, 1 am forced to think
of one such as those found in the deep South during the
1920’s or 30's.

Not Applicable or Unclear
This category would contain items which either belong in none of the
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categories, or leave a good deal of doubt in the reviewer’s mind as to their
meaning.

Examples of this category include:
This community has shopping centers, homes, churches,
court houses, schools, food stores, etc.
I didn’t mention what race inhabited the community because
I feel racism doesn't depend on what color you are but
on what color you’re not.

Focus on Individuals
Items in this category are fairly well known criteria to white Americans,
and would probably represent what a majority of Americans understand and
conceptualize racism to be.

These would include the use by whites of racial

slurs and derogatory terms toward Third World peoples, attacks on Third
World people by whites in Canarsie or Chicago, or the murder of Native Americans
by individual whites across the country.

Such a conceptualization often excludes,

for example, an understanding of the racism of the judicial and law enforcement
systems in dealing with these events.

This superficial and narrow conceptualization

of racism leads to little willingness to deal with racism as a serious and critical
problem in American society, or in the imperalism of the United States abroad.
However, since participants were asked to describe a racist society, and since
a racist society does contain individual racism, some examples of it are
legitimate, although they exhibit less understanding of the relative importance
of various factors.

Examples include:
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The use of derogatory terms toward members of
minority by members of majority is very evident.
Intermarriage, only for those who choose to live as
outcasts.
Children don’t intermingle.

Descriptive/Lack Interpretation
This category is reserved for those items that simply describe a situation.
Like the Kerner Report, these items for the most part simply describe the
surface conditions or symptoms of the underlying disease, at times even implying
or stating the presence of the disease, but never analyzing its reality—how it
fosters and nurtures those surface conditions.

Their use exhibits a conceptuali¬

zation of the facade of racism, with descriptions of the conditions of the ghetto or
the problems of Third World people, but like the Kerner Report, exhibit little or
no understanding of the institutional processes and practices which ’’created,
maintain and condone” the structure of racism and oppression.

Examples

include:
Run-down ghetto’s for minorities.
Liquor stores abounding.
Government representation - none for minorities.
Separate schools.

-i
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Items that Compare the Situation of White and Third World People
While some people made descriptive statements such as "Sections of
the community that are for whites and blacks to live in separately," or "Racially
segregated neighborhoods, " others wrote statements such as;
Blacks and other minority groups all live in low
income housing projects. Whites live in clean,
well-kept neighborhoods with the nice "whitepicket fence surrounded houses. "
The former statements would be categorized as descriptive and receive threequarters of a point.

The latter highlights the contradictions and disparities

between white and Third World people in this society, by juxtaposing the
description of one next to the other.

While this receives added value in the

scale, it does not provide double credit for two descriptive statements, since
they are both about the same topic, one being the opposite of the other.

Therefore,

such an enunciation of the contradiction is rated with one point, which is higher
than a descriptive statement alone, but not rated as two separate descriptive
statements.

Focus on Institutions/Processes
This category would include items that reflect institutional aspects of
racism, such as "union admission procedures," "middle-class curriculum or
orientation in schools," "laws and city regulations designed to favor the majority,"
and "qualifications needed for employment. ” Excluded from this category are
items that are indicative of a legally segregated or apartheid type community.
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since the institutional racism existent inmost communities at present is
generally more subtle and insidious.

The inclusion of such items possibly

indicates a conception of racism as a pervasive and powerful force within the
institutions of society to perpetuate and maintain racial oppression and
exclusion.

Focus on Whites
Items that describe either the privileges whites receive from racism,
or the negative effects of racism on whites, exhibit an awareness by the
participants of the effects of racism on whites.

At the least this could be said

to indicate that the participants do not conceptualize racism as solely a 'TDlack
problem, " as those who focus on Black people seem to, and that they are at
least beginning to understand it as a white problem.

Also, by including such an

item in their description, they are admitting the privileges and problems racism
creates for them as whites, a statement that many whites would be unwilling to
concede.

Examples of this category include:
Those in the majority group who feel the system is
wrong and work to change it are ostracized.
In the racist community, the white majority
population would feel inordi-pressures [sic] re
success in fields in which they are expected to
excel (e. g. higher ed., ’’professions”).
No education of white children about any cultural
differences other than their own.
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Inte rpretat ion/inte rc onnec tednes s
This category can best be described by a paragraph from "The Web of
Urban Racism" by Harold M. Baron in Institutional Racism In America.
(Knowles & Prewitt, 1969).
The effectiveness of urban racism is dependent upon
the manner in which the racial controls and differentia¬
tion in one institutional sector fit together to reinforce
the distinction in other sectors. As the specific barriers
become less distinctive and absolute, their meshing
together into an overriding network compensates, so
that the ccxnbined effect of the whole is greater than the
sum of the individual institutions (p. 142).
Statements that fit this category exhibit a conceptualization of racism
that includes a realization of the complexity and interconnectedness of the racist
practices and processes of American institutions and society.
interpretation of the causes behind the symptoms.
Minority homes are not
are much higher. This
must be used for living
a lower income—which
menial jobs pay.

Such items provide

An example of this category is

only run down, but rents
greater amount of money
expenses which comes from
is what most of the more

White Power/Lack of Third World Self-Determination
Items in this category exhibit an understanding of the role of power, or
the lack of it, in the definition of racism.

An integral part of that definition is

"power" and the use of it by one group to subjugate or oppress the other.

This

also necessarily Includes the realization that the lack of power or control by
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Third World people, even over their own affairs, necessitates that by definition
’’racism" means white racism, and that "Black racism" is a misnomer.

A

conceptualization of racism that include an awareness of white power should lead
to anti-racist efforts which are directed at the source of the problem, and not at
"helping" the victim or trying to change the victim.

Examples of this category

are:
No minority group members are in a political position
to make decisions or to have influence on what is
decided for their group’s needs.
The blacks would be seemingly content and having
power, but there would always be white control.
Members of the [rich and privileged] group run the
community; they collect the taxes, they police the
community, they make the decisions.
Obviously, given the many variables affecting people's written responses
to the question, there will be some items that are difficult to categorize.

Some

of these exceptions are discussed below to help further illuminate the use of the
categories.
-Some items can be given both a positive and negative rating, and
thus end up with the sum of the two.

For example, "No positive

images in schools for Black and other minority groups to identify
with; such as teachers. Black History, etc. " At first glance,
this statement is descriptive of reality and would probably be
rated as (2) "Institutional Racism. " But to consider it further
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the lack of positive images of Third World people and history
would also be a detriment in such a school system for white
children.

Additionally, while the lack of ’’positive images” for

Third World children is a problem resulting from racist hiring
and qualification practices, and white-oriented curriculum, the
false and superior ’’rightness of whiteness” image indoctrinated
into white children is an equal, if not more damning result of
racism.

Thus the writer has focused on the effects of educational

racism on Third World children, and ignored its effects on white
children, and could thus be also categorized as ’’Focusing on
Third World People” and rate (-1).

The application of both

ratings would give a final rating of only (1).

-Similarly, the statement ’’Concentration of minority groups in the
economically and culturally deprived area is a ’’Descriptive State¬
ment” (3/4) so far as economic deprivation, but ’’cultural deprivation”
raises a serious question as to the writer’s standards and interpre¬
tation of why it is not the white, racist society and culture that is
pathological and deprived of stimulation, diversity, and beauty by
the unique and human(e) aspects of Third World cultures in this
country.
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-Some items are comparative, but not of a descriptive nature.

For

example, ’’Whites in all power positions where decisions are being
made for the needs of the minority” and ’’minority has no say in
these decisions” are items reflective of white power and lack of
Third World self-determination, both of which are rated (5).

Since

they are comparative items, yet rated higher than ’’Comparative”
(1), they are together given a rating of one and a half times the
particular category into which they both fit.

Since, in this case, that

is (5) the rating given to the two together is (7.5) rather than (10).
Items only receive this comparative rating when they are juxtaposed
next to one another to highlight the contradictions.

-Each category will consist of a group of items that contains its
own scale of greater or lesser sophistication.

For example:

’’All officials white. ”
’’Minorities excluded from every office position. ”
’’All high official jobs are held by whites. ”
”No blacks in the city council or holding positions in
the community such as Mayor, and etc. ”
”Very few minority group members in administrative
positions in (a) schools (b) city government (c) churches
(d) social organisations. ”
While the range of possible conceptualization represented here extends
from a rather simple description of ’’all” white officials, to a more
defined description of all ’’high” official positions being held by
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whites, to a more sophisticated description that hints at a
realization of the use of ’’qualifications*' and perhaps even
"tokenism" to produce a facade of involvement by Third World
people in administrative positions that can easily be controlled
by whites within the

institution.

However, each of these items

is descriptive, without discussing institutional causes or results
from these facts.

While it is difficult to give the last item the

same rating as the first, it should be assumed that if it is an
honest reflection of the overall conception of racism held by the
writer, other items will be sufficient to provide a higher overall
rating

for that person.

-Some people completed the module without any reference to race,
while others mentioned no specific race—instead designated groups
as "master race" and "minority, ’’ "superior" and "inferior, ’’
"majority" and "minority. ’’ Such an unwillingness to designate
the color of the races in their "racist" community, and specifically
to designate those in power as white, could be interpreted as an
attempt to avoid their actual reality, in which whites do represent
the privileged and powerful majority.

Such avoidance could lead

to a denial of the white problem and the implication of those
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people in it.

Others never even referred to race, but differentiated

"certain people" or "cliques. " While the description of the
community might be of an oppressive relationship, the lack of
race being used for differentiation makes it difficult to categorize
the community as racist.

This avoidance of race might indicate

attempts to equate discrimination based on race with that based
on sex, hair length, or ethnic background, a distancing behavior
to avoid dealing with the subject at hand—racism.

For such

responses, individual items were categorized normally, but one
point was subtracted from the total of the former, and two from
the latter.

In order to illustrate the use of the categories and scale described
above, and to illuminate this writer's admittedly subjective ranking of the
responses, all of the participants’ pre-test items that relate to education are
listed below, grouped according to each participant’s list, and rated according
to position on the scale.
3/4
2
2

Schools are segregated
Segregated schools have inferior materials and texts.
There are more children on the streets because of high
percentage of drop-outs.

3/4

Separate schools.
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3

-1/2

School—harsher treatment or punishment to black students
than whites—more privileges for white children.

-1

White and Black children taught in school to hate each other
for their physical differing traits. The obvious ones.
White children taught to think all blacks are dumb and can't
learn as much as they can.
Blacks believing they are superior.

3/4
-1

In this community the minorities are bused to school.
Minorities in groups (students).

-1
3
3/4
3/4

No social interaction with white students in school.
WTiite not studying about the black culture and only their own.
High rate of truancy and drop-outs in school.
No Black teachers hired.

4

All minorities concentrated in one or two areas. There is
no busing so all minorities attend two schools.
No education of white children about any cultural differences
other than their own.

3/4

3
3/4
3/4

High rate of school dropouts in minority groups.
2% college bound.

2

In school books, no minority groups pictured.

2

Teachers cup their mouths when talkir^ about certain children—
black and other minority groups including low-income whites—
or slow learners. Teachers twist the chins of black children
but not whites—accuse black children of being lazy. Some
teachers think that a black child with some emotional problems

-1

needs to be removed from the public school before the plan
that has been made for him or her has been given a chance to
work and these thoughts are expressed strongly around.
A Black teacher has been placed in each of the public schools so
that she or he can be an identity person for the black children.
Some of these black people have no such desire—they prefer
to appear to be white.

1/2

Nobody seems to be able or want to do

anything to rectify this.
Teacher suggests "let's put this little fellow in Afro dance.

He

ought to be good at that. "
2

To the onlooker it might seem a "normal" community, but on
closer inspection one would see institutional racism [in the]
schools.
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1
1
2
3/4
1

3/4
3/4
2
3/4
-1/2

Whites go to one school, blacks to another.
White schools are modern, fully equipped; black schools
are antiquated and ill equipped.
Teachers, principals and administrative personnel are
all white, janitors, duty aides are black.
Certain students who are chosen for school activities
because of their color or creed.
No busing in the white school districts—all nice walking
neighborhood schools. Blacks have to be bused.
Segregated schools.
Separate textbooks and instructional supplies (A.V., etc.)
People are tracked into adult occupations on the basis of race.
Racially segregated schools.
If there are any Negro teachers, they are assigned only to
the "black" school.

2
3/4

All curriculum in schools geared to a specific class of people
ex. geared to whites—geared to blacks.
Opportunities for higher education are not available to members
of minority groups.

-1

In the schools (a small community—all students go to the
same junior and senior high schools) there is a great deal of
separatism. All the Blacks hang around together for

-2

security and to make themselves seen and heard.
This separatism provokes comments from teachers to the tune
of "all Blacks are this and all Blacks are that. " These

-2

comments indicate a great deal of racism.
The Black students are aware of many of the teachers’ attitudes
and act out the roles that are expected. These acts

-1

reinforce the racist teachers’ views.
Because of this separatism, Blacks rarely know any whites

-1

during school.
To prove how tough they are Blacks threaten white students

2

in the schools.
Teachers reinforce the beliefs of other teachers about certain
students, i.e., "look out for so and so, he^’s a real jerk
(bastard, slob, dummy, know-it-all, etc.)".
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“1

Th© teach©rs ar© constantly on guard and anxious, and
at th© slightest hint of trouble com© down hard on
the student, further reinforcing the Black students'
ideas of inferiority and SEPARATISM.

3/4
3/4

[Rich and privileged] go to a new school.
[Others'] schools are poor.

3/4

Antiquated school buildings with a total minority enrollment—
with only white teachers.

3/4

Certain people are being cheated out of equal education.

3/4

Not being a member of the clique, proper education for
your children is denied you.

-1

Separatism in schools.

The ranking of individual items on participant^ sheets were totaled, to
provide a composite "score" for each person.
and used in two ways.

The data can now be analyzed

The first is to measure individual growth, or lack of it,

and to compare individual participants in terms of their growth relative to the
group.

This is the least reliable measure, since individual response to the

module can be affected by a number of uncontrolled variables to a greater degree
than can the whole group.

The second measure is that of the entire sample, in

terms of a decrease in components that indicate a negative or undeveloped
conceptualization of racism and, conversely, an increase in components that
indicate a more positive or sophisticated oenceptualization of racism.
The first measure, of individual growth, or lack of it, provides a positive
increase for all but two participants, one of whom registered a decline while the
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other remained unchanged (Chart #2).

The mean pre-test score was 8. 10 for

12 items, while the mean post-test score was 16.84 for 14.73 items.
change was an increase of 8.74.

The mean

The significance of the number of items is that

while the mean increase in the number of items used to describe a racist
community was slight, the mean score more than doubled, and thus the increase
in score can be attributed to increasing sophistication and not simply an increase
in the number of items.
This data is based on an analysis and ranking of the individual responses
of participants.

All pre-test responses were analyzed first, and then all post¬

test responses were analyzed, so that the reviewer did not have a comparative
reference between pre and post responses of particular individuals.

In reviewing

the responses, the only Identifying mark on the sheets was a letter, which
insured that pre and post responses could be re-paired.

As mentioned earlier,

the Centerville teachers were administered the post-test after meeting for an
hour, then filling out individual questionnaires for approxim ately an hour, and
finally responding to the module just at supper-time.

It is hypothesized that

had they been administered the module first, and earlier, as were the Oceanview
teachers, their responses would have included increased interpretation and
discussion, and would therefore reflect an even greater increase in growth.
three participants with the lowest growth indication were in the Centerville
group, and the one with the greatest decrease was at the time undergoing the

The
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personal and emotional strain of a marriage break-up.

These factors bear

further investigation to indicate if more controlled administering of the instru¬
ment would provide increased and more reliable results.
However, the results indicate some possible uses for the instrument.
The pre-test results alone might be used for diagnostic and design purposes for
a workshop or training program, or might be used, if further research validates
reliability, and with other information to assist in the selection from a larger
group of a cadre of individuals on whom limited resources of time and personnel
might be focused.

The data might prove useful in diagnosing individual growth

and development of conceptualization and understanding of racism, both by
individual comparisons of pre and post results, and by a comparison of individual
growth vis-a-vis the growth of the group as a whole.

Additionally, an analysis

of the increase or decrease in the use of various categories by a participant
indicates which components of a conceptualization of racism have developed for
that person.

Chart #2 displays the pre and post rankings of individual participants,

and the increase or decrease in their rankings between the pre and post.

Chart

#3 ranks the participants according to the amount of their growth compared with
that of the rest of the sample, for pre and post results, and for overall change.
Interestingly, the gross scores show that for the most part, those who
began the Training Program in the upper half ended the Program still ranked
in the upper half (with the exceptions of A, who had shown a remarkable decline

CHART //2
RACISM MODULE SCORES BY PARTICIPANT
POST--TEST

PRE-TEST
SCORE

// ITEMS

SCORE

CHANGE

# ITEMS

A.

15.75

16

1.00

16

-14.75

B.

3.75

15

10.25

15

6.50

C.

6.75

13

13.50

15

6.75

D.

-10.00

18

3.25

24

13.25

E.

20.50

10

20.50

10

0.00

F.

20.50

14

17.00

22

-3.50

G.

5.75

8

12.75

8

7.00

H.

4.50

12

29.25

16

24.75

I.

-2.25

10

14.75

12

17.00

J.

8.25

27

9.00

19

.75

K.

27.00

17

47.25

25

20.25

L.

0.00

10

11.00

21

11.00

M.

15.50

10

22.75

17

7.25

N.

13.75

6

32.75

12

19.00

O

.

6.75

8

16.75

9

10.00

P.

11.50

13

19.00

10

7.50

Q.

.75

5

18.25

12

17.50

R.

3.50

7

6.00

10

2.50

S.

1.75

9

15.00

7

13.25

MEAN

8.10

12

16.84

14.73

8.74
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CHART It 2
COMPARATIVE RANKING
OF GROSS SCORES
PRE- TEST

CHANGE IN
RANKING

AMOUNT OF
GROWTH

1.

K

27.00

K

47.75

0

H*

24.00

2.

E

20.50

N

32.75

+4

K

20.25

3.

F

20.50

H*

29.25

+9 .

N

19.00

4.

A

15.75

M

22.75

+1

Q*

17.50

5.

M

15.50

E

20.50

-3

I

17.00

6.

N

13.75

P

19.00

+1

s

13.25

7.

P

11.50

(f

18.25

+9

if

13.25

8.

J*

8.25

F

17.00

-5

L

11.00

9.

0

6.75

0

16.75

0

0

10.00

10.

C*

6.75

S

15.00

+5

P

7.50

11.

G

5.75

I

14.75

+7

M

7.25

12.

Wt

4.50

C*

13.50

-2

G

7.00

13.

B*

3.75

G

12.75

-2

(f

6.75

14.

R*

3.50

L

11.00

+3

15.

S

1.75

B*

10.25

-2

If

2.50

16.

(f

.75

J*

9.00

-8

J*

.75

17.

L

.00

6.00

-3

E

.00

18.

I

-2.25

Tf

3.25

+1

F

-3.50

19.

if

-10.00

A

1.00

-15

A

-14.75

* Oceanview Participant

I

POST-TEST

6.50
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of 14.75 points between pre and post tests, and J). However, while it appears
that for the most part, those who started the Training Program with the most
developed conceptualization of racism left it in a similar position, distribution
of participants in the Amount of Growth column indicates that six out of the nine
participants who achieved the highest growth were in the lower half of the
sample in the pre-test, and that four out of those six remained in the lower half
on the post-test. Thus, it is postulated that while those who begin racism
awareness workshops of this type with the most developed conceptualization of
racism will, for the most part maintain their position vis-a-vis others, they do
not necessarily increase their conceptualization to the degree of others with less
sophisticated conceptualizations. It should be noted however, that participants
K and N had high scores in the pre-test (K had the highest), and the highest
scores in the post—test, and yet both indicated significant increases in the degree
of growth, ranking among the top three in that category.
Another way of analyzing the data and evaluating participant growth is
to divide participant scores by the number of items in the response, in order
to arrive at a mean item score for each participant. This information
displayed In Chart #4 is useful in a number of ways. The mean item score for
each person indicates the level of sophistication of the average item in that
person's response, as opposed to the total score the individual received. The
gross score is more influenced by the number of items used in a response while
the mean score should lessen the influence of the number of items.

For example
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CHART iil*
COMPARATIVE RANKING
OF MEAN SCORES

PRE-TEST
1.

N

2.29

2.

E

2.05

3.

K

4.
5.

AMOUNT OF
CHANGE

POST-TEST
N

2.73] [3)

S

1.95

S

2.14

I

1.46

1.59

E

2.05

H*

1.45

M

1.5_^

P

1.90

Q*

1.37

F

1.4~

K

1.89

p

1.02

0

1.02

(2)

(2)

0

1.86

H*

1.83

G

.87

G

1.59

D*

.70

•72J

Q*

1.5^

L

.52

C*

.52

M

l.ST

N

.44

11.

R*

.50

I

1.23 (1)

B*

.43

12.

H*

.38

c*

C*

.38

13.

J*

.31

K

.30

14.

B*

J*

.16

15.

R*

.10

6.

A
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participant J rates eighth with gross score, while rating thirteenth with mean
score, since the influence of her twenty-seven items is balanced with the weight
given each item.

The mean score thus offers more definitive information on the

person’s conceptualization of racism than can the gross score, which can be
more influenced by the amount written.

Chart #4 thus provides information on the

sophistication of the average item in each person’s pre and post response,
comparatively ranks these responses, and illustrates the growth, or lack of it,
in the mean score.

Thus, participant M, who showed a gross score increase

of 7. 25, exhibits a decrease in the sophistication of individual items in the post¬
test, but increased the number of items sufficiently to increase her gross score.
A final method of analyzing the mean scores is to categorize them
according to the criteria number they are closest to in the scale initially used
(P. 163) to rate responses (see Chart #4).

A mean score is categorized depending

on which of the two criteria rankings it is closest to that it falls between.
Interestingly, it illustrates a decline in the number of participants whose pre¬
test scores reflected a conceptualisation of racism composed heavily of items
dealing with individuals, and an increase in the number of participants whose post¬
test mean score reflected a conceptualization of racism composed heavily of
items dealing with institutions.

In fact, in the pre-test responses, the largest

category of mean scores falls in the individual criteria, while in their post-test,
the largest category consists of the institutional criteria.
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Because there appeared to be a marked distinction between the Oceanview teachers as a group and the Centerville teachers as a group, the data were
analyzed to ascertain if this observed distinction was reflected in the measure¬
ments of conceptualization of racism.

For the most part, the subjective observa¬

tions are supported by the data from the Racism Module.

In the pre-test gross

scores all but one of the Oceanview participants were in the lower half of the
sample, while in the post-test gross scores, all but two Oceanview participants
are in the lower half (See Chart #3).

While those two rose substantially in

ranking, it should be noted that there was an over-all shift downward in ranking
for the Oceanview participants.

While three Oceanview participants ranked in

the top half in terms of amount of growth, the other four ranked in the middle
of the lower half in terms of growth.
In the pre-test mean scores, all Oceanview teachers were ranked in
the lower half of the sample, while only two ranked in the upper half in the post¬
test mean scores (see Chart #4).

The same three Oceanview participants ranked

in the upper half of the growth scale of mean scores, while the other four,
although still in the lower half, were relatively higher in ranking than indicated
on the ranking of gross score amount of growth.
A cautionary note is in order.

It is obvious that any number of variables

could affect individual responses on the pre and/or post results and thus the
reliability of individual rankings is open to some question.

Therefore, it would

be particularly dangerous to accept the results prima facie and use them to
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categorize or stigmatize people.

The role of trainer

expectations and self-

fulfilling prophecy are too pertinent to the issue of racism in education to be
ignored as very real possibilities in this reganJ.

Rather, the data on individuals

can be used along with other data, and subjective observation, to assist in a
diagnosis of readiness, awareness and needs.
Further analysis of the data allows an even more definitive discussion
of the effects of the Training Program on the increasing sophistication or
development of a conceptualization of racism.

Originally, a number of categories

were identified as possible components of a conceptualization of racism, and
individual responses were reviewed using these categories as criteria.

There¬

fore, an analysis of the increase or decrease of various components would
provide more concrete indication of general movement by the group towards an
increased understandir^ and conceptualization of racism, and indicate which
particular components registered increase or decrease.
The components again, in the order in which they were ranked, were:
BLAMING THE VICTIM

-2

FOCUS ON THIRD WORLD PEOPLE

-1

DE JURE SEGREGATION OR APARTHEID

-l/2

NOT APPLICABLE OR UNCLEAR

0

FOCUS ON INDIVIDUALS

+l/2

DESCRIPTIVE .

+3/4
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COMPARATIVE..
FOCUS ON INSTITUTIONS/PROCESSES.

+2

FOCUS ON WHITES.

+3

INTERPRETATION/INTERCONNECTEDNESS.

44

WHITE power/lack OF THIRD WORLD SELFDETERMINATION . ..45
Graph A illustrates the results of this analysis.

There was a decrease

in the number of times negative categories were used in the post-test and an
increase in the number of times positive categories were used.

Under each

category and number of times used, is the number of participants who used items
that fit the category.

For example, the use of items that discussed white power

or the lack of self-determination by Third World people increased from four in
the pre-test to eleven in the post-test, while the number of participants who
discussed such a category at least once increased from four in the pre-test to
seven in the post-test.

In addition to the shift toward more sophisticated categories.

Graph A illustrates an increase in the over-all number of items in the post-test,
which may indicate not only an increasingly sophisticated or positive conception
of racism among the group, but also suggests an increasing awareness of the
pervasiveness of racism in the society, since participants found more items to
include in their descriptions of a racist society.
The largest category illustrated in Graph A is the Descriptive category.
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which contains items that do not interpret, but for the most part just describe
symptoms or facets of racism, or as mentioned earlier in the description of
the category, describe the facade of racism without discussing the substance
or substructure that maintains it.

In order to shed even more light on which

components increased and decreased, the Descriptive category, which was used
most often and thus overshadowed the rest, yet was the least specific of the
remaining categories, is removed from Graph B.
This

graph illustrates even more clearly the shift away from the

negative and toward the more positive components of a conceptualization of
racism.

Most

strikingly, however, it illustrates a dramatic increase in the

use of items that reflect the role of institutional structures and processes in a
racist society in perpetuating and maintaining racism and oppression, often through
subtle and seemingly legitimate procedures such as qualifications or testing and
tracking.

This data supports the earlier, superficial indication of an increased

recognition of the role of various institutional sectors of society in the maintenance
and perpetuation of racism.

Many of these items reflect white control of particular

institutions, white benefits from the structure and functioning of certain
institutions, or the fact that Third World people receive few or no benefits, or are
oppressed by the whiterontroiled institutions.

This increase is particularly

significant in that the pre-test results reflected an almost equal use of items
categorized as Segregation/Apartheid, and items reflective of Institutions/
Processes, while in the post-test results, Segregation/Apartheid items have
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decreased by ten (l/3), while Institutions/Processes items have increased by
thirty-nine, a spread of forty-nine.

Similarly, while the use of items

reflective of individual manifestations of racism increased by three in the post¬
test, the pre-test spread of nine between Individual and Institutional categories
is in the post-test increased to forty-five.
The scope of the instrument is limited.

Obviously, the instrument does

not measure behavioral changes or even the likelihood of behavioral changes,
which are crucial and necessary outcomes of successful racism awareness
programs or workshops.

However, the instrument can assist in a diagnosis

of the development of a conceptualization of racism, and that conceptualization
is the frame of reference in which individual behavioral change and action takes
place.

A shifting of an understandir^ of racism from that of an individual problem

to more of an institutional problem should provide a frame of

reference in which

behavioral changes or anti-racist activity may be focused to produce more
effective changes.

An increasing understanding of the role of institutional

processes such as union admissions policies, I.Q. tracking and middle-class
values in schools, the role of banks and loan companies in maintaining neighbor¬
hood segregation, etc., and the consequences of white control and power over a
wide variety of institutions provides an encouraging indication of growth and
development.
The participants’ responses to the Racism Module provided other
information.

Step 11 of the module asked participants to again picture a community
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that was as real and complete as could be.
have a complete absence of racism.

This community, however, was to

This step functioned as a vehicle for

generating additional items for the racist community in Step 1, since racism is
the "fuzzy concept" being operationalized.

However, the descriptions of "non¬

racist" communities provide additional information.

For the most part, less

was written in Step 11 than in the description of the racist society in Step I.
Also, the items included were more general in nature, describing individual
attitudes and interactions, and less about institutional arrangements and power.
Included in descriptions were items ranging from assimilation of Third World
people into white institutions or society, integration, racial balance or ratio,
desegregation, equal opportunity, freedom of choice, to self-determination.

For

the most part there seems to be little chaise individually or as a group in the pre
and post responses to Step II.

While a few people included items reflective of self-

determination and pluralism, there seemed to be little understanding of either of
these concepts as crucial to a "non-racist" society.

"Freedom of choice" and

"equal opportunity" simply do not express the same concept, perhaps because
they have been so abused in our racist society. A few mentioned that "qualifications"
and "ability" would replace race as criteria for jobs, etc., without considering
the use of white middle-class "qualifications" and "ability " to exclude many Third
World people from jobs, etc., today.

A surprisir^ number did mention that

racial differences would be recognized and appreciated in a non-racist society,
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but again, there was no significant difference between pre and post responses
on this issue.

While it is obviously difficult to conceptualize

a

non-racist

society, the lack of a significant increase in the post—test of explicit references
to self-determination and pluralism would seem to indicate that these issues were
not discussed and developed enough in the Training Program.

These issues are

crucial concepts for whites to understand as we attempt to act constructively
and non-oppressively in anti-racist efforts.
progressive groups in the society require

The collaborative efforts of all
not only that one understand that

pluralism and self-determination are lacking in a racist society, but that whites
must internalize and actualize those concepts in our behavior and actions aimed
at creating a new society.
A second area that lacked much specific reference in the post-test
descriptions of a non-racist society were references that indicated little or no
economic division or exploitation in that society.

Issues of caste and class are

intertwined in our society, with the oppression of one being vital to the continued
exploitation of the other.

The racist policies and practices of American

institutions and society cannot be extracted in such a way that the structure and
functioning of the system remain intact.

Because racism is so deeply enmeshed in

the capitalist economy, society and culture, to confront and attack one is to
challenge the unity and existence of both.

What is called for is a fundamental

re-structuring of American institutions and society.

While some people mentioned
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nothing specific about economics and class in their non-racist community (an
important omission), and others mentioned items in which definite classes and
exploitation continue, only a very few gave any indication of some awareness of
the role of economics and class divisions in perpetuating racism and oppression.
The lack of specific reference to this issue, or the inclusion of items dealing
with class division and exploitation in descriptions of "non-racist" communities,
indicates a lack of emphasis on this issue during the Training Program.
However, while not trying to excuse or rationalize these shortcomings,
it is necessary to set these issues in perspective.

The participants in the sample

were white, middle-class Americans, with an average of thirty-one years of
acculturation and miseducation in American institutions and culture.

Like many

of their counterparts, many of them found it difficult to question a system that
had provided them with material comfort and caste privileges.

During the first

day or two of the first workshop, a few spoke of "pink"influences among the staff,
because we were seen as attacking sacred cows by investigating whiteness,
American society and institutions, and the use of power in them.

A fine line

must be tread with such a group between alienating and losing them, and treading
so lightly as to not confront and deal with the necessary realities.

It is necessary

to encourage and push their investigation and realization to the point where they
can begin to feel secure in questioning their values and assumptions and the
"rightness" of American society and institutions.

Once that questioning begins.
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in terms of racial oppression and degredation, it opens up other avenues of
questioning and doubt, be they of economic exploitation or American imperialism.
While it does not necessarily follow that this will happen, since people have a
remarkable propensity to Ignore what is distasteful or to stop investigatiing when
it gets too painful, opening areas of exploration in one issue often lessens
resistance to exploring others.

It is unrealistic to expect a few days and some

readings to revolutionize years of indoctrination.

Efforts such as the Training

Program may help a few white people to dramatically alter their consciousness
and behavior, have little effect on some, and for most perhaps plant some seeds
that may be nurtured or stifled as time and experience continue.
A longer, more on-going program would assist in furthering the breadth
and depth of change.

Short of that, perhaps the only way of insuring a greater

effect or change would be to screen participants beforehand to carefully select
those at a stage of awareness and readiness who can much sooner begin to adopt
behavioral changes, increase anti-racist activity, understand,and actualize
pluralism and self-determination, and connect the realities of racial and economic
oppression and exploitation.

If this method can be adopted in particular situations,

then the Racism Module may be useful, along with other tools, to diagnose a group
of people and to select from them a cadre on whom the expenditure of limited
resources, personnel and time may have the greatest effect.
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Bidol (1972), investigating the results of a three-day racism awareness
workshop with a midwest education association, concludes that "these findings
are interpreted to mean that the racism awareness training seemed to
positively influence some of the key attitudinal variables and most of those
associated with the perceived effectiveness of their change projects" (p. 85).
Bidol found that the lack of statistically significant growth is "puzzling, " and
suggests it may "be the failure of the selected instrument to sensitively assess
this growth" (p. 87).

This study is based on twice as much training time, and

used a different instrument.

The findings of this study support and expand Bidol’s

findings of "positive influence" resulting from racism awareness training.

Bidol

also writes that "no instrument presently exists which measures just institutional
racism" (p. 108).

Assuming that she means "awareness of" institutional racism,

the Racism Module may help fill this void, since it registered both a recognition
of the role of additional institutional sectors in the maintenance and perpetuation
of racism, and an overalbincreased awareness of the role of institutional racism
in a racist society.

Summary
The major limitation of this instrument’s assessment of this Training
Program Is that this writer, as the developer and analyzer o£ the instrument and
its results, was also the coordinator o£ the Training Program.

Untortunately,
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there were no other objective measurements used which could validate the
findings of the Racism Module.

However, the Module that was developed here

will hopefully be further refined and tested, and if validated, will assist in filling
a pressing need for effective evaluation and diagnosis of racism awareness
training.

It is recommended that in future use of the Module, in order to provide

greater objectivity and to insure that additional conceptualizations of racism are
included, a group of people should develop the criteria and rate the responses.
Given the limitations of experimenter-bias, and the lack of validating
research, the following are among the tentative findings of this study:
-positive growth for all but two participants between pre and
post administering of the Module.

As a whole, this growth

was based on increased sophistication and not simply on an
increased number of items;

-for the most part, those who demonstrated the most developed
conceptualization of racism in the pre-test, maintained that
position in the post-test;

-however, two-thirds of those who experienced the greatest
increase in growth began the program in the lower half of the
sample, and two-thirds of that group remained in the lower
half of the sample in the post-test;
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-a decrease in the use of items reflecting a stereotyped
conceptualization of racism as overt segregation or apartheid,
and a marked increase in awareness of the more subtle
institutional manifestations of racism in America.

Further testing of the instrument on larger groups, with varying workshop designs,
and starting at varying levels of awareness and readiness is needed to test its
* reliability both as a diagnostic instrument and as a measurement of change of
awareness.

Also, the correlation between growth or ranking on the instrument,

and behavioral change, should be investigated.

However, initial results would

tend to indicate that the Module is somewhat effective in measurii^ the growth
and development of a conceptualization of racism, and that it may be particularly
useful in measuring an increased awareness of institutional manifestations of
racism.

CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE TRAINING PROGRAM

A survey of eighty inservice education workshops sponsored through
Title IV of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (Flaxman and Mosley, 1972) produced a
list of general criteria with which to analyze and evaluate reports on the planning
and implementation of those workshops.

The criteria were:

1.

Realistic objectives, achievable within the time
and circumstances of the workshop.

2.

Carefully articulated workshop planning procedures,
including the screening of participants.

3.

Participant input into the planning of the workshop.

4.

Clear and appropriate program design, given the time
and circumstances of the workshop; the use of appropriate
methods or materials for achieving objectives; the
overall intellectual quality of the workshop content.

5.

Full evaluation (including appropriate subjective and
objective measures) revealing participants reactions,
progress toward achieving objectives, and strengths
and weakness of workshop procedure and design;
participant and staff evaluation of the training staff.

6.

Consistency among objectives, design and evaluation.

7.

planning or implementation for follow-up to determine
improvement in the school situation as a result of the
workshop.
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8,

Planning and implementation for disseminating
workshop outcomes and materials (p. 4).

While these criteria were developed to aid in the review of workshop reports,
they represent what the authors termed "critical variables in workshop success, "
and thus will provide a vehicle in this paper for a review and analysis of this
Training Program, and for other such racism awareness workshops.

Objectives
The authors state that "The potential for workshop success can be deter¬
mined by its objectives.
objectives" (p. 5).

Most Title IV inservice workshops had unachievable

Following is a re-statement of the goals and objectives of

the Training Program.
I THAT THE PARTICIPANTS DEVELOP A RECOGNITION OF RACISM
AS A SERIOUS AND CRITICAL PROBLEM IN AMERICAN SOCIETY.
II THAT THE PARTICIPANTS DEVELOP A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF
RACISM AS A WHITE PROBLEM, WITH THE ACCOMPANYING NEED
TO BREAK DOWN OLD VALUE SYSTEMS AND CONSCIOUSNESS THAT
DEHNED RACISM AS THE "BLACK PROBLEM."
Specific objectives related to this goal include:
-an understanding of the definitions of individual, institutional
and cultural racism.
-an awareness of the role of power in the distinction between
prejudice and racism.
-a recognition of the implication of all whites in the problem.
-an understanding of the contradiction white people face who
undertake anti-racist efforts, of being both racist and antirac ist.
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-an awareness of the cultural perpetuation of the "rightness
of whiteness" and an increased familiarity with the effect
of whiteness on themselves individually and on white people
collectively.
-assistance in avoiding destructive guilt and undertaking
constructive action.
-a recognition of white responsibility and opportunity to
act against racism in the white community.
-an understanding that to not act against racism means to
continue to support it.
-a recognition of the need for white people to learn to act
against racism in a non-oppressive manner.
III THAT EACH PARTICIPANT RECOGNIZE HIS/HER POSITION ON A
CONTINUUM OF RACISM, FROM RACIST RACIST TO ANTI-RACIST
RACIST IN TERMS OF HIS/HER ATTITUDES, BEHAVIORS, POLITICAL/
RACIAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND COMMITMENT TO ACT.
IV THAT THE PARTICIPANTS, AS EDUCATORS, DEVELOP AN INCREASED
UNDERSTANDING OF RACISM IN EDUCATION AS IT AFFECTS BOTH
THIRD WORLD AND EURO-AMERICAN STUDENTS.
Specific objectives of this goal include:
-a greater familiarity with the racist policies and
practices of educational systems.
-an investigation by participants of their own roles in
the educational system in terms of how they exercise
their personal and positional power in either racist
or anti-racist ways.
V THAT PARTICIPANTS RECEIVE TRAINING IN VARIOUS CHANGE
SKILLS AND TRAINING TECHNIQUES THAT WOULD FACILITATE
ANTI-RACIST EFFORTS THEY MAKE WITHIN THEIR DISTRICTS.
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Specific objectives of this goals include:
-familiarity with and increased ability to use: small group/
group dynamic skills, human relations skills, data-gathering
skills, instruments to define racism in school systems,
skills in assessing the political climate, intervention
strategies and organizational change models.
VI THAT THE PARTICIPANTS TRY OUT NEW BEHAVIORS, AND
TEST AND EVALUATE NEW SKILLS AND LEARNINGS.
Specific objectives of this goal include
-’’trying on” new behaviors with family, friends and
colleagues.
-planning and implementing action projects within their
districts as a part of the training and with the cooperation
and assistance of the training staff.
While this appears to be a fairly extensive and perhaps ’’unrealistic”
statement of goals and objectives for two three-day sessions, three factors
should be considered.

First, the Training Program was originally conceived

to begin in November rather than February, and to consist of three three-day
workshops, plus one-day sessions within the districts.

After the second

workshop in March, the staff began planning for a third, which never materialized
because of the lateness of the school year.

So the Training Program was in

effect three months shorter than planned, and actually consisted of two threeday intensive workshops, a few meetings within the districts with groups of
teachers, activities undertaken by some teachers, and numerous readings.
(See Appendix B, Sec. 6, for list of readings provided participants during the
Program).

Goals four and six were perhaps the most affected by the time
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shortage, although each was accomplished to a degree by some of the teachers.
Second, while extensive, the goals and objectives are supportive of one another
and overlapping in what they covered, with some training in small group skills
(Goal V) taking place simultaneously with exercises leading to an increased
conception of racism as a white problem (Goal II); or participants becoming
more aware of their commitment to act against racism (Goal III) while trying
on new behaviors during implementation of a change project (Goal TV).

Finally,

the staff was well aware that participants would begin with varying levels of
awareness and readiness, that some might already have reached some of the
goals, and that all would not end the Training Program with equal accomplishment
of all the goals.

Accomplishment of each goal and all the goals was not an end

in itself, but only a beginning to a hopefully life-long process of learning, doing
and re-learning for everyone involved.
Therefore, it is concluded here that the goals as originally conceived
were for the most part realistic, and that after an average of 31 years of
miseducation, indoctrination and acculturation of the participants, each goal
was acccanplished to a degree for at least some of the participants.

Workshop Planning Procedures and Participant Input
Flaxman and Mosley concluded that "most Title IV workshops seemed to
have been planned in the minds of the organizers and ’benevolently imposed’
on the participants" (p, 4).

To a degree, this charge is attributable to the
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Training Program.

The Program was designed to deal with issues of racism

and whiteness, subjects that are very difficult for many white people to deal
with, and it was necessary at a number of points for the staff to’’impose” this
design, sometimes not too benevolently, ”on” the participants, in order to
insure that we dealt with the

issues at hand.

However, as will be discussed in

the next section on screening of participants, every effort was made to insure
that participants understood the issues and design of the Program before they
’’bought into” it.
One of the strengths of this Training Program, and a real learning
experience for the staff, was the hours and hours that were expended in the
planning and design of the workshops.

This was vital in not only insuring a

coherent and meaningful design, but in providing a vehicle through which a group
of individuals became a united staff functioning on the basis of consensus.

Every

activity in each of the workshops was chosen and designed after careful con¬
sideration to determine if it fit into a sequence of activities leading to a
realization of the goals and objectives developed for the Program.

Often,

numerous activities or exercises were considered as possible vehicles for
achieving a certain desired result.

Consideration was given to the danger of

over-planning a workshop so as to allow no flexibility to move in other directions
that might develop, yet the staff was cognizant of the problem that not enough
planning can lead to a lack of coherence in design and a lack of understanding
by the staff as to why they were doing what they were doing.
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While the first workshop contained little in the way of participant suggestion
and direction, the second was designed around the ’'needs” articulated by the
participants at the end of the first workshop and during the site visits between
workshops.
the victim

Although the staff's "needs” for continuing to deal with 'blaming
and old white consciousness during the second workshop were also

included in the design of that workshop, the input from the participants was not
an empty gesture, but rather provided the framework for the design of the
workshop.

Selection of Participants
Flaxmanand Mosley write that:
A careful analysis of local needs can also guarantee
that the individuals who participate in workshops are
those who should. Too many workshop reports pointed
out that the participants were not always those who
could most profit from the workshop. . . (p. 5).
It was felt by the staff of the Training Program and the Institute, that
those most qualified to select participants for the Trainir^ Program were the
Title IV Advisory Specialists in each community, since they were most aware
of local conditions and seemingly would be the people most interested in developing
a cadre of people working with them to combat racism in the schools of that
district.

However, three criteria for involvement were originally suggested

to the Advisory Specialists for selection of participants.
Involvement should be voluntary: those with a stated
interest in working on the issue of racism, or a
willingness to learn about the issue and develop the
ability to act.
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Those with a willingness or ability to make the time
commitment necessary not only for the workshops
but also for the investment of time and energy
working in their schools.
If a team of three or four people from one school
is sent that will work together to develop ideas and
strategies that will be models for other schools, a
mixture of administrators, faculty and students
would be a possible approach to provide a diverse
group representing various constituencies in the
school with the ability to work effectively with all
groups in the school.
Selection of participants by the communities left something to be desired.
The Oceanview Advisory Specialist presented a list of all teachers who volunteered
for participation in the program to the administration, which supposedly chose
people from different schools in order to get a cross-section. Two major
weaknesses here were that the volunteers had no idea what they volunteered for
except that it had something to do with Equal Opportunities, and the Advisory
Specialist, who did not know many teachers in the S3^tem, was unable to pick
teachers with whom she could later work.

In Centerville, the Advisory

Specialist asked for volunteers from her Teacher Cadre, and when few of them
volunteered after hearing about the Program from some of the Program staff,
replacements were chosen at each of their schools by the principals of the
school.

In some cases, people chosen did not want to attend but were told to,

and since the principals chose the participants, the Advisory Specialist did not
have much control over who she would later work with. It is unlikely that
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selection of participants by the staff of the Training Program would have
improved the selection process, since the staff was unaware of local needs.
However, increased coordination and communication among the Training
Program staff, the Advisory Specialists, and the school administrators might
have provided more clarity to the process of selection and should have been
pressed more by the staff.
Flaxman and Mosley suggest that "workshop planners could use screening
criteria to insure that the participants would be amenable to the program [since]
in some cases the participants were openly reistant to the workshop activities"
(p, 5).

The site visits by staff members before the first workshop, to discuss

and explain the Rationale for the Training Program, were designed in part to
provide both information on the Training Program and an opportunity for people
to decide not to participate if they chose.

While most of the Centerville teachers

to whom the staff spoke chose not to come, and most who did come from Center¬
ville had not heard from the staff what the Program entailed, there was little
overt resistance to "workshop activities" from them, while there was more
resistance from some of the Oceanview teachers, all of whom had heard from
the staff and decided to come.

Most of what could be termed "resistance"

resulted not from workshop activities but from workshop content.

This resistance

from white people, in an attempt to avoid or distance dealing with white racism
and their implication in it, was expected and could only have been avoided if
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participants were selected because of their already existant awareness of white
racism and their readiness to move on from there as anti—racist whites.
Unfortunately, there is an overwhelming scarcity of such teachers in America
today.
Finally, Flaxman and Mosley found that "A serious deficiency of many
workshops was the absence of non-school people among the workshop participants”
(p. 5).

This deficiency is highly relevant to this Training Program, both by the

absence of non-school people and by the absence of a cross-section of school
people.

While it had initially been suggested that teachers, administrators and

students participate, this was not stressed enough and the result was all teachers,
with the exception of a Title VII administrator and two supervisors, all of whom
had very recently been teachers.

The Institute had previously help workshops

for counselors and principals from various districts, including Centerville and
Oceanview, but the division of educational personnel in training programs as
well as in reality, creates more obstacles to effective coordination and efforts
by all sectors of "school people" in combatting an all encompassing problem.
Perhaps more importantly, however, was the lack of non-school people, clearly
a crucial part of any effort to combat racism in education, which must take into
consideration racism in the community in general.

Since Centerville in particular

already had a Parents Cadre, the lack of insight by either the staff and/or the
Advisory Specialist to include some of them in the Program was unfortunate.
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Clear and Appropriate Design
According to the review of Title IV workshops, "The most critical factor
in workshop success seems to be a match between the objectives and activities.
In many of the reports of the Title IV workshops, however, there was little
indication that the content and activities were chosen with the objectives clearly
in mind" (p. 6).

Suffice it to say that it is this writer’s contention that the

workshops in the Training Program were very intense, stimulating experiences
for the participants, that were carefully and exhaustively designed for this
particular Training Program, for this particular group of participants, and with
a clear understanding by the staff of the objectives and goals toward which we
were working.

Evaluation
Flaxman and Mosley write that in terms of evaluation, "What is critical
is that there is some feedback, no matter how rudimentary, on the ways in which
participants were affected by the workshop" (p. 6).
is discussed in Chapters III and IV.
additional objective measures.

To an extent, such feedback

The evaluation could have benefited from

However at the tim e the Training Program was

planned the Racism Module discussed in the previous Chapter was being developed,
and at that time it was uncertain exactly how effective it would be, and exactly
what it might m easure.
validated measures.

This is all the more reason to have used additional,

However, a cursory search for instruments that could

reliably measure awareness increase and conceptual development in racism
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awareness workshops, illuminated both the scarcity of such measures and the
need for the development and testing of new ones.

Unfortunately, given pressures

of time and other duties, it was expedient to focus time and energy on developing
and testing the Racism Module,

It is unfortunate that an outside evaluator was

not contracted to evaluate the Program with validated objective measures, both
to measure other factors

not covered by the Racism Module, and also as a

method of testing the reliability and validity of the Racism Module.

However, the

Racism Module appears to have indicated some degree of success in acccxnplishing
some of Goal II and its objectives for most of the participants in the sample.
The strengths and weaknesses of workshop procedure and design were
discussed extensively in Chapter III, and previously in this Chapter.

Similarly,

participant reactions were discussed in Chapter III, and some are included in
Appendix A and B.

Participant reactions and feedback about the staff was gathered

after each workshop and are included in Appendix A and B.

The staff evaluation

of the training staff was a continual and integral aspect of planning, designir^,
implementing and evaluating the workshops for the staff.

Consistency Among Objectives, Design and Evaluation
For the most part, consistency existed between the goals and the design,
although the shortened length of the Training Program did not allow as much
specific focus on educational racism, and action planning and implementation as
had been planned, although each was accomplished to a degree.

The evaluation
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was partially consistent with the objectives, although additional measures
should have been utilized to provide additional insight into the success of the
design in accomplishing the objectives.

Follow-Up
There has been no planned or organized attempt by the staff for follow-up
to determine change in the school situation as a result of the workshops.

Such

changes, or lack of them, would not be easily detected until after school has
been in session for a few months in the Fall.

Most changes would be more

directly related to the individual teachers who participated, and ripple effects
from them, than they would be any dramatic changes in the "school situation. "
Such an investigation, through contact with and observation of the participants,
and discussions with those around them, remain possibilities for further study,
but are not as yet planned.

One deterent to future organized contact is that the

Institute for Desegregation Resources, which sponsored the Program, was not
refunded and neither was at least one of the Title IV projects in the communities.
This does not, however, foreclose future contact with participants.

Disseminating Workshop Outcomes and Materials
This dissertation represents the major effort to disseminate information
on the Training Program.

To the extent that it has described, analyzed and

evaluated the Training Program, it has been successful in its original intent,
which was to help fill the gap in information and knowledge about how best to
succeed in racism awareness and action training for white people.

CONCLUSION

Racism awareness training for white people is obviously not going to
change the realities described in Chapters I and II.

White on white training is

not ^answer to the complex and enormous problems of racial oppression.
However, it is one response to that oppression, and it is correctly focused on
the causes of the problem, not on the symptoms.

Therefore, it provides a

degree of constructive and progressive change within the white community.
Racism awareness training for white people is a relatively recent development.
We cannot at this time be certain of the long range effects on the participants
of such training.

There is certainly no guarantee that it will be effective for

all of the people who experience it, and there is no guarantee as to its lasting
impact on those it does affect.
The goal of racism awareness training is to develop awareness of
racism, and from that to initiate behavioral change and action.

Realization of

this goal, particularly the latter part of it, is a difficult process.

There are

crucial components to successful realization of behavior change and action.
The participants must develop self-directedness—which involves an awareness
of the implications of racism, a willingness to learn and to change behaviorally,
and the adoption of a continuous cycle of learning and acting without the need for
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continuous external stimulation.

The development of self-directedness can

be assisted by the expectations of an institution that behavioral change and action
will take place and that it will be recognized and rewarded by the institution—
a situation that is rare in America.

It is vital, therefore, that participants

develop a support group that will provide encouragement, prodding, under¬
standing and assistance to one another, as whites develop their change skills
and new behaviors.

Finally, it is crucial that participants have realistic

expectations of their ability to effect change and that they recognize that
extensive risk is involved both personally and professionally.

Otherwise, they

may attempt grandiose plans that result only in frustration, withdrawal, and
ineffectiveness.
There are some possible dangers that could result from racism awareness
training.

We need to be constantly questioning our methods, goals and results

to insure that we do not fall into these traps.

We must strive to keep racism

awareness for white people from becoming a traditional "race relations"
approach, co-opted into increasing "inter-racial understanding" or reducing
racial unrest, tension or conflict, while ignoring the causes of these symptoms.
White people must avoid exclusivity and elitism toward other whites and toward
Third World people.

An elitist approach toward other whites denies that we

ourselves remain products of and participants in a caste society, and cuts us
off from our community—the focus of our efforts and the location of potential
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allies and support.

White people can also use a white on white approach to

maintain a comfortable and pre-existing distance between themselves and
Third World people.

White people need the perspective, review, criticism and

collaboration that Third World people can provide in a pluralistic situation.
We must not shrink from the tension and conflict of pluralism, but welcome it
for its creativity and progressiveness.

White people, after a few days of racism

awareness training, are simply not ready or capable of redefining and re¬
structuring institutions.

The "Messiah complex," focused on combatting racism

in one’s school, community or job quickly and easily, must be avoided.

We are

initially effective if we can increase our own awareness and change our own
behavior while immersed in a racist environment without trying to quickly change
a complex institution which is a reflection of, and integrated in, that environ¬
ment.

It is too easy to feel satisfied with a few institutional reforms, when it is

fundamental restructuring of the total society that is necessary.
The cure for the sickness of white society is not to be found by reducing
barriers of discrimination and assimilating Third World people into it.
is too little and too late.

Reform

White society—its institutions, values, culture,

standards, norms, power—all must be redefined, not only to include Third
World perspectives, values, culture? and norms, but more importantly to
purge the sickness and decay of racism from it.

Since the oppression of caste

and class are so intertwined, the caste society cannot be fundamentally changed
without a concurrent change in the class structure.

Thus, what is ahead, is
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a redefinition and restructuring of the social, cultural, political and economic
fabric of this nation.
one.

It will be a wrenching process, and a potentially violent

But it will also be a humanizing process, a constructive process, a

process of pluralism and challenge.
Third World people in this country and around the world are engaged in
a struggle for liberation that will increasingly and inevitably confront white
Americans with the realities of racial oppression.

Our only alternative is

whether we will join the progressive elements of the struggle for human
liberation and dignity, or remain an obstacle to that realization.
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Produced by CBS NEWS as part of the "OF BLACK AMERICA" series
Distributed by BAILEY-FILM ASSOCIATES

FILM FACTS
;

subject areas;

social studies/contemporary

grade levels;
length;

American problems/U.S. history
junior/senior high/college/adult
54 minutes

SYNOPSIS
Actor Bill Cosby, narrator of this film, shows that
black people have made a considerable contrlbutil)n
to the development and wealth of the United States
For example the sugar refining industry was reS
tionized by the invention of a black man; the shoe
manufacturing industry uses an invention originated
open-heart surgery was done by
a black dcKtor; black explorers, cowmen, and sol¬
diers helped to tame our frontiers.
These facts have not usually been a part of the his¬
tory taught in this country. In fact, black and white
Americans alike have been exposed to a different
image, a Negro caricatured as lazy, stupid, cowardly
and dishonest. Footage from historic and contem'porary Hollywood films illustrate this stereotype A
child psychiatrist relates this aspect of American
history to the present-day black person’s lack of
self-concept as a worthwhile individual. One attempt
to create a stronger self-image in young children is
illustrated—an attempt to compensate for the fact
that the real history of black Americans has been
"lost, stolen, or strayed.”

CONCEPTS

SANTA

(The introduction of these questions before thp fiirr
IS shown will direct students' attention toTey poin s
note-taking during
should te avoided in favor of extensive disSo
an'^asS'r'kk
*'to"'ng- Items marked witf
an asterisk are not. treated directly in the film and
may require additional study or discussion.)
PART I
1.

2.

1. Black people have made a considerable contribu¬
tion to the history and development of the United
States.
2. Although we do not read much about it, there
were many black Inventors, scientists, medical
pioneers, frontiersmen, cowboys, and soldiers In
America’s history.
3. The advent of slavery In the United States Is
frequently thought of as the beginning of black
history; however, the black man had a history
and a culture in Africa long before the United
I
States came to be.
4. The lack of textbook information concerning the
I
Negro and his history has created a distorted
picture In the minds of both black and white
young people.

|l559

uutoiiuiio run uibUUbblON

MONICA

BOULEVARD*

uiscuss the various contributions made by the
Negro as described in the film. What did you
know about any of these contributions before
you saw the film?
VVhy is the beginning'of slave trading often con^
sidered the beginning of black history? Is this
a valid concept?

3. What famous artists are' mentioned in the film
as having been influenced by African art?
4. The psychiatrist in the film made a point con¬
cerning the relationship between the emotional
development of black children and their art. What
relationships did he see? Discuss how the art¬
work might be further interpreted.*
5. What was the story of-‘'Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” and
• why would most black people find it oppressive
and repugnant?*
6. What is the Ku Klux Klan? How did it originate?
Has there been any recent news concerning this
organization?*
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ART II
. What elements of radio and motion picture reprei sentations of black people contribute to the crea*
I tion of a Negro stereotype?
. In the film, Bill Cosby discusses the motion pic¬
ture, “Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner” and the
part played by Sidney Poitier. On what basis
could the film be considered a “breakthrough"?
On what basis could it be considered the reflec¬
tion of another stereotype of black people? Why
would the roles played by Spencer Tracy and
Katharine Hepburn be unlikely to turn Into
stereotypes of white people?*
fl. The film shows a classroom scene in which black
:i children are questioned about their race and selfconcepts and are expected to respond with force
j and conviction.
Regarding this sequence:
a. Review the specific elements of the children’s
lives which were being treated in the questionand-answer session. For each element, sugI
gest a parallel element of discrimination
I
which has created an emotional or social'
j
problem for the black community.
I

.
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b. What is the stated rationale for this teachinc
method?
“
c. What values to the black children and black
community can you see in this approach?*
d. What disadvantages to children and commun¬
ity do you see?* . ,
4. Assume that an extensive and profitable market
existed for films which caricatured and stereo¬
typed white people. Describe an imaginary
stereotyped white man who would be the coun¬
terpart of the stereotyped Negro.*
- 5. Describe some existing stereotypes of white
Americans, such as those appearing in “Beverly
Hillbillies” and “The Untouchables.”*
6.

Discuss the possible reasons for stereotypes.'
Since this, caricaturing exists, it must serve some
need. What might that need be?*
Could it be met in some way which is less
harmful?*
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to publicly allirm his choices; (1) can and, in fact,
will act on his choices; (g) tends to act on his choices
repeatedly, so as to form a pattern in his life.
In using the process of value clarihcation to confiont racism, vve do not seek to impose one set of
values. Moralizing and inculcation have never worked
before in helping students to grapple with issues that
are confusing and full of conflict. As an antidote to
the futility of moralizing and inculcating, we hope to
help students deal with racism on their own terms
and from their own experiences.
Let us now e.xamine classroom strategies that our
students have found helpful in the process of develop¬
ing their awareness and understanding of racism and
in clarifying their values in this area.
If you’d like to provoke and energize your students
into exploring their values related to racism, tell them
this story:
Once upon a time, there was a school called Ameri¬
can High. Bill, a black junior at American, wanted to
set up a black studies program on Monday afternoons
during the first semester. This was the best time for
the 15 black students who were interested in the
course and also the only time that Bill’s faculty
sponsor could be of help. Since they planned to show
films during the course, the blacks needed to use the
school’s audiovisual room.
Bill explained his course to the vice-principal, who
okayed the program and gave Bill permission to use
the AV room every Monday afternoon.
The following Monday, Bill and the other 14 black
students arrived at the AV room after school only to
find it occupied by the 45 players on the football
team, who were watching a film of last Saturday’s
game. (The team included five black students.)
Bill explained that he had permission to use the
room, but even so the players and their two white
coaches refused to leave. In fact. Art (a white player
on the team) blurted out, "Why don’t you wait until
the end of the football season to have your course?
Football is more important to this school than study¬
ing about niggers."
Tempers flared, and a big argument ensued. Ernie
(a white football player) felt strongly that Bill and
his friends had first claim to the room and he was
appalled by Art’s outburst. But Ernie said nothing.
Jerry (a black player) was furious at Art, but he held
his temper.
Bill charged back to the vice-principal, who, after
learning of the conflict, withdrew permission for the
blacks to use the AV room. He pointed out that the
football team’s 45 members outnumbered the 15 black
studies students and that he must respect the rights
of the greater number. Also, he said, the football
team provides a service for the school, which the
black studies course does not. "You can either post¬
pone your course until next semester,’ he told Bill,
"or hold your meetings in another place." He then sug¬
gested a smaller room on the same floor. The black
students met this suggestion with stony silence.

A week rolled by. The next Monday afternoon found
Bill and his 14 black Iriends occupying the AV room
and refusing to let anyone el.se in. Bill told the foot¬
ball team that the black studies students would be
using the room every Monday—as originally planned.
At this point, a heated argument broke out. Verbal
insults and pushing and shoving were traded. Art
knocked a black student down, muttering as he did
so, "Go back where you came from, nigger." Then
Jerry hit Art in the face.
At that moment the coach appeared on the scene,
sized up the situation, and announced, "OK, team.
Let’s head for the gym."
Later in the day, John (a white football player)
broke into a black student’s locker and stole some
money. "Some of my best friends arc black,” John
said, "but those people occupying the AV room need
to be taught a lesson."
Still later, Suzanne, a black sophomore who became
furious when she heard what had happened to the
black student’s locker, went out to the parking lot and
quietly slashed a tire on one of the coaches’ cars.
That’s the end of the story.
After telling the story (it helps to write the names
of the characters on the board), ask each student to
rank the characters in the story—Bill, the vice-princi¬
pal, Art, Ernie, Jerry, John, Suzanne—from the most
admirable to the least admirable. Each student might
also note the character with whom he most identifies
and then, in a paragraph, describe how he resembles
and how he differs from that character.
As a further exercise, you might want to offer this
challenge to your students: "In small groups I want
you to reach a unanimous agreement on the rank
order of the seven characters.”
The effort to reach consensus almost always gen¬
erates much energy. Students have the opportunity to
publicly affirm their beliefs and to collectively examine
the alternatives to and consequences of their choices.
In this case, the end (reaching consensus) is not im¬
portant (in fact, groups are often unable to reach
consensus), for there is no one "right” answer. The
criteria students give for their choices and how they
go about seeking consensus arc what is crucial.
After the small-group consensus discussion, ask the
students again to jot down individually their responses
to such clarifying questions as:
1. What values were you protecting in your in¬
dividual rank order?
2. Did you compromise on any of the characters?
3. Was there any character about whom you would
like to change your mind?
4. Did you feel others were listening to you during
the discussion?
5. Did you listen to others?
6. How do you put into practice what you said you
were valuing?
There are numerous offshoots to this exercise. Role
playing, .setting up debates, and having your students
write their own stories alt make sense. □
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Study Guide for the film FRIEIJDLY GAME
CREDITS:

Produced, directed, and written by Robert Glatzcr (1968.)
time;
10 min. in B L W.
Rental: $15.00.
Sale: $135.00.
purchase from Mass Media Ministries.
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Book or

COIITEIITS;

^ r
Written and directed an astounding interpretation of
IS
and capitalistic psychology.
The two antagonists he has chosen to fea¬
ture aie Whitey and Blackie.
\Jhitoy and Blackie interestingly enough are chess
setting is a chess club where quietness and concentration and
the freedom to enjoy introverted pleasures has long been held sacred.
Uhitey
a young, successtul, manicured, Ivy League gentleman, is pouring over a now
chess situation he has invented himself, on a brand new and expensive chess sot
he owns and of which ho is very proud.
The game consists of black and white
pieces and is prearranged to give the white pieces the advantage by granting
the player who gets them the first move.
Blackie strolls in, worldly wise from
his experiences in the army and probably from countless encounters with the
white man's knavery.
Because Whitey considers it the purpose of a chess club
to help novices along," he invites Blackie to play, even though Blackie is not
a member of the club, but he is surprised \;hen Blackie is v;illing to accept the
black chess pieces and forego the opening move.
VJhen V/hitey forces him to
choose flora clenched hands that conceal v;hich is which, he ironically gets
black anyhow.
Uhitey is sure that Blackie will enjoy his game, for it is
supposed to be a friendly one where two humans can be on supposedly equal com¬
petitive footing and nobedy
takes anything seriously, despite the fact that
"somebody wins, somebody loses."
Time is an important factor in this "frinndly game." \lhitey has a set of
time clocks with buttons that control their stop and start.
In his game, each
player has so much time to play and "if time runs out for either one of us, that
person loses." Tliesc words do not need any special visual accompaniment to place
upon them the signature of irony, for we knov; that in every social context
today they are literally true. Blackie is not bothered by the timers v;ith v;hich
he roust play, and only one reason for his self-assured nonchalance can be in¬
ferred.
He has much less to losel
And so the game begins, v;ith the timers snap¬
ping on and off, the slow tap.- tap of the chess pieces as they make small leaps
across the board, the searching looks the players exchange, the cross-cutting
of the camera, and the suspense high as
anticipate what is bound to be an
outcome that is startling and revelatory.
Blackie soon does a surprising thing.
He induces Uhitey to play for the
chess set, with Blackie putting $100.00 against it.
Uhitey is confused, for
Blackie seems to be losing, but Uhitey is trapped by his own self-confidence at
winning and finally accepts.
Uhen ho sees the game suddenly slipping from his
control and to his amazement, Uhitey is so totally embarrassed, shocked, and
irrational that he goes the only way a scared man, beaten at his ov;n game, can
go - the way of paranoia.
"That's my sot...You can't just come in here and take
it from me like that.
Tliat's just like stealing." Blackie, after calling
"Checkraatel ", has only one closing \Jord for his antagonist, "Don't cry. Baby,
you had your chance."
COI-D-IEIITS:
Racism in the United States has played its part in distorting capitalis¬
tic motives, and we arc reminded of this in the film.
Capitalism has often been
iE defined as a gentleman's game of cut-throat warfare, only ostensibly dis¬
tinguished as the game of honesty and fair play it should bo
Too many have
thrived too often on somebodv being at such a disadvantage that he is bound to lose,
Blackie not only knows

this, but also he knows that Uhitey is not the good gaming

Pago 2
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sport he has alv;ays pretended to bo.
VJhitcy enjoys the game only because he is
used to vjinning and expects to vjin.
But what happens v;hcn the man who is at
the disadvantage finds a v;ay to make his disadvantage work for him? What hap¬
pens when Blackic challenges Uhitcy to play for money, the currency and
language VJhitcy understands so v;oll? VJhat happens when Blackie is willing to
go for broke in his determination to have for himself v;hat Whitoy has kept all
to himself for so long?
These are the questions that meet their own challenge while the clock is still ticking.
The true colors of both men come into clear
focus.
Blctckic acts just like the shark he is, the shark he has been cncouraged to be by VJhitcy's system.
VJhitcy is exposed as something of a shark too,
and the levelation is so painful and unnerving that he begins to play careless¬
ly and lose.
In the film, cvei*y phrase, every exclamation, every inflection of voice,
every insinua.tipn signifies something profound about the mental attitudes of
the two men.
The emergence of each nev; question or proposition in the conver¬
sation tests yet another and another social reflex until piece by piece a three
hundred year old bluff is called - not with clamorous insurrection or invectives,
but with a smooth sleight-of-hand.
An ivory tower is invaded.
The whistle is
blown on much of white liberalism.
There is no hero or villain in our chess
match.
VJhitcy is possessive and proud and smug; Blackic is a hustler, obedient
to the mere law of survival.
Both men want the whole piel
Each has a low re¬
gard for the other.
VJhitcy is self-satisfied; Blackic is angry and clever.
But
it is in this quiet combat that each viewer, hov;ever he may be personally in¬
volved in race and economics, must experience whatever his Armageddon might be.
QUESTlOilS FOR DISCUSSION:
1.
Are the tv;o characters in this film real to you?
Have you seen their
counterpart in the v;orld?
Can you identify v;ith cither or both, depending
upon whatever your race happens to be?
2.
Hov; does the film effect you on an emotional level?
Docs it alarm you?
Cause you despair?
Arouse guilt?
Draw upon your sympathy?
Incite you to
action?
Make you feel more responsible for reconciliation in the world?
3.
VJhat validity or lack of validity do you see in the comments above?
Discuss this whole issue of why each of the men acts as he docs, the cittitudes
he brings to the table that conditions the way he beliavcs tovjard the other.
4.

VJherc does the conflict between them really lie?

VJhat conflict of Meanings

do you see that prevents good communication or relationship between them?

How

else might each have acted in the situation?
5.
VJhat positive answer to racism and the improvement of racial ^^titudes do you find in the film?
How docs it encourage or inspire good hunian
relations?
I^lass Media Ministries
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1

^- -1-.->1
Anti-racist

1

^Racist

-^^^
Anti-racist

RESPONSES TO "CONCERN IN A HAT"
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I want to be able to be aware of white racism and how I can deal with it
without going to far the other way — that is Stressing the white racism
as guilt and playing up the Black culture as the only purge for OUR SINS.
I would like some concrete suggestions on what I^ can do to help.
More concrete ideas to use in classroom & in community.
I want to know in specificB how a white person can help a black person help
himself.
Some concrete ideas to use in my class.
I would like to develop the skills necessary to effect attitudinal change
without breaking communication.
Sex & Racism
Some plan of action that one person can undertake when confronted with
blatant racism.
My concern is that we need still to focus on NEW White behaviors - working
w/ whites & self
I'd like next time to meet with Blacks and get some ideas on things we can
do to help eradicate or improve in discrimination against minority groups.
practice in handling questions we might get and situations we might meet.
How I can be as affective with individual people as the workshop has been.
Techniques of dealing with racist confrontations initiated by whites.
To help us learn the skills in dealing with people about white racism
without turning them off.
I would like to look further into the white culture as the reason behind
white actions — compare to black culture.
What is true black culture is
there one?
One concern is a type of continuity in the next workshop
to strengthen
what good awareness I gained and work toward more concrete examples of how
I can best handle racism in my own school.
My concern is how I'm going to come across to others after this work shop
(HOw am I going to articulate to others how I realjl^ feel)
How do I really know if I am dealing with blacks on a person to person
basis?
How do I determine if a black person wants to be just a person,
or a separate part of society?
Growth
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Specific skills next training program that we take back to our system.
I feel I picked up a great deal of awareness and I can take this back
now and try to mke my colleagues aware.
Some things I can do with adults
and things with children.
How do we get everyone involved?
My concern is to possibly establish now some ideas of what we can bring
to share in the next workshop so we will be sure to begin with some idea of
why we are here.
Specific methods (if possible) to help establish in blacks or any other
minority group a feeling of "worth" as a human being not necessarily
as a black or any other color classification but simply as an equal
member of the entire human race.
Some practical and realistic methods to use in relating to the power
structures concerning my beliefs and rights.
Because I have just gained a new feeling about myself I need time and
support during the next workshop to strengthen and further understand
myself and my feelings as a white superior.
It is difficult to move at one pace suitable for everyone.
to move too fast for one - too slow for others.

It’s hard not
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REACTIONS AND EVALUATION

As we discussed at the beginning of the workshop, it is important
for us to get candid feedback on all aspects of the workshop.
These
will help us understand strengths and weaknesses that we could easily
overlook without your help.
Please react honestly and do not hesitate
to share things that you think might be unimportant or redundant.
Please
return this sheet unsigned.
Thanks for your help.

1.

Generally speaking, how would you rate the overall workshop?
\

te of*
ime

.

2

ic

S'

_1_i_I

very valuable

Briefly, which of these components ofi the workshop were valuable for
you and why?
Which were not valuable to you and why?
a. The Community Definition Exercise

b. The film; "Black History: Lost, Stolen or Strayed."

c. The film; "Friendly Game."

d. The slide presentation: "Cultural Perpetuation of the ’Rightness of
Whiteness.’"

e. The simulation: "Starpower."

f. The value clarification exercise.

g. The racism continuum.

h. The exercise on New White Behavior.
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i. The small group discussions.

3. What would you like to see changed in the design?

4. What did you like most about the facilitators behavior?

What did you like least about the facilitators behavior?

5. We need your
the training
and thought,
meeting your

ideas for areas that you would like to cover later in
program.
Please give this section careful consideration
so that we can make sure that future workshops will be
needs and concerns.

6. What did you learn from this workshop that you can u^?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE AND COOPERATION!
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Reactions and Evaluation
by participants
to
RACISM WORKSHOP - Feb. 7-9, 73
Participants’ answers to question:
2.

— Briefly, which of these components of the workshop were valuable for you
and why? Which were not valuable to you and why?
a.

The Community Definition Exercise:
**************************

This gave us a good definition of racism and started us thinking.
Fairly valuable, not as profound as "Starpower."

Valuable as a kind of starting point & organizing my thoughts—especially in the
discussion that followed.

Valuable insofar as it got us in the spirit or on the track of the workshop 1st night was too late, long, intense.

Very good - (
ship.

#7

&

#6 ) - our group was very interesting because of good leader¬

Not valuable because I was too tired to really understand what was going on.
Too much to think about the first night.

Painstaking, but I think necessary and important.

Valuable - helped to establish consensus definition of racism.

I was really to (sic) tired.

Games were valuable in establishing "pseudo-real"
| i5h®coImon
on gut level-no time to build defenses this way. Was valuable to establish common
ground in group.
The idea was good but we left many questions and thoughts that were brought up unanswered.
OK.

At times I felt I was being led.

Good.

I

«

.

h

-

2

-
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Answers to question: 2.a.

Not particularly valuable because I've done similar thing.
Valuable - because I had to think about rascism (sic) as I thought I started
becoming aware.
It was a good opening - and made me begin to think!
Valuable in that this could be used in a classroom or any group.
way of expressing concepts and preconceived notions.

It is a tangible

Valuable in that I gained from working out a community definition and then shared
with group, those things we found to be the same or closely related.
O.K. - but, to me lists are a waste of time!
Interesting - but not really new.
Valuable b/c it started making me think - anything wouId have done this trick on a
si mi I ar vei n.
1 felt it was kind of wasted- mainly because I was too tired and I really didn't
realize things 1 hadn't thought of before.
Fair - Had been through similar exercise.
Va1uabIe.

RACISM WORKSHOP - Feb. 7-9,
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Reactions and Evaluation by Participants

Participants’ answers to question:
2.

Briefly, which of these components of the workshop were valuable for you and
why? Which were not valuable to you and why?
b.

The film: "Black History: Lost, Stolen or Strayed."
*****************

Very good.

Visual

images - factual

Very effective - especially the last 5 minutes which stirred a controversy within
me and made me really think.
Great!

I'd seen it before but each time you note more things.

This film made me aware.
Very good. Am glad we didn't discuss it because it was very simple to understand.
Next time get Bill Cosby in person!!
Very effective as an awareness device. Discussion after Part II?
Valuable - developed awareness of need for black identity.
Entertaining - not necessary, shocking or radical to my thinking.
Great - gave me some ideas and made me aware of the indoctrination I've had-l/really
used to dig Shirley Temple.
Good - because I realized my lack of awareness.
Great - factual and very interesting.
Saw before
Enlightening as to how unaware "I" and "we" have been all these years, - an
instrument I can use at home - in school.
Enjoyable, not terribly enlightening (I

like Bill Cosby!)

I had seen this before under similar circumstances, and I stij_l_ feel that ^ plL
amount of what Cosby said is contrived. I disliked intensely the storefront
school segment.
Valuable, because It made me aware of things I

really never thought about concerning

the black people.
.

../2

2
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Answers to question: 2.b.

continued.

Gave me an excel lent/better outlook on why "Black Power and Black is beautiful"
is stressed in our community.
Good - Eye opening
Excellent - I think it was b/c i "like" Bill Crosby that I became torn up inside
but not resentful.
Fantastic - It brought a lot of things home.
Very good - awareness.
Valuable

That shouid be shown in the schools.

RACISM WORKSHOP - Feb. 7-9,
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Reactions and Evaluation by Participants
Participants’ answers to question;
2.

Briefly, which of these components of the workshop were valuable for you and
why? Which were not valuable to you and why?
d.

The slide presentation: "Cultural Perpetuation of the 'Riohtness of
Whiteness.'"
***************

Excellent presentation and made me aware of - me, racist, product of white society.
Value -same as "b"
Thought-provoking - eye opening - very valuable
Basical ly gooti. I think some of the things were trite, but the idea was good. Are
there any current newspaper articles or such that could be shown as racism is still
being perpetuated?
Terrific! This was one of the highlights for me.
you Bob

Really made me AWARE.

Thank

Great! Really made me appreciate the work the instructors were putting into this.
Also made me realize the extent of white racism.
sic

Valuable - more effective than a lecture - unique way of present i ng subleties and
confronting us with them.
Super!

I became aware of the "brainwashing" I've received.

The first real jolt to my mind.
Excellent - I'm out to find relics!
I

couldn't believe my total

unawareness of the situation which exists around us.

Interesting but stretching.

Very valuable - contributed tremendously to my own awareness of the whiteness of my
envi ronment.
Extended my awareness because here 1 was aware of some of these.
An eye—opener “ good stimu 1 ation for discuss!on!.
it provided
I feel it was of value n that
This, too, appeared contrived to me.
and ethnic groups
There are many ads where a 1 racia
Idrer^hf/rkniTibl^ck and'white) enjoyed Dahl's book; many of
(boys & girls.)
?hk"ewcontingent said how the "bad guys" in»Charhe" are white
7

2
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Answers to question' 2.d. continued

Somewhat valuable - it pointed out things I had never given too much thought
to.
Excellent - Very valuable - made me more aware of white racism.
Good - ReveaIing
Made me mad because I didn't consider myself part of the racist society and it
proved me to be part of it and I had a hard time dealing with that feeling.
I had valued some of the points but there was still a lot to be brought out by
the slides.
It was good to hear other people expressing their amazement.
Very good - awareness.
VaIuable

Terrific for the unconscious racism.

REACTIONS AND EVALUATION TO
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Participants' answers to question:
2.

Briefly, which of these components of the workshop were valuable for you and
why? Which were not valuable to you and why?
e.

The simulation: "Starpower."
*******************

Excel lent.

Gave us a chante°partici pate and see what we have been talking about.

Very valuable - living proff (sic) of how we are.
Real situation - valuable because we actually became very involved.
Fantastic!! Effective!!
Wow -All of you did a great job - I felt that I

really was involved.

Outstanding.
Probably the best thing we did in 2-1/2 days. Really brought out
emotions of frustration in me. Also the instructors were good at
relating tbe
game to the Real World.
Valuable as a community and personal

learning experience.

Discussion handled we

Valuable - I became aware of how whites expect blacks to identify with our
culture totally when they've "made it."
Most valuable

exercise of project.

valuable in establishing "pseudoFun! One of games I refer to above. (Games were
- no time to build defenses this
real" situations where people react on gut level
way!).
ons & “uptightness" were re I eased.
Really enjoyed this.
At this point my frustrat
luring this exercise.
1 enjoyed the particular group that I was with
Good butconfusi ng at times.
I

thought I couldn't be manipulated, but found out I could.

"Power

Somewhat valuable.
Beneficial but frustrating.

Like a mob which

like to avoid - a necessary evil

to awakening.
I wasn't there!
I knew what the project leaders were trying
This I felt to have a m nimaI value, eadership on the part of the disfavored
to provoke - a sense of di strust of
how this could be used withch Idren under
I don't see
The game went on too long.
Hamaae
^
Too many subletie_5. - damage.
upper high-school age
SIC
./2

2

2.e. continued
246
Extremely undesirable in that the facilitators enjoyed manipulating the groups.
Good - showed me how one "mi ni "-community (sic)
Fun, but because we knew we were being watched and manipulated we also played
parts.
[sic]

Valuableless because I felt manipulated and powerless until we Joined forces
as a small group of triangles and within that feeling I then could see why
blacks sometimes become militant and band together and how important that
security was.
Good role playing experience.
emotions.
Very good.

It was using the total being and relating the

Simple but excellent way of showing society power.

More Va I uab I e.
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Participants' answers to question:
2.

Briefly, which of these components of the workshop were valuable for you and
why? Which were not valuable to you and why?
f.

The value clarification exercise.
*********

I can use this with my faculty.

Excellent.

Va I uOj thought provoking.
Valuable - expecially in helping me identify my criterion for evaluating behavior.
Very good - especially the discussion in small groups and honest airing of
others views.
Excellent - This gave me a chance to really relate.
Very good.

I

found myself really getting into my "white” value structure.

Very valuable, the characters were real (I'll remember Ernie).
I did some good
thinking here - it forcedme to articuI ate.Good beginning exercise? Random grouping
was healthy.
Great!

I

found how like Ernie I am thru identification with him^

I have a starting

point.
I wish we could have really discussed the reasons for our difference in values.
Very good.
I

liked the group I was

in.

We came to an early quick decision, but of course

this was coincidental.
This was excellent!

Of value - help (sic)

A great way to look at ourselves and others.

to clarify some of the values I operate on

Helpful to relate to - and this

i

(and others) did often.

Great! A real mind-picker!

same order.
Extremely valuable and most enjoyable of all the exercises because
really place myself in that type of situation.

Very good.

One of the best.

.../2

think 1 could

-

2

-

2.f. continued

Good - because I began to understand Ernie.
It made me think.
Good.

Showed how values can differ even in small group.

More Valuable
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Briefly, which of these components of the workshop were valuable for you and
why? Which were not valuable to you and why?
g.

The racism continuum.
*********

Very good.

Good to know we have each other for support.

Some value,some difficulty in assessing degree of racism now and projected.
O.K.
OK
The only thing that I got out of it was the need to support each other.
Found it unnecessary.
Everyone was in the same place (or else we wouldn't be
here in the first place).
Didn't really do anything for me.
Not valuable - ambiguous.
Valuable

- I

feel

I can receive support and help in my "real" world.

Did not seem to (sic) important since I really do not have the necessary changes
in behavior to see where I fit on the scale.

OK.

Did like the idea that we are willing to support one another.

[sic]
To Tong!
Somewhat valuable - need to identify own motivation.
Good - Analytical of my own status and growth.
Not terribly important.
Some value - promotes self-examination and makes us back up our feelings of
worth and facts.
Valuable in working out where 1 myself stood
I had gained by the end of the sessions.

n attitudes towards racism, and what

Thought-provoking.
I got the least from this exercise..
If taken seriously, a great challenge.
Fair.

I

didn't get much except hope for future support.

Less VaIuable.
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Briefly, which of these components of the workshop were valuable for you and why?
Which were not valuable to you and why?
you w..yi
h.

The exercise on New White Behavior.
**********

Very good - I learned a lot but I still don’t know the answers, but at least I can
help someone else try.

Valuable - because I
Good

learned something very good from another member of the group.

- useful.

Great because specific behaviors were given.
Okay - could not really get into it.
Very valuable - concrete ideas, not just talk - a way to begin.

More on this.
I liked this because it sort of tied a lot of ends together and tidied things up a
bit.
Gave me a feeling of accomplishment.
I I iked some of the ideas I got from other members of my group as how to approach
and help the whites better understand the problem and how to deal with it.

Good -made me feel more conscious.
Valuable - beginning of a practical guide.
Rewarding - I found it easy to do and the response from the group was elevating to
me.
Gave me a feeling of worth and I can do something.
Good discussion!
Good -

like continuum, we are deaI ing withpractical aspects of the race issue.

This type of culminating activity was very well expressed and handled and was of
great value to me, both by expressing my own stand, and sharing the ideas of others
Never did.
Not particularly good.
Didnt’

discuss.

Not functioning too well at that time.
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Participants’ answers to question:
which of these components of the workshop were valuable for you and why?
Which were not valuable to you and why?
i.

The small group discussions.

********
I had a very good group.
VaIuable.
Good starting point - I was just getting comfor«$tab I e.
Ve ry good.
Really got a lot out of these groups - However, didn’t get a chance to discuss
all issues because of not enough time.
They were very good.
I had a very good group.
I found I could relate very well
to (#6i but (#7) turned me off occasionally with her jargon - "I have a need,"
"I want to share."
Good discussion after'Ri ghtness of Wh i tenes s'* jumped arourid too much.
Valuable -

I

learned not to be afraid and how to listen to others.

Very va I uab le
Gave me a chance to talk to many more people.
We had a good group - the people in it
Very good, because I felt there was less inhibition to speak out.

Good - Felt everyone related to one another well and were honest.
Valuable - established support.
Rewarding - developed a feeling of closeness, belonging and desiring to share.
Enlightening, enjoyable, told me a lot about other people.
Valued highly.
My group seemed to harbor little animosity, but I was aware of
difficulties in at least one of the other groups.
Most beneficial - on a basis of conversations concern i ng only a few people, 1
I could discuss matters more easily, as I noticed others could also.
1 definitely had mixed feelings!
I feel
to have had a chance to work (?) with al

found

l**missed out" ~ 1 really would have liked
the facilitators in a small group.

Interesting for the most part.
Helped me to share my insides and
to others.
Valuable.

in effect made me think and demanded me to Iisten
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Participants' answers to question:
3.

I

What would you like to see changed in the design?

thought this was a fantastic experience and can't think of anything right now.

Visuals and factual data first.
More large group discussions.
Shorter periods of disc^sssion - l-l 1/2 hr with a 15 min. break. The pace was
too i nte ns e.
Rooms with no w i ndows a re depressing!!
I'd li ke to see more
films and slides and other visual materials used.
More time for breaks - we really could have used them!
More sped f ic activities in the smal I groups. Not so much bul I shit and vague di
cuss ions.
But I felt I got to know the people in my group.
Nothing
Goals given to group very early.

Ground rules stay the same throughout.

[sic]

People streamed according to what they want to risk in a group situat ion.
Not so rigid a schedule.
I would like to see ideas tossed out for discussion without later evaluation or
paraphrasing by leaders.
Closer adherence to schedule.

A little less "secret" on the part of the staff as to their plan for procedure.
And you did have a most definite plan to which I did not object.
More short breaks (10 min. or so).
Must everyone try so hard to act "with it"?

The supercilious Jargon annoyed me

I would like to have groups changing facilitators more frequently.
Some people
relate better and gain more out of some facilitators' behavior than others, so
a variety would be better.
More breaks.
Less sma I I group .
Longer period and

less i nt ensein terms of hours spent per day.
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Participants’

answers to question:

4. What did you like most about the facilitators’ behavior? (1)
What did you like least about the facilitators’ behavior? (2)

************
(1) They were all together and conveyed this feeling to the group

(1)

(# 2’s) warmth.

(2)

Some of (#7’s)

language was offensive to me.

(1) Tried to be open, friendly, and helpful to all.
They (on the most part[i^ s 6,2, and 3]) seemed to really be concerned about each of us and wanted
honest feedback.
The facilitators asked for and accepted criticism well.
(2) (//7) doesn’t seem to be as sympathetic to our individual feelings as is often
the case in very young people.
(1) They were honest - hard working people who were really concerned about making
this workshop a success.

(2) (1)

Genuine concern for the peoples’ needs.
The fact that (#6) was nervous! A
willingness to change behavior and plans.
A willingness to Yatta [sic] it up
at the bar.
(2) Professional jargon - two words that finally drove me nuts - need and share.
Also, (#7) '.should not have used the phrase "pissed off." Language doesn’t
bother me, but at the time it was UNCOOL.
(1) Your dedication (I’m not kidding).
(2) (#7’s) handling of [a participant’s] whispering could have been said in a gentle
way and some effect or outcome made.
(1)

th

(//’si and 3) - extremely gentle, non-threatening, sympathetic attitude.
(//2)- made me feel happy and good.
(#7) - wanted to take the group to
higher level of responsibility. (//6’s) - thoughtfullness and concern with
the group.
All of you helped to make this one of the few real learning ex¬

periences for me.
(2) For a time I felt we were being manipulated - it led to a lack of trust on
my part - (anger).
(1) A genuine concern - no phonyness evident, easy to relate to as human beings.
(2) At times cutting a series of statements off to return to original subject
should see through.
(1) Lots of positive reinforcement.
, , v
^
, i
_
(2) The feeling of being manipulated; too much paraphasing (six) of peop e s

(2) Pushy at first; rather than getting ideas and opinions from us, they initially
did too much of the talking.
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Answers to question 4 (1) and (2)

2

continued

(1) Sincerety
(2) Facilitators? - leaders.

(1) (2)

(#7) turned me off!
The way she expressed herself and the way she reacted to
members of my group!
And the adjective she used - I am p.!
Who needs this?

(1) Exposed their own problems and confusion.

(2) —
(1) A warm friendliness and concern for each individual.
(2) No dislikes.
(1) The fact that you were part of the group, not coordinators.
(2) Condescending, at times (very few, but I resented it!).
(1) This I find quite difficult to answer.
Feelings of cynicism prevent me from
replying now.
(2) Many of us felt manipulated.
We felt more child-like than thought possible.
I can't see the real use in bringing out such feelings of ill-will and distrust.
(1) When choices were given as to which activities would be most desirable and
beneficial, the facilitators were much more flexable (sic) and easy to discuss
with.
I must say that the manner in which the facilitators tried to manipulate the
"students" was most undesirable.
An equal sharing and working out of problems
woulwould be much nicer for a better relationship between us teachers and the
(2)

facilitators.
(1) They (#'s 1 and 3) were concerned about the feelings of the people in their
group.

(2) ?
(1)

(#'s 1 and 3) were good listeners.

They seemed to be looking for answers as

we were.

(2) Their uneasiness about those who didn t speak.
(1)

Supportive and not pushy or judgement-oriented.

(2) Manipulative at times.
(1) Honesty, caring, listening.
(2) Sometimes points could have been made with more tact,

Make sure you know

who can handle the picking on!

(1)
(2)

Easy, friendly manner, open mind to all comments.
I felt that as a group they were not always together.
times.

(1)

--

(2) -

I felt manipulated at
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UMass Institute for Desegregation Resources

Comments by participants on:
WE NEED YOUR IDEAS FOR AREAS THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO COVER LATER IN THE TRAINING
PROGRAM. pIeASE GIVE THIS SECTION CAREFUL CONSIDERATION AND THOUGHT, SO THAT
WE~ CAN MAKE SURE THAT FUTURE WORKSHOPS WILL BE MEETING YOUR NEEDS~AND CONCERNS

Help us use all we have learned as effectively as possible!

Are there other simulation games and things we can do with both groups of
students and/or adults? We couldn't possibly read all the books on the list,
are there perhaps one or two we could be required to read that would help us
before our next workshop? Can we have a Black person willing to come and either
talk to us or answer questions that might help in understanding our and other
attitudes?

Specifics that we can use in our daily lives, expecially as educators.

How not to swing too far - that is, don’t become super white liberal in
an attempt to change the white racist structure.
I have found that super white
liberal turns many Black students off.
How can I get through to my Black
students without saying Bshit like "I know how you feel." "I know what the
racist white culture has done to you." I can’t say that!!
What can I say?

Built-in times for some reading (and discussion groups)?

How to deal with the white problem. How to cope or deal with black
racism.
Looking forward to next session.

I’d like to see or hear some (more) good facts to base some new judgements
on.

Specific plan of action for confronting,

dealing with and eiiminating racism

among whites.

Time to think out - discussion of how to discuss or say
^
of getting into an argument.
Help with understanding the black child
actions and reactions to whiteness and racism.

to do in workshops, classroom, with people. 2.
I. Specifics
n handling and dealing with up-tight people.
emotional growth

Personal

i nstea

-

2

-
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Some way (1 don’t know if there is a way) to evaluate the next time, the
positive feeling that we all seem to be leaving with.
Will we have as much,
less, or more when we meet again at the next training?

I would like to see a variety of views on the black issue represented by
black teachers.
I would hope the program scheduling would be changed so that
the participants won't feel so pressured. Could we have more practical projects
that could be used with ali types of students?
I hope you can get down to
business.

I would like problems dealing, in the classroom, with black-white attitudes,
incorporated more strongly into the program.
Less pressure on us would be much
easier to handle.
Such a heavy schedule, with few breaks in between, was
terribly trying, both mentally and physically.
I would recommend that use
of smaller groups be made, with a frequent change of facilitators as directors
of these groups.
I also hope that
is invited back again with ail of us,
as his knowledge is valuable to us all.

RACISM WORKSHOP
February 7-9, 1973
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UMass Institute for Desegregation Resources

Comments by participants on:
WHAT DID YOU LEARN FROM THIS WORKSHOP THAT YOU CAN USE?

Lots of things!
I can't list specifics because some (sic) many things
just set off a chain reaction inside me.
I have a really good feeling from
a I I th i s.

Proff (sic) of white surpumacy (sic)and some ways to deal w/it.

A

place to make a beginning - (I think)

So many things! I plan to get involved when I go home.
I have picked up
some feelings during the game of utter futility when I was not a member of the
power group.
How can we help?
I've had a good beginning and will internalize some
of the things I've learned.

Being aware of things around me and trying to change my attidutes (sic).

To make students more aware of the subtle forms of "white is right" racism
and how I can bring this to their attention.

Realizing that "the problem" is a white problem - take it from there.

A sense of my own worth - how much power I actually have & the sense of
responsibility that goes along with it. Awareness of my own racism.

Sensitivity.

Slide Presentation. Games.

To be more open with people about expressing my opinion & attitudes.

Whites can and should look at themselves not so much in their direct
relations w/ blacks but w/ themseIves.ProbIems and conflicts in the workshop proyel
to me that we were accomplishing something.

-

2

-
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More about people and myself.

Good bibliography. Some more personal awareness of all the manifestations of
white racism.

Plenty.

As much as I can absorb right now.

My values were made clearer.
I have an idea of how I can approach problems
concerning racism and blackness and whiteness, which I didn't have.
I can't
be spec i f i c because I don' t know what spec i f i c th i ng will come up.
A better
understanding is what I mean!

I learned how not to be an Ernie in day to day living with other whites and
blacks and that I was an Ernie before.

(I) Patience (I've learned that I must use it more).
expressions so as not to put down a person's thought.

(2) Little

1 hate to use the term so much but awareness of racism.
start making others aware.

I can go back and

To be more aware of the many ways racism persists.

Techniques.

Value Clarifications; greater self-examination.
Using questions for groups
of people introducing selves to each other (the first night session).

The sharing of ideas was of most value to me.
I can use ideas and concerns
of others, with my own, in relating to undesirable white attitudes in my
everyday contact with people.
I am now more aware of my own desires and I think
more able to convincingly want to change attitudes of others towards the problems
of racism.

APPENDIX B

Process Observation Sheet.Section 1, p, 260
Individual Feedback Sheet.Section 2, p. 262
Racial Problems In Centerville School System.Section 3, p. 264
Activity or Project Sheet.Section 4, p. 266
Feedback and Reaction Sheet and Responses.Section 5, p. 267
Readings Given to Participants.Section 6, p. 283

TRAINING PROGRAM FOR EDUCATORS IN RACE RELATIONS
Follow-up Session
March 21-23, 1973
Univ. of Mass.

WHOLE GROUP PROCESS OBSERVATION SHEET

1.

Characterize the atmosphere in which the group worked (tense,

fun, interested,et

2. Characterize the group's involvement with the task.

3. Characterize how the group reached decisions.

4. Discuss how the group handled conflict.

5. Describe how the group sought to involve all its members.

6. Describe how the group treated the male/female differences (if any).

2
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7.

8.

Describe variables that affected individual members or the functioning
of the whole group.

Comment on examples where group members showed specific sensitivity to
other group members.

TRAINING PROGRAM FOR EDUCATORS ON
RACE RELATIONS
Follow-up Session
March 21-23, 1973
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U. of Mass.
Amherst

INDIVIDUAL FEEDBACK SHEET

.

Never said j
a word
--/-1-

1

.Monopolized

4-'whole discussion

2. How were his/her ideas received?

3. How did he/she receive the ideas of others?

4. Give a description of his/her non-verbal behavior (gestures, posture,
mannerisms, facial expressions, etc.)

5. Recall for him/her two specific events (momtents) during the activity and
tell him/her what you imagine his/her thoughts and feelings to be during
each event.

6. Comment on his/her:
(a)

Efforts to include others:

(b)

Listening behaviors:

2
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6.

(continued)
(c)

Responses to'males/females and younger/older members of the group

(d) Efforts to assert him/herself

(e) Willingness to yield

(f) Awareness of his/her impact on the group

(g) Whether or not he/she interrupted others

264

Group I

MCIAL problems in CENTERVILLE SCHOOL 6YRTF.M
^

1.

White community puts pressure on principals

2.

White parents feel Blacks get everything

3.

White parents don't see the problem

4.

Assumptions re:

5.

Black people tend to conform to typical stereotypes

6.

Lack of understanding of Title IV

7.

Have we checked out Black feelings for Title IV?

8.

Different disciplining patterns—paternalism

9.

Power structure tends to function with parochialism

tutorial programs,

fear of them

10.

Italians down on Blacks

11.

Tension over busing

12.

[School X]- refused to join Title IV

13.

Homeowners put pressure to prevent integration

14.

Teachers defensive about Title IV, and principals

15.

Admin, very conscious of white community

16.

Task force (parents)

17.

No effective channels for Black people

18.

Attitudes of teachers about racism, e.g.

19.

Poor whites racist

20.

Implementing our knowledge.

21.

Need new books

22.

Possibly no Title IV $ - What will happen to us?

23.

Centerville press

24.

Suspicion between teachers here and others not here

25.

Teacher awareness low.

26.

In-service very scarce

27.

Negative attitude by others to in-service

28.

Misinterpretation of [Advisory Specialist's] role

29.

Need to get to higher-ups to get time off for in-service

subverting Title IV

toward outside speakers

How to raise awareness

must become a

priority of administration—need for more commitment.
30.

Nothing to put into A.V. equipment

31.

Teachers not here don't include race awareness in curriculum

32.

Scarcity of supplementary materials dealing honestly with Third World.

33.

Need to take advantage of available resource people

34.

Teacher turnover

35.

Shortage of Third World teachers.

Need to recruit

36.

Guidance of volunteers

39

Title IV he
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<=WWren-use of drill team

because of TlUe^'^^M.tuies"'
Group II
bussing - redlstrlctlng
materials’
lack of minority teachers, especially elementary
lack of minorities In higher positions
happy to stay as is
lack of non-racist materials
minimal interaction between parents/teachers/students
unawareness
laziness
ir^ffi^lor feelings of parents dealing with schools
double standards
don't want to get involved
no

on whites

lack of balance in dealing with race problems
strong white racist attitudes
don't rock the boat
teachers are themselves -demigogues
backing off of racial issues
fear of rejection

.

discipline problems
age barrier
testing
teachers don't respect principals, students, other teachers
unwillingness to let child grow
hypocritical attitudes
patronizing behavior
no soul food
no minority assemblies
no third world resource people
fear of parents
lack of communication between third world and white staff
rationalizing — "I don't know how they...
teacher - pet tokenism
fear of risking
fear of black militancy

"-"ted
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Activity or Pro-ject
Specifically, what is the problem you want to resolye?

Specific Goals:

Criteria for Success: how will you evaluate?

All relevant Information:

(i.e. who, —what, —where, —when, —how)

Alternative courses of Action: Consequences?

Decide on Final Course of Action:

(be specific)

Personal Costs to you:

Personal Benefits for you:

Where is your support?

How do you get it?

What resources do you need?

(people, materials, etc.)

WSTTnRSXTY OP liA.SfijSX'SiUSEITS
INSTITOTS FOR ©ESjECKEGz^lOH RKSOUSCES
TRAIKiKG PRDGPJsM FOR EDUCATORS OS RACK SSLATIOHS
March 21, 22, 23, 1973

FEEDMCr; MD REACTION SHEET

Ple^sQ «x!tswer tha following qacstioao and return the eheet to
us duriiig the next ^eek. This will give you s chance to r«et,
collect your thoughts end give acre tiae to the quest ions.
Thank you for your cooperation.

1. One thing I liked about my behavior during the workshop ’ssms. . .

2. One thing 1 disliked about my behavior durizug the norkohop

3. One thing 1 liked about the iiacllitators^ behavior was. . .

4. One thing I disliked about the facilitators’ behavior was. « .

5. One of the nost isportant learnings for me during the last
three days was. • .
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For tha next workshop, I hope. . .

/. At this point in time, how do you see yourself In relation to
the race problea?
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TRAINING PROGRAM FOR EDUCATORS ON RACE RELATIONS
March 21,

1.

22, 23, 1973

ONE THING I LIKED ABOUT MY BEHAVIOR DURING THE WORKSHOP WAS...

the fact that I was able to get into the role playing situations
and the listening exercises.

I believed that I did contribute to the

seminar.

my willingness to try to appreciate the feelings of the people
around me

I liked the realization of who and where I stand in confrontations
with racism and in the way I deal with them.

the fact that I was much more relaxed, and felt freer to express
my own opinions.

I wasn't afraid of what people might think, or say.

that I was much more relaxed - not so up-tight - scared!?!

My presence showed an Interest in spending more time and actually
trying to solve some problems.

My usual tendency is to show impatience

with the people and problems and not get involved.

•

Felt more free to talk in small groups

I had a definite purpose this time - to pick up some skills.
time there was some uncertainty .

The first

-2270
™y apparent ability (unknown to me)
conciseness.

to speak with clarity and

It made me very happy that I was able to do this.

I took the initiative a couple of times to lead the group when I
thought the group should unify and do something together.

-3271
2.

ONE THING I DISLIKED ABOUT MY BEHAVIOR DURING THE WORKSHIP WAS...

during one exercise someone asked me if I was qualified to teach
a certain subject and I replied that I had my masters.

That remark,

somewhat haughty, bothered me for two days.

At this time, I cannot list anything.

I disliked the fact that I was unable to cope with a threatening
situation of racial tension in a high school setting.

This threatened

my teacher-ego and I wondered if my behavior is similar in real world
situations about smaller issues,

(avoidance or passivity).

while participating in the school racial activity I felt totally
paralyzed as a member of the high school faculty.

I felt that I did not

handle the problem the way it should have been done.

I disliked my behavior during 2 exercises - 1) when I had to roleplay as summarizer in middle - that’s not me!

2) also during exercise with

faculty — I was a white stddent - I was frustrated because I could not
put into words what I was feeling-

Inability to get into large group discussions.

Found it difficult

to play roles assigned.

that I didn’t contribute more to group discussion than I did.
found myself getting a little annoyed because presentations seemed
geared to secondary rather than elementary grades.

Also

-4272
I did not make a real attempt to get to know everyone better.
did not use meal time for this purpose.

I

I feel I do know many more

people now but only because the situation was already structured for
me (they were in my group, etc.)

I got a little too excited - forgot many of the things I had been
taught about listening and paraphrasing and so did not do as an effective
job as I would have liked to.

-5273
3.

ONE THING I LIKED ABOUT THE FACILITATORS' BEHAVIOR WAS...

they were crazy!

I loved it! !

Also I believe

fabulous facilitator - very easy to talk to.
( # s 2 & 7)

better.

(//6)

is a

I think I got to know

They really try to adjust to the many Idio-

syncracies of about 28 people and make the seminar meaningful.

their Increased genuineness and more "down-to-earth" attitude, in
addition to a more natural, less condescending behavior.

I didn t feel as controlled and structured as the first workshop.
I felt on the same brain wave this time.

their less formal and superior attitudes,
that the first time.)

(not that all were like

I felt as though some had their own definite opinions

the first time and that we had to conform to them.

The facilitators seemed more relaxed - no, that's not the word more personable - I really got the feeling of "belonging"!

Willingness to change small group discussions when participants
saw a need to.

The way they shared their personal lives with us.
attitude throughout the 3 day program.

Their extremely helpful

Acceptance of everyone's contri¬

bution no matter how large or small.

Their innate ability to sense the feelings of the group (especially

-6274
[#2]).

Their attempt to give the direction and leadership to us.

Their appreciation of the feelings of everyone else in the group, large
or small and their continuous revelation of this either in words or actions.

-7275
4.

ONE THING I DISLIKED ABOUT THE FACILITATORS’ BEHAVIOR WAS...

(/i^4)
Also

was too quiet - I guesrbecause he really wasn't into It -

(#5)

got to go!

didn t do much for me - don’t know why - Jargon has
To someone not used to hearing It, it really sounds funny -

very strange.

The apparent lack of preparedness in some areas, e.g.

the book

analysis, as well as the resentment of our Assistant Superintendent’s presence
at the conference in Oceanview.

no dislikes

Nothing - I enjoyed everyone this time very much.

Refused to start meetings on time.

Their failure to go back to situations that caused confusion in the
minds of the participants and clarify those situations.

For example

the "Evaluation of Materials" session was "mucho" bad; and the session
with the faculty was rather poor.

We could have used some guidance and

answers for the staff to cope with the "Black student" and "White student
groups.

Many times you all seemed to use identical phrases such as
speak to that", "Piggybacking what you just said", etc.
these phrases clarify and save time?

Let me

Do you feel

If so, good. If not, I would think

that they indicate a loss of identity in the group.

Mu^we all talk alike?

-8276
Nothing, absolutely nothing.

-9277
5.

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT LEARNINGS FOR ME DURING THE LAST THREE DAYS

WAS...
learning how to listen and how to argue persuasively (without name calling,
getting into personalities, etc.)

But I think learning to listen was the

most Important thing for me - I have a big mouth and constantly try to talk!

how to be an effective process observer.

There are no specific and "follow the directions" way of dealing
with racism.

There are no right answers of the way you deal with racial issues.

It is individual and personal.
you are threatened.

You cannot adopt a personality every time

Your personality is the key to the way you handle

people and if you fake it you don't get very far.

learning to listen more as it leads toward better communication
with one another.

One of the most important learnings for me was the communication
skills - it's so important to listen and even more Important (for me)
to be able to say "I feel-" and have someone veally_ listening.

There are more problems in Centerville than I realized, but there are
a good number of people willing to work on them.

Dealing with Black and White problems not an easy task.

Also

learned some techniques and strategy to deal with whites who don t feel
there is a "white racist" problem.

Also learned many things wrong with

CeAterville system that I wasn't aware of.

-10278
I do.-,not initiate conversations well, probably because I've never
had to.

I am still looking for approval from people that I don't know well.

That I can influence a group if I, by my words and actions, reveal
my true feelings and then take the initiative to make a proposal or move
to action.

-11279
6.

FOR THE NEXT WORKSHOP, I HOPE...
I am not sure.

was as

Some people I spoke to didn't think this workshop

good" as the first one, probably because it wasn't as emotional.

I do think it is harder to teach skills than to get people to react on
an emotional level.

I think I would like to see more skills developed,

but just what specifically - I am not sure.

(What about giving skills

on setting up in-training teaching programs - how to get teachers involved?)
I think what I truly want is a "cookbook" — if someone does this — you
do such and such and it will work out okay - but I know there is no such
thing!

that some black teachers would be involved and more real-life black-white
situations be explored and examined.

I hope in the next workshop we can deal with issues of what education
is in our town - the programs, band wagons, curriculum, school settings,
alternatives etc.

Open space education and desegregation, curriculum and

desegregation etc.

to be with the same group again.
them all working for a common cause.

bigger and better things!!

I feel a definite strength with

-12280

for more investigation of how black children learn.

How to change the

school and curriculum to fit their needs, rather than them to change to
fit the white - middle-class school.

for more concrete situations like the (faculty and staff) presentation
with some answers to take back.
workshop.

Some "Black" participation in our

I’d like to see some local workshops by you people for our

staff that doesn’t make it to UMass.

(Awareness type)

to get together with principals and plan next year.

we will have the opportunity to learn how to work with, react to,
help to lessen the resistance in the joining of forces, partly due to "prom¬
ises" over the years, we’re still quite far apart.

-13281
7.

AT THIS POINT IN TIME, HOW DO YOU SEE YOURSELF IN RELATION TO THE

RACE PROBLEM?
I see myself as being in a position to actively do^ something, but I
find myself keeping my mouth shut.

The other day when the head of rav

department said something to me about teaching next year about "Chlnkland",
I kept my mouth shut and didn’t say anything.

Afterwards I regretted

my silence, but decided I would have done the same thing all over again.
I would really like to actively d^ something but at this point I am
not sure what I want to or can do!

I see the beginnings of genuine concern and confidence that I
can do something positive in this area.

I am aware of the race problem and I'm beginning to see where I
can do something to make some other people aware of it, being aware is the
first basic step.
t

Still a ways to go, but so much more aware!!

At this point, I see myself willing to work to help bring sonm of my
colleagues to the point of awareness that I’m at - hopefully our next
5 workshops

(in-services)

in Centerville will hel£ do this - I feel I've come

a long ways - thanx for helping

open my eyes!

Aware of white racism and recognizing new examples of it every day.
Understand that school system need to be changed, but not sure how to do
it.

Very likely to speak up when others show a lack of awareness.

-14282
I am much more aware of our racism.

I am willing to sit down and

at least discuss a racism problem with another staff member and try to
exchange points of view and reasons.

I feel that I can do things in the

classroom to try to combat racism better than I can tell a racist staff
member.

I don't feel that I am a new white or that I will ever be one

completely.

I don’t feel that I can take the risks (job, family, etc.)

that some of the facilitators have taken.

point in time, it is something that I wake up every morning.
My concern is converting this awareness into some type of action or at
least somehow sharing it with others.

I feel a real comittment to the

race problem and I feel comfortable and confident discussing it with people.
I am finding prejudices within myself that I have to work on, but only
since the last workshop and a great deal of thought on the matter.

I see myself on the road to becoming emancipated from prejudice,
opinions and other racists' characteristics, but

biased

'insufficiently prepared

to handle the problems as I meet resistance, misunderstanding, unwillingness
to accept the fact there is a problem and in deference, claim that the
problem is greater somewhere else, and at the same time try to work out
problems with my black co-horts when I'm not sure whether I should take
Initiative to do some planning or whether by doing so I'm imposing
my white racist thinking.

All this is still a little nebulous.

When there

is a facilitator at my finger tips I can come to a fair rationale.

But some¬

times the urgency of situation does not permit all this amount of time
and I become confused.

I'd like some kind of continuum during the summer.
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READINGS GIVEN TO PARTICIPANTS
DURING THE TRAINING PROGRAM

BOOKS:
Institutional Racism In America, Knowles and Prewitt, 1969.
For Whites Only, Robert Terry, 1971.

ARTICLES:
"Definition And Analysis of White Racism," Steinberg.
"Reflections On Whiteness In A White Racist Society," Pat
Bldol.
"The Rightness Of Whiteness," Abraham Citron.
"Setting The White Man Free,"

Joseph Barndt

"The White Problem In America," Lerone Bennett, Jr.
Introduction to White Racism: Its History, Pathology and
Practice, Schwartz and Dlsch, 1970.
"The Art of Savage Discovery" and "Savage Discovery In
the Schools," from Blaming The Victim, William Ryan,
1972.
"Educators and The Racial Issue In Education," Benjamin
Solomon, Illinois Schools Journal, Vol. 48, No. 1,
Spring 1968.
"Racism In The Schools," from Resources For Social Change
II: A Guide For School Administrators, Education Change
Team, School of Education, University of Michigan, 1972.

APPENDIX C
Racism Module.Section 1, p. 285
Participant Responses.Section 2, p. 291
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INSTITUTE FOR DESEGREGATION RESOURCES
RACISM WORKSHOP
February 7-9, 1973

Before we can together deal with racism, we need to define it,
individually and collectively, so as to reach some common understanding
of what we mean by the concept.
To do this, we are asking you to complete the information requested
in the following module.
proceed at your own pace.

Each step is self-explanatory and you may
Please be as complete as possible at each step.

Your efforts will not only help you clarify your own definition of
racism, but will facilitate our effort as a group to reach a common
understanding of the issue we are dealing with.

Thank you for your

cooperation.

By design,

this data-gathering module is intended to help you

to systematically list elements which you feel are important, and also
which you feel are part of the concept of racism. PLEASE REMEMBER, THIS
IS YOUR CONCEPT,

so do not SHARE your views with anyone else while you

are constructing it.
Please use the attached NCR paper as you work through the module,
so that you can have a copy of your responses for later use this evening
and for your records, and so that you can turn an unsigned copy in to
the workshop staff.

This will give the staff data to help us In the

planning and Implementation of the training program.
YOUR NAME ON THE PAPER.

PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

PLEASE DO NOT PUT
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THIS IS THE FIRST OF THREE PARTS OF THE MODULE

Create in your mind a community where there are people, buildings,
institutions, etc., everything that is necessary to form a complete
community.

Now,

It is as real and as complete as you can possibly imagine.

in this community there is a great deal of racism.

As a

matter of fact, there is as much racism as you can possibly imagine in
any community.

Observe this community and write down everything that you see that
indicates to you that this community is the epitome of a racist community
Please list any and all of those things you observe on the paper provided

Be sure you have exhausted this process before proceeding.
just put down the first two or three things that come to mind.
everything out of it.

Don't
Get

When you feel you have completed this list -

PLEASE GO ON TO STEP

TWO.
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THE SECOND STiiP of the procedure is to construct a second mental
image or hypothetical situation.

Create in your mind another community

where there are people, buildings, institutions, etc., everything that
is necessary to form a complete community.

Again, it is as real and

as complete as you can possibly imagine.

Now,

in this community there is a complete absence of racism.

As

a matter of fact, there is no racism at all in this community.

Again, observe this community and write down everything you see
that indicates to you that there is a complete absence of racism.

Don' t

just write down the negative ends, or opposites, of things you wrote down
in Step 1.

Use this hypothetical situation to identify a wider range

of things or elements of this concept you have chosen.

Note:

AGAIN, PLEASE EXHAUST THE SITUATION.

When you feel there

is nothing more you can get out of this second situation,

GO ON TO THE NEXT STEP.
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The THIRD STEP in the procedure is harder.
back to your original hypothetical situations.

In this step, go
There may have been

things going on in those situations that you did not write down because,
at the moment, you did not think that they were part of your concept.
Re-examine all the things that you can find in the original situations
that you did not put down and seriously examine the implications of
them.

Do not go to the lists you made but rather, re-examine the situations.

[Here is an example, but it is out of the context of this particular
concept.

If a person were trying to define the concept, "success

in a job," he/she might see the job paying good money, but this item is
not written down.
in a job."
all,

It is not one of his/her listed dimensions of "success

However, if asked to imagine that the job pays no money at

ever, the person will usually at that point say, "Well, by not

putting it down I didn't quite mean ^ money.
and to live up to a certain point.

I need enough to exist

After that,it is not important as

a dimension of my concept of success in a job."

So the person then adds

to his/her list, "Money up to $10,000/year" or whatever level is being
thought about.]

In this step, then, look at the things that are going on which
weren't clearly evident the first time around.

List these things on

the paper provided.
[It is anticipated that, at this step, it will be much more diffi¬
cult to add to your list as most of your concept elements have already
been identified.

Please, though, be sure that you have exhausted this

process and have listed all items seen this way before you proceed.]
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You have completed the module.
paper from the original.

Please detach each copy of NCR

The second sheets will be collected when

everyone is finished.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
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INSTITUTE FOR DESEGREGATION RESOURCES
TRAINING PROGRAM FOR EDUCATORS
ON RACE REIJVTIONS

At the Cirst workshop of this Training Program In February, you filled out
a module that was not only useful in helping us all as a group to develop a
definition of racism, but also provided a base of information on everyone's
understanding of racism.
Now, we are asking you to complete the information requested in the follow¬
ing module.
pace.

Each step is self-explanatory and you may proceed at your own

Please be as complete as possible at each step.

similar to the one you did in February.)

(This module is very

Your efforts will provide information

that you will use later this evening, once everyone has finished.

Thank you

for your cooperation.
By design,

this data—gathering module is intended to help you to systematically

list elements which you feel are Important, and also which you feel are a part
of the concept of racism.

PLEASE REMEMBER, THIS IS YOUR CONCEPT, so do not

SHARE your views with anyone else while you are constructing it, and include
only those elements which are a part of your concept of racism.
Please use the attached NCR paper as you work through the module, so that
you can have a copy of your responses for later use this evening and for your
records, and so that you can turn an unsigned copy in to the workshop staff.
PLEASE DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THE PAPER.

PLEASE GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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al

16.75-1 15. 75
16

-1/2

Transportation

-1/2
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4

Amusement facilities
Segregated housing
Schools
Churches
Communication media

= .98

3/4

Separate newspapers, periodicals, and current events reporting
on the basis of race.

3/4

Separate textbooks and instructional supplies (AV, etc.).

2

People are tracked into adult occupations on the basis of race.

5

Once race, which is considered superior, does all decision
making for whole community and has all the status positions
in that community.

*3

The ’’superior" sincerely believe their position to be destined by
God and learn this at the "superior" church.
The ’inferior" believe themselves to be inferior and this is
systematically reinforced in their church.

3/4

Any "inferior" who get out of hand lose jobs, credit, and eventually
their freedom to move around in the "inferior" section of
community.

1

"Superior" can move around all over community, but the mobility
of inferiors is carefully regulated.

♦Comparative #2
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Whatever racial ratio prevails in the community can be seen
throughout the SES strata of that community.
For example, if the number of decision makers in the town were
added up and then broken down by race, you would come out with
something similar to the racial ratio of community—at-large.
The same would be said for the lower paying jobs, and also for
the housing patterns.
Schools, amusement places, communication media would all
show roughly the same ratio.
You would see a number of individuals of mixed blood.
be an accepted life pattern.

This would

Culture and life styles typical to each race would remain intact;
but you would now see a great diversity of patterns of behavior
and values within each race.

III.
0

Racist society: There are different money systems, one for the
higher living standard; one for the low.

3/4

There are different working hours in the week—the inferior work
longer hours.

3/4

There are different days off in general and different holidays
celebrated in different ways.
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a2
2-1 1
16

1.

= .06

Racist
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
-1/2
-1/2
3/4
3/4
-I/2

-1/2

-1/2
-1/2
1/2
0
1/2
-1/2

Segregated housing
Schools
Job opportunities
Churches
Public facilities
Stores
Industry
Radio stations
Recreation facilities

Inferior race is restricted in its movement—cannot go into
superior's turf without pass
Intermarriage is prohibited
Interracial sex is sanctioned only at prerogative of the superior
male
All mixed offspring are considered inferior
Different money s3^terns
Language patterns
Cemeteries

Non-Racist
Status positions occupied by people of different colors and in
directly proportionate ratio to the % of different people in the
community.
Ratio in the jails will reflect the same thing;also in the special
classes, housing, etc.
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bl

3.75
15

.25

I.
3/4

Racially segregated neighborhoods

3/4

Racially segregated schools

-1/2

Restaurants where races may not mingle

-1/2

Buses (school and regular public transportation) are such that
blacks and whites may not sit together.

3/4

"Colored” churches and "white" churches.

-1/2

In job applications, race must be indicated

-1/2

Interracial marriages are forbidden

-1/2

In the libraries, all literature written by Negroes is excluded.

3/4

The only jobs which minorities may hold are of a menial nature,
e.g., maid, cook, dishwasher in a restaurant, bellhop (in
segregated or all-white hotels), janitor.

-1/2

If there are any Negro teachers, they are assigned only to the
"black" school
(All this so far pertains to the obvious physical plant of this
community.)

3/4

There is, of course, an abundance of propaganda perpetrated re
"evils" of integration, etc. Much of this is subtle and damaging.

Neighborhoods aren't necessarily integrated, but people are
living where they choose, and [people] are attending public functions,
schools, etc., of their choice.
people feel comfortable in each other's presence, because of lack
of awareness of the influence any physical differences might have
on their functions as human beings.
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Only the true merits of persons and how they affect their fellow
man are regarded as important.
People are trying to achieve their right to the ’’pursuit of
happiness, ” and there's no pressure to attain ends which would
not make the people involved happy or which would cause anxiety.

Ill
3

1/2
-1

In the racist community, the white majority population would feel
inordi-pressures re success in fields in which they are expected
to excel (e.g. , higher ed., "professions").
Feelings of discomfort abound
(In thinking this over, the "racist" community just might be
majority black with a white minority!)
In the community with an absence of racism, there is a feeling
of community of humans—acknowledging distinctions between
races, national origins, etc.

1/2

In the racist group, there's a lack of communing; instead there
are factions—(warring) internally and externally.
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b2

11.25-1 10.25
15

.68

A Racist Community
3/4

This community is comprised of a totally one-race population.
Any person wishing to move in must be of the "master race. "
There must be no tinge of any other race in this community’s
inhabitants.

3/4

The job market is such that none of the management force is
able to mingle with the laborers.

3/4

Educationally, the schools, of course, are not integrated.

2

The textbooks are carefully chosen so that nothing complimentary
about any minority group (as related to this community’s built-in
majority) may be found.

2

1/2

The student body is not taught the principle of equality; rather,
they are forced into categories or caste-like situations.
Socially, "outsiders" are discouraged from mingling with the
citizenry.

3/4

Again class-consciousness develops.

3/4

Religion is not so much a God-centered function, but rather a
social function.

1/2

Again, love of neighbor and mutual understanding is not festered.

A Non-Racist Community
This is more difficult to construct once people enter into the picture.
This community has numerous representatives of races and ethnic
backgrounds.
People are totally unaware of differences in each other due solely
to race.
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Regardless of position in jobs, there is no difficulty due to color.
Educationally, a conscious effort is made to play up the differences
of various racial backgrounds.
Ne ighbordhoods are totally integrated—racially,economically,
socially.
Socially, people associate because of common interests.
There are a variety of religious institutions due to the diverse
backgrounds of the citizenry.
0

I didn't mention in the first situation what race inhabited the
community because I feel racism doesn't depend on what color
you are but on what color you're not.

3/4

Also, in the first hypothesis, the neighborhoods, of course, are
racially segregated (as there is only one race in the community),
but they're also economically and socially segregated.

-1/2
3/4

Local entertainments are segregated.
Films are carefully chosen to be of interest only to the predominant
race.

3/4

TV shows are monitored.

3/4

Newspapers are censored.
In the non-racist community, inter-marriage is neither encouraged
or discouraged.

2‘)8

c1

6.75
13

1.

.52

Racist Community
3/4

2

No members of minority groups in public positions except
teachers, police, etc.
All curriculum in schools geared to a specific class of people
ex. - geared to whites-geared to blacks

3/4

Housing problems for minority group

3/4

Restaurants serving only food of majority of population

3/4

Businesses run by members of majority population

2
3/4

Laws and city regulations designed to favor the majority
Jobs available to minority are low paying, etc.

-1

Members of minority groups who leave the minority never
return to help

-1

In certain situations, members of minority group are given
preference over members of majority

1/2

The use of derogatory terms toward members of minority by
members of majority is very evident.

3/4

Fraternal and religious organizations are closed to members
of minority

3/4

Opportunities for higher education are not available to members
of minority groups

11.

Lack of racism would indicate to me an honest, equal opportunity for all
members of a community to participate in all aspects of a community life
according to their abilities, desires and need^. Examples: 1. Job hiring
based on qualifications necessary for the position, 2. promotions based on
honest competition, etc., etc. etc.

All the ”pie in the sky things. ”
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III.

In Step II,I indicated "qualifications”—whose qualifications? Who
determines them?
Who forms desires ? Needs ?
In step I, I did not mention blacks specifics—minority could be white,
asian, Jewish, etc.
-1 All of these groups are guilty of racism.
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c2
13.50
15

= .90

I Racist Community
Very few minority group members in administrative positions in
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4

Schools
City government
Churches
Social organizations

2

Hiring practices in industrial and professional businesses leans
toward majority

2

Unions discriminate against minority groups in admission
polic ies

3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
2

Police-white majority
Fire—white majority
Teachers—white majority
Very few minority owned businesses
Social organizations very selective (racially)
School materials for learning make no attempt at objectivity with
relation to minority groups

2
-1, +3/4

Educational system geared to middle class objectives
There are no professional people or positive images for blacks,
etc. , to relate to

-1

Very ineffectual minority group leadership (obviously)

11 Non-Racist
Schools play a major role—the material displayed for educational
purposes does not stereotype a certain group or race
Members of the community may be segregated economically, but
this is a result of brain power or cleverness rather than color.
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There are professional men and women of all races
Many positive images—^but then again—a non-racist • community
does not have the need for strong positive images of any one race
Very difficult to imagine a non-racist community

III

In a non-racist community, there is not a need for strong
minority group leadership—Does the leadership make it non¬
racist? Or does the non-racist attitude preclude the need of
effectual leadership? Interesting question!
Can non-racism exist without racism
A non-ractist community cannot exist unless there is
present, racism
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dl

ZIO = -.56
18

I.
-1

3/4

First of all, there are defined neighborhoods where Blacks live—
ghettos.
These ghettos are the average, run-down ghettos with broken
windows, sub-standard housing, etc.

-1

The ghetto is the Black's territory—whites rarely go in there and
even rarer, live there.

-2

The ghettos breed separatism and racism against whites.

-1

-2

In the schools ( a small community—all students go to the same
junior and senior high schools) there is a great deal of separatism.
All the Blacks hang around together for security and to make
themselves seen and heard.
This separatism provokes comments from teachers to the tune of
"all Blacks are this and all Blacks are that. " These comments
indicate a great deal of racism.

-2

The Black students are aware of many of the teachers' attitudes
and act out the roles that are expected. These acts reinforce the
racist teachers' views.

-1

Because of this separatism. Blacks rarely know any whites during
school.

-2

And when they leave school—generally at 16—they go back to the
ghettos where they learn more separatism.

3/4
-1

Programs to help the Blacks don't help.
Blacks are suspicious of white "liberals" and other Blacks who are
"white. "

-2

Therefore, they do not respond to these programs.
racist community.

This is a

I don’t really believe there is such a thing as no racism in a
community, but if you want a response. . .
First of all, the community is all (not predominantly)
class or upper class.

upper middle-

The Blacks who live in this community have all played the American
game and have arrived—Black Horatio Algers.
As long as the Blacks fit the white image and are good integrationists,
there are no problems.
Of course, there are no poor people white or Black in this community.
And there is no racism.
The High School is named Martin Luther King, Jr., High School.
Things to be added:
In the Black neighborhoods whites own and control all businesses.
Few Blacks even work in these businesses.
Blacks perceive everything going to "Whitey. ”
To prove how tough they are Blacks threaten white students in the
schools.
Teachers reinforce the beliefs of other teachers about certain
students, i.e., ’’look out for so and so, he’s a real jerk (bastard,
slob, dummy, know-it-all, etc.).”
The teachers are constantly on guard and anxious, and at the lightest
hint of trouble come down hard on the student, further reinforcing
the Black students’ ideas of inferiority and SEPARATISM.
All the Blacks in the non-racist community are doctors, lawyers,
Indian Chiefs—none are garbage collectors and janitors. Don’t
ask me who does the menial work of the community-probably
the Puerto Ricans.
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d2

= .lA
24

3/4
3/4

Segregation housing areas
Black housing very bad-slums

3/4

Segregation in schools

-1
1/2

Students of other minorities are Anti-White
As well as students (white) are Anti-Black

3/4

No Blacks in any types of "white” collar jobs (lawyers, doctors,
businessmen)

3/4
3/4
3/4

Very few Black teachers
Very few Black Polieemen
Very few Black firemen, etc,

3/4
-1/2

Segregated churches
Stores

-1/2
-1/2

Movies
Restaurants

“1/2
-1/2
-1/2

Laundries’
Swimming pools
Beaches, anything of this type

-1
3/4
3/4

No positive images in schools for Black and other minority groups
to identify with such as teachers. Black History, etc.
Blacks have lowest paying jobs, demeaning jobs (as whites view
these jobs) janitors, garbage men, etc.

-1

Most racist aspect of this community—no way for Blacks to move
into white groups.
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II
First of all, for a community to have a ’’complete absence of
Racism, ” it must be an all-white WASP community (or all Italian,
all Polish, etc.) with everyone making the same amount of $.
There can be absolutely no differences of any kind among the people.
Therefore, you don’t have to worry about differences—in housing,
schools, or any aspect of the institutions.
All the people live in $70,000 homes, etc.
All menial jobs are done by people who do not live in the community,
but merely commute in to do the work.

Ill
-1

No way for Blacks to move into white housing areas—understood
among people will not sell to minority groups

l/2

Many clashes between white and Black school children.

2
3/4

Black students are treated unfairly—punished more harshly, etc.
No whites would go to a Black doctor—Black professional people
try to escape this extremely racist society

-1

No Blacks on any school sports teams !
is racist!)

(You know this community
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el

21.50-1
20.50
10

2.05

There are two groups in this community.
3/4

One group is rich and privileged

*(

)

They live in fine homes with beautiful lawns, painted and neat.

)

Their garbage is collected regularly.

1/2

The children appear to be happy.
)

5

They go to a new school.
Members of this group run the community; they collect the taxes,
they police the community, they make the decisions.

3/4
-1/2

*3

The other group lives in one section of town,
They are free to go to the rest of the town during the day if they
have service type jobs there.
Their homes are not well maintained, they are over crowded, and
they are expensive. The services provided, i.e., heat, plumbing,
are only minimal. Their homes are owned by members of the
other group.

***1
**3

4

Their schools are poor,
Their trash is not collected. The streets are dirty.
Other community services are rarely provided.
Members of the powerful community expect inferior intelligence
and skills, because they see how they live and fault them for it.
They blame them for their poverty, yet do all they can to reinforce
it.

They then refuse to see what they have done.

♦ Comparative #2
** Comparative #2
*** Comparative
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This community includes people with all physical traits, who are
accepted by each other to be worthy human beings because of their
characters and personalities.
Those who are energetic and ambitious can find ways of meeting
their goals.
There is a real freedom of choice in this community.
People do not have expectations of one another because of physical
traits, but know others only as one human being can know another.
Unpleasant situations are dealt with by examining the specific
facts.
There is no stereotyping, name-calling or side issues.
All people are free to participate in the operation of the town;
policing, services, education, etc.
All persons have power and the opportunity to be heard.

4

Members of this privileged group treat and respond to the other
group because of their physical traits, and for no other reason.
They say the minority is inferior because of the poverty, the filth,
the lack of skills, when these are only a result of their treatment.
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e2

20.50
10

2.05

1.
*7.50

The majority population, white, has the power in this community,
and uses their power to subjugate the minority population, black.

3/4

The people in government are white

3/4

The middle and upper classes are white,

2

**3

Everywhere in the community there is only evidence that whites
live there, that is pictures, advertisements, etc., only show white
people
Housing patterns are based on color, whites having a choice and
blacks limited to certain areas

3/4

The education in basic skills of blacks is inferior

3/4

Blacks are only allowed to have certain jobs.

-2

The whites feel justified in believing in their own superiority because
blacks are poor, lazy and uneducated.

II,

In this community, people with different physical and cultural
traits are seen as acceptable.
A person's worth is determined by his success as an individual.
People are seen as individuals, not as only part of a larger group.
Since individual needs are met, children receive quality education.
Adults obtain jobs they are qualified for.
The money and power of the community is spread among people of
all physical traits.

* Comparative #5
Comparative #2
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It is not that all people are seen as the same, the '■lifferences are
recognized as part of a person's physical make-up, but the population
of this community see and deal with each other as individuals.

Ill
4

The white superior population has built into its institutions things
that reinforce and support its own feeling of superiority, so that he
doesn't always have to examine questions—answer in terms of white
superiority. He knows that white is best and right, doesn't our
language and other verbal communication support this—white is
pure, clean, etc. Black is negative, dirty, etc.

3

Is there any evidence that might make the white person question his
values ? Aren't all powerful and rich people white? The white
person never has to question Ms existence and values.
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fl
20.50
14

3/4

1.A6

All the menial jobs in the community are ^one by minority members.

3/4

Schools are segregated

1/2
1/2

Minority groups and members are not allowed to use public
restaurants
Stores

1/2

Transportation, etc.

1

All whites live in one area; minorities in another, usually in run¬
down areas.

2

Minority areas do not receive the attention of public services,
such as waste disposal, street cleaning, etc.

3/4

There are no parks and outdoor activity areas where the minorities
live,

3/4

All public officials, both elected and hired such as policemen,
firemen, etc., are white.

2

Segregated schools have inferior materials and texts.

People of all races share the same things.
and frustrated feelings between races.

There are no bitter

Homes, jobs, transportation, schools are all shared without
being obvious of the sharing. It is done naturally, in a totally
unrestrained way.
There is no thought of being different.

4

Minority homes are not only run down, but rents are much higher,
thus a greater amount of money must be used for living expenses
which comes from a lower income—which is what most of the
more menial jobs pay.
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4

Because transportation is not as available, people must buy food
and clothing in a neighborhood store which is more expensive than
in a large department or discount store.

2

There is more illness in the minority community, as health
standards and facilities are lower.
There is a shortage of medical help, as there are no doctors in the
area.

4

Crime is much rampant because of the lack of money, lack of places
and things to do and go to. Children loiter and become bored with
nowhere to go, nothing to do.
There are more children on the streets because of the high percentage
of drop-outs.
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I.
3/4

Segregated schools

3/4

Ghetto neighborhoods

3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4

Unequal opportunities for minorities in employment
Worship
Housing
Education
Public conveniences

3/4

Inappropriate advertising

II.
All housing is equal (as far as appearances being neat, clean, etc.)
De-Segregation (sic) is evident in all phases of life.
City officials and professional people have minority people among
them.
Schools have materials for all children.
^Children walk hand in hand with each other—minorities are invited
home for dinner to a white child’s and spends the night, maybe.
Social events are held with minorities and whites present.
that ever happen?)

(Does

Good job employment vacancies for third world people.
*If all children are so accepting of each other, then there has to be
good things going on! Parent’s attitudes have to be accepting in
order to have children feel this way.
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III.
1/2

There’s a lot of hard feelings between whites and majorities

3/4

Minor flare-ups occur and there have been two riots during
the summer

1/2

High school students are getting arrested a great deal for being
involved with fights.

3/4

Many young minorities are getting in trouble with the law.

3/4

They are unemployed, with nothing to do.

3/4

Crime is high, especially burglary.

3/4

Living conditions are very poor in the ghetto area.

2

Public facilities are lacking.

Some street lights have been broken

for over a year.
-2

Trash is thrown on the streets.

3/4

Rats are prevalent

3/4

There are many more deaths in the ghetto area.

3/4

Alcoholism and drug problems are very high.

2

There are no medical and dental facilities in the ghetto.

2

Doctors and dentists overprice black patients in order to discourage
their coming.
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5.75
8

I.

.72

A racist community
1

Sections of the community that are for whites and blacks to live
in separately.

3/4

Separate schools

3/4

Separate stores to shop in

3/4

People go to either a black or white church

1/2

Children only play with kids of their own color.

1/2

People of different colors don’t communicate with each other—
done't even try to know one another.

1/2

In business, blacks go to their jobs and whites to theirs.

1

In this community, there is a line that no one crosses because of
color. If you ’re black you stay on the black side, and if you’re
white, you stay on the white side.

II,

In this community there is no mention of color because everyone
is on an equal basis.
As children grow up there is no prejudice though because their
parents never instill color separation.
They are taughtto love one another and try to help each other
when in need.
No one has to strive for power because each person is everyone s
concern.
People greet each other on the streets.
And [people] go to the same schools, churches, places of
employment, etc.
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III.

If a black person were running for a political office, he did have
people of both white and black races backing him financially, etc.
If a black family moved into an all-white neighborhood, people
would feel secure enough to accept these people and not try to sell
their houses and move into another all-white neighborhood.
When children get emotionally involved because of friendships,
parents can accept these situations and not break them up.
Black people can more easily get assistance from banks to set
up their own businesses.
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I.

Racist Community
1

3/4
5
3/4

II.

1.59

White community—best housing
Black community—what's left
Business owned by white majority
White power structure in government
Social clubs—whites; blacks

2

Schools run by whites—using white standards

2

Library—other institutions (white standards—power in hands of whites)

1/2

No common meeting ground for people of different cultures so that
they can get to know each other

3/4

Churches—white, black populations

Non-Racist Community
When you move into a neighborhood—you can expect to see beyond
the color of white
If there is a family (3rd world) every white doesn't start to move out.
If you're striving to own a business-banks will help you judging
your character, not your color.
When you're in church and the priest, rabbi, or minister talks
about brotherhood—you can really understand it because you just
don't see white faces around you.
The political structure gives a fair share to all people

not just

letting a certain few get ahead.
Everyone has a chance to get to the top because they'll have backing
from the power.
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-1/2

Police station—two waterfountains; one labelled ’’black" and the
other "white. ’’

-1/2

Service station, three (3) bathrooms; one labelled ’black" one
"men, ’’ and "women or ladies. ’’

-1/2

People walking towards each other down street, the black steps off
the sidewalk to let the white pass.

1/2
-1/2

Children playing—^black with black; white with white.
Movie theater—separate seatings for black; these are not cushioned
as the white seats.

1/2

Librarian soft spoken answers to white children’s questions, snappy
to black.

3

School—harsher treatment or punishment to black students than
whites—more privileges for white children.

3/4

Neighborhoods segregated—the poorest homes house people of
a minority race.

2
-1/2

Double standards inlaws, rules, etc.
Those of minority race not permitted in public buildings, separate
parks—that of majority race is better equipped.

-1/2

Churches segregated either by seating or congregation.

II.
People chatting freely on sidewalk or

? ?_, both black and white.

Black and white both treated courteously in stores, public buildings,
etc.
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Teenagers of different nationalities dating—dancing or bowling or
going to movies together
Children all playing together, black, white, boys, girls.
Sunday, all persons of all races attending worship services
together.
Girl Scout Troops, Brownies, Cub Scouts, etc., composed of
children of all ethnic backgrounds.
Teenagers get jobs in banks, stores, training; these of all races.
Loans made available to any students who want to go to college
Equal job opportunities, offered on ability only

III.

3/4

Standards of living unequal
Who attends cultural programs ?
What type foods offered in white - black neighborhood stores ?
Are insurance rates equal? If not, why?
Are different or segregated schools equal in materials available ?
Services rendered? The school plant?
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3/4

In this community there is evidence, via housing area, of two
define (sic) economic factions.

1

The better homes and lawns belong to the "whiteys”; the slum area
is inhabited by blacks and other 3rd world people.

2

In the poverty stricken area the grocery stores (and clothing) are
to be found items much higher priced than in the other (same item),

2

Credit is not readily available to those of the Third World community
dwellers while those of the white can readily obtain credit.

2

These differences are also to be found on the employment scene.
Where two applicants are interviewed for a job, same qualifications,
the qhite person gets it before the Black.

3/4

In the card shops are to be found cards with only white people on them.

3/4

And magazines that cater to Third Worlders are not sold (even
though such garbage as Playboy may well be on the stands).

2

The newspapers, when telling of a crime or misdemeanor mention
the person's race, if not white.

2

The government caters to the whites in their laws as well as law
enforcement.

2

The assessed value of homes is not fair.

2

The penalties o£ breaking a law more harsh on those Third Worlders;

2

Trash pickup not as frequent or orderly.

2

The schools in the poor section of the community are staffed with
new or incompetent teachers

2

School plant not as adequate, facilities, texts, and supplies are
limited.
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*3

Recreation for those poorer areas is limited to movies and a few
bars; maybe a bowling alley (most likely not).
The other section has civic centers, stadiums, large parks,
museums, etc., the admission price is high enough to discourage
those of slum community from attending.

*3

Hospital care is better for those of white society while Third
Worlders have to wait for hours to be seen in a clinic and then
is treated rudely and inhumanely. Hospital stay service and care
is better for the ’’whites. ”

.

1 1

In this second community the areas are still different with a
definite wealthy and middle class. The slums are almost non¬
existent.
Schools are community wide with same texts, and supplies and
funds available to all schools.
Staffing is equal—not so one-sided—if possible.
Those who work with disadvantaged get more materials.
There is equal application in matters of the law, each person
being tried for the crime only.
Housing and jobs are available to those qualified,

one criteria

not being color skin but actual qualifications.
Advertising, texts, magazines are illustrated with people of
all races.
Credit is available on ability to pay

the only evaluation being

on financial standing.
All are ready to vote and take part in government.

* Comparative #2
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-2.25
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il

I.
-1/2

All black and white facilities seperate (sic) churches with signs
Blacks Only - Whites Only

-1/2

Black people walking in street; whites on sidewalk

1/2

White and black couple punished for liking each other

-1

Black families ashamed of liking white and being with white ones
and vice versa,

-1/2

White and Black children taught in school to hate each other for
their physical differing traits.

3/4

The obvious ones.

White children taught to think all blacks are dumb and can’t learn
as much as they can,

-1
0

IL

Blacks believing they are superior.
All of this with neither group wanting to even like each other.

At one time I would have said
people would have intermarried so
there were no physical differences and therefore no one would be
prejudiced because we would have all been alike. But now I
leve
that something else would just become important and without
changing peoples feelings prejudice would just take another form.
[y perfect community would have people accepting each other s
eaknesses and strengths and pimply pulling together. Liking e
ther for certain things and disliking the same person for other
easoL and b:‘ag frank enough to be able to live with those feeUng
,nd to be able to verbalize them and still feel good.
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III.
-1/2

1/2

Ministers in those churches preaching hate of other races.
Children in church learning how to hate because this seems
to be a learned process, i.e., My kindergarten children didn't
seem to see black-white—but this year I taught 2nd and 3rd
grade and they do and they learned it like they use militant
slogans that don't apply in a situation but sound "cool. "
Black people being hurt and degraded constantly.
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^

23

12

I.
1

The town is split whites live in one section,

blacks live in another.

1/2

All facilities public and private are kept seperate (sic).

1/2

All social interaction and personal interaction is openly discouraged.

-

5

1/2

Whites control the black section sublty (sic) through black "yes"
men or black whities.
Although the children sometimes want to play together the parents
subtly teach the racist feelings that control the town.

2

Racism is taught as an undercurrent in the schools and

2

Churches,

1/2

"Things like”it’s o,k, to be nice to black people but don't invite
them to our parties or into our homes. Just let them think we like
them so they won’t get out of hand, "

1/2

The blacks are treated like garbage men.

1/2

They're nice enough so (sic) say hello to ^but they’re dirty and stupid
so don't really have much to do with them—they don’t count, they re
not important.

II.

People, all colors, are aware of each other’s feelings and react
positively to each other truthfully and sincerely.
There is a multi-ethnic mix socially and personally within the
community and the schools, homes and churches have openly tried
to point out the positive attributes of the seperate (sic) ethnic
groupes (sic) and are aware and proud of each other’s qualities.
The local government and all "power" positions are run by a multi¬
ethnic group and there is not one particular race of people that
calls the shots.
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III.

3/4

2

I want the evident atmosphere "to be blacks are alright in their
place, " but never allowing a place for them anywhere in the
society. At least if they had "their place" as in the south it is
easier to live, the overt is easier to accept and doesn’t hurt as
much, but here little is overt, there is a subtle undertone of
surface friendliness but not social acceptance.
Although employers claim jobs are open to "all" people the blacks
always end up sweeping the floor and cleaning the equipment and
the whites are always their bosses.
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jl

In this community the minorities are bused to school.

-1

The minorities all live in the same neighborhood

3/4

They are given certain jobs—not all jobs are open to them.

3/4

Only certain real estate is available to be purchased by them.

3/4

Money—(loans-personal and business, a problem) and credit
because of being a minority

3/4

Great many people on welfare

3/4

Many blue collar crimes

3/4

High rate on drugs

-1

Invitations from private groups are very few or just unavailable
to these minority groups.

3/4

High rate of alcohol intake

3/4

Poor diets

3/4

Poor housing

3/4

Not many minority groups or peoples holding professional jobs

0

No beauty parlors for blacks must use their own

0

No barber shops for black men must use their own shop in
neighborhood.

3/4

Few minority groups holding law enforcement jobs

-1

Attending their own churches and social groups

-1

Because of the cultural difference consuming different foods

32G

0
-1

Minorities in groups (students)

-1

No social interaction with white students in school

3
3/4
1
3/4
-1
3/4

XI

Stores carrying foods (used in) their culture

White not studying about the black culture and only their own
No creative arts programs—such as arts and music
No recreation facilities or programs for minorities—only for whites
High rate of truency and drop-outs in school
Dislike towards white in community
No black teachers hired

Blacks living in white neighborhoods
Blacks attending same churches
Blacks attending the same social function and club
Owning their own business
Equal number of blacks serving on police force
Equal number of black teachers in school systems

no bussing

Blacks and whites attending same schools
No discrimination in job hiring
No discrimination in project living (students)
Store carrying same foods
White beauty shops and barber shops accepting blacks
Good recreational facilities and programs {or black children

A good opportunity for black professional men and women
Black studies taught in the schools
Community accepting the contribution of arts and music of
the black culture
Understanding of black values and no comparing of values
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I.
3/4

The police force would be all white

3/4

No blacks on the city council or holding high positions in the
community such as Mayor, etc.

3/4

No black presidents of local banks

3/4

No black dentists, doctors or lawyers practicing here.

3/4

No black school committee members

3/4

Less than 10% black teachers hired

3/4

Superintendent of schools is white

3/4

Children are bussed long ways to attend school

3/4

Unbalanced class rooms (more whites than blacks)

3/4

All blacks live in run down housing projects, with poor facilities

3/4

Neighborhood and streets in area are cluttered - unkept,

3/4

High rate of delinquency and drugs in this area and many blue
collar crimes

3/4

Most all blacks are on welfare

3/4

Only jobs available are low paying manual jobs such as waiters,
street cleaners, garbage men, etc.

-1

No blacks live in the middle class area of this community and
blacks only socialize with blacks.

-2

Loan sharks are prominent, because blacks are a bad credit risk
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2

-1
1/2

No black president of local banks and loan company and banks
will not give down payment for homes or small business loans
to any blacks.
Blacks have their own social clubs to attend
Blacks and whites do not date or marry

II
In this community many blacks live in middle income
neighborhoods
Children both black and white are seeing (sic) playing together
and attending the same schools
Schools are equally balanced with Blacks and whites
There are several minority guidance teachers
There are black teachers teaching on elementary and secondary
levels
There are several black principals serving in the school system
along with twenty-five percent of the school committee being black
There are several black doctors, lawyers, and other professional
people here
The city council has blacks serving on it and department of public
works is making it a policy to hire blacks.
The police force has blacks and they are patroling (sic) all areas.
They are friendly and respected by the community for doing a
fine job
Black and white children attend the same community centers
Blacks and whites belong to the same yatch (sic), golf and tennis
clubs
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Blacks and whites attend the same church services
All jobs are open to minorities as well as whites.
qualified is hired—no race or color

The best

Blacks and whites are not discouraged about dating and marrying.
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27
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I
4

All minority groups are concentrated in one or two areas of the
community.
There is no busing so all minority groups attend two schools

4

High rate of welfare because of job discrimination

3/4

2

No minority group members in any community offices (board of
education, etc.)
Few minority group members on police force—those on force
patrol only minority neighborhoods

3

No education of white children about any cultural differences
other than their own

-1

Minority groups attending only their own church or place
worship

3

No existence of minority culture in white (or existing majority)
community—no minority arts, music, fashion, with one or two
"exceptions to the rule, "

5

No minority group members are in a political position to make
decisions or to have influence on what is decided for their group’s
needs (institutional racism)

1/2

Inter-relations of existing community youth with youth of minority
group (male or female) not acceptable social behavior

l/2

Intermarriage, only for those who choose to live as outcasts

3/4

High rate of school drop-outs in minority groups

3/4

Two percent college bound

3/4

High rate of crime within minority community sometimes reachmg
out to other areas. Also drugs present in minority community

Possible Muslim groups in minority community or other nationalistic
groups
In stores, and public places, obvious distinctions for minority
groups
No minority publications available in newstands or stores
In school books—no minority groups pictured

Schools are intergrated—there is not long trip busing
No discriminations made in housing projects or land acquisation
Intermarriage accepted as marriage, with children accepted,
from these marriages
Children are taught about all cultures with respect to differences.
In books the U.S. is not only white people.
Minorities in position to make decisions for their group
Religious places—no discrimination
Low crime rate in comparison
In society—appreciation of cultural contributions
Equal opportunity for class movement (up or down)
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47.25
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1.89

k2

I.
5

One race having power in decisions over another.

*7.50

2

White in all power pesitions where decisions are being
made for the needs of the minority—minority has no say
in these decisions
Decisions are geared toward their values

6

White income is considerably more due to education and job
discrimination—minority income about 1/4

3/4
3/4
3/4

Housing—^white live in rural areas
High priced homes for many
The majority own their own homes, cars, boats, etc.

3/4
2

have credit and buying power
Minority lives in low income housing owned by whites—own nothing

+3

Whites have all chances of going on to higher education minority
because of the way the institution is set up has no chance

2

High drop out rate for minority because of low self-esteem,
irrelevant education^—racist white teachers

2
3/4

II.

High rate of crime—due to off balance of economy
High rate of drug abuse and dealing

Cultural Racism
3/4
2

No minority magazines sold (cards, art)
Only white cultural values accepted—white in control of what is
culturally valuable

♦Comparative #5
-fComparative #2
♦♦Comparative #4
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3/4
2

“1
2
3/4

No minority music or drama in media
Educational media—contains myths of minority culture, and
all other non-white cultures—irrelevant to minority child
Religion—all.iminorities congregated in one church
Religion-all white—biblican characters
Children go to segregated schools

2

Those who hire for staff hire less competant (sic) teachers
for minority school

3

Prejudices and myths about minority groups exist in majority
members of white community

Paternalism
2

Tokenism exists—^token member of minority is given a white
valued position or break

Also
3/4
-1

Nationalistic groups may form in minority community
Minority may be so oppressed that they accept - and believe what
white majority has set for them as their place in the community

II.
Minority allowed in all decision making about their community
and their needs—some may be mutual values—some may not.
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3/4
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All public offices are held by members of the majority group

3/4

The greatest number of un employed are from the black race or
another minority group.

-I/2

Members of black race or minority groups are barred entrance
from restaurants
Theaters
Recreational functions

-1/2
-1/2
2

Teachers cup their mouths when talking about certain children—
black and other minority groups including low-income whites—or
slower learners. Teachers twist the chins of black children but
not white—accuse black children of being lazy. Some teachers
think that a black child with some emotional problem needs to be
removed from the public school before the plan that has been
made for him or her has been given a chance to work and these
thoughts are expressed strongly around,

-2

The local TV station puts on a contest—invites both white and
black to participate. White person always wins because black
contestant does not have the ability to compete is not familiar
with the objects (or whatever).

-1

A black teacher has been placed in each of the public schools so
that she or he can be an identity person for the black children.
Some of these black people have no such desire they prefer to
appear to be white. Nobody seems to be able or want to do any¬
thing to rectify this.

1/2

Much talk at street corner gatherings, in shops, stores, etc., about
all the black people on welfare and about their dishonesty and
laziness. Suggestion made that they ought to be shipped back to
Africa where "they belong. "

1/2

Teacher suggests "let's put this little fellow in an Afro dance.
ought to be good at that. "

He

33R

II.
Jobs and public offices are shared on an equal basis.
All people are free to move wherever safe and desirable
All people are equally protected
The dignity of every human being is respected
People with problems—effort is ardently made to understand
them and to help each one to help himself.
In school teachers are trying to erase their own prejudices,
learn more about the problems of minority groups and are
trying to treat the individual needs with understanding and
fairness.
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12

3/4

Poorer housing blocked“off in one section for minority groups

-1/2

Swimming pools, parks, etc., used by white children only.

-1/2

Theaters, one for minority groups, one for other whites

3/4
-1/2

All officials white
Stores for 2 groups

3/4

Also churches

1/2

White kids bullying other children chasing them away from their
restricted areas

3/4

A museum with pictures ridiculing minority groups, openly or
s ubtly.

1/2

Cupping of hands around the mouths by teachers, nurses, officials,
etc. , as minority children or people walk by.

3/4

Large relief lines or unemployment lines comprised of minority
people (World III)

l/2

Bus drivers charging at black children on the school bus, blaming
them for all disturbances

3/4

Hearing such remarks from "educators” as, "The trouble with the
black kids is they know they're black. "

1/2

A few people trying to improve the situation but giving up due to the
futility of it all

3/4

No black doctors, teachers or professional people

3/4

All menial tasks occupied by minority group people

3/4

people ot middle class and upper classes seeing the community as a
utopia.

3.38

II.
I can see everyone as happy as one can be in a real world, given
the accidental differences. Happy because they have been accepted
for their own worth and human dignity.
There is equal opportunity in the literal sense rather than just
spoken words or tokenism.
A community where we accept the moving ahead of other people
because they have the right as much as we.
Where children play with one another freely and not influenced by
racist parents.
Fair pky for a fair job for everyone.
Jobs spread out to all groups.

III.
3/4

Pay variations

3/4

A tone of sadness discontent leading to mob scenes fighting,
frequent disorders.

3/4

Many more blacks in jail and many of them breaking out

3/4

Hospital services—different—^blacks, et al., have to wait.

3/4

No lawyers for minority people
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15.50
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1.55

ml

I.
1

Blacks and other minority groups all live in low income
housing projects
Whites live in clean, well-kept neighborhoods with the nice
"white picket fence surrounded houses."

1
3/4
1

Whites go to one school, blacks to another
All high city officials are white
White schools are modern, fully equipped; black schools are
antiquated and ill equipped

2

Teachers, principals, and administrative personnel are all white;
janitors, duty aides are black.

II.
Everything is just beautiful.

Everyone is happy.

People don’t complain about what they’re doing or how they’re
doing it.
They all work well together.
Equality for all.
Absolutely no discrimination!
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III
2

Differentiate between who can get things on credit and who can't.

3/4

Certain students who are chosen for school activities because of
their color or creed

2

Whites have certain services provided for them whereas whites
don't. Could be sanitation pick-up, visiting nurse services

4

Blacks wouldn't be able to run for public office because they
wouldn't have the funds to support their campaigns; or for that
matter, get many people to support them. Their ideas are
considered to be misinformed ones and they can't get much backing
at all.

1

No busing in the white school districts—all nice walking neighbor¬
hood schools
Black have to be bused.
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3/4

Blacks live in slums; rent-controlled housing or government
funded projects

0

They are of course all run down and filthy!

3/4

All high official jobs are held by whites

3/4

White schools—new, modern, fully equipped

3/4

All white teachers

2

Inadequate garbage collection for Blacks.

2

Medical services at hospitals are minimal.

2
-1/2
2

Police protection—poor
Not allowed to ride in certain vehicles, i.e., buses
Unable to get loans from banks

2

Can’t get credit at stores.

2

Can’t take out mortages for houses.

3/4

Blacks unable to get good paying jobs

3/4

Also, can’t get jobs which would give them esteem and self-pride

3/4

Blacks unable to join clubs and organizations because of their color
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II
Black and white families would be living together in the same
neighborhoods.
Attending the same schools
Mixing together socially without any inhibitions whatsoever
In the schools there are black teachers
Famous Blacks are observed
The school library is filled with all sorts of books, filmstrips
and other AV equipment about Blacks
Blacks are accepted wherever they go and whatever they do
Some Blacks would even have higher positions and would be
earning more $ than some of the whites
There would be no need to have workshops to make white people
aware

III
4

Blacks would be unable to obtain $ to get mortgages on homes or
might not be able to get a house even if they did have the $

2

Blacks wouldn't be in high government positions because they
wouldn't have the $ to fund their campaigns
$ seems to be a factor in the difference between the racist &
non-racist, although not always.
The attitudes of the people have to be gradually changed
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nl

I
2

To the onlooker it might seem a ’’normal” community, but on
a closer inspection one would see institutional racism on all

2
2

levels from politics,
to bus iness
to schools

5

The blacks would be seemly content and having power, but
there would always be white control

2

The people would be subtle towards blacks, one would see
a more covert rather than overt form of racism

3/4

The worst concept and thing that makes this community the
epitome of racism, is the fact that they don’t think it exists
and that they are all working together and living in a good
community with no racial problems

11
This community works together white and black as one
Each person is accepted as a human 1st, color—not at all
Black and white have control together, not a Black token and a
white controller
When a community works together in all facets for the better¬
ment of all, disregarding race and working in an honest
atmosphere to themselves it will be absent of racism
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I
*7.50

In a completely racist community all the power structures lie
with the whites. If there are any minority groups in this
community, they have no power.

2
2

Their schools
Work

2

Community events are all based on white middle-class values

4

Because this is a racist town, it does not mean that there are a
lot of riots or that violence and racial tension are prevalent. The
minority people that live there could be seemingly happy. They
realize that they cannot escape so why try.

4

In this community I see subtle racism.
to be desegregated but not really.

Everything would appear

2

Open housing really would not be "open” to all

2

Children would be tracked through school-labeled sometimes
unjustly

3/4
3/4
3/4
5

Jobs
Housing
Schools would all show subtle effects of racism
The basic problem, lies in the power structure and until that
is changed racism will exist.

II
The non-racist community has both whites and minorities involved
in the power structure.
The values of the townspeople are not just white-middle class

♦ Comparative #5

345

All the people are sensitive to everyone's values and customs.
Power has to come on all levels for minorities not just a token here
and there. They must be involved in community planning,
educational programs, big and little businesses. They must share the
power on all levels.
It seems that when power structures and (sic) divided and shared
and people have and (sic) understanding attitude toward one
another and that'ivhite is not right" then a non-racist community
could exist.

Ill
I think I completed 1 and 2
I feel drained—
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01

I.
3/4

Certain people are refused housing. The housing they do receive
is poorly kept and costs a great deal.

3/4

They are being cheated out of equal education.

l/2

They are told they are not as good, their brains are smaller,
they're the lowest from of man,

2

They are being made to practice birth control, eventually
hoping for total extinction

2

The food they can afford is not substantial for a healthy person

3/4

The jobs they are allowed to have keeps the family split throughout
most of the waking hours—weakening from within

2

The only relaxation practiced is to totally remove their minds
from this situation through some stimulation (drugs, etc.)
controlled by those in power.

0

Males and femals are made to feel not good enough for each other,
again weakening from within,

II
The people in this community are made aware of the differences
of people in a positive way.
Ethnic communities or neighborhoods are proud of their heritage
and differences and display it in festivals, concerts, art exhibits,
etc.
Shops display and sell many novelties from these various
communities.
Schools make their children aware, through the curriculum,
about the differences in people (through cooking, clothes, languages,
games, etc.)
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Everyone in this community seems to want to incorporate a little
of each ethnic group to flavor their own life

III
I think I was too general in the first place and now ? ? ? I think
my mind is being a blank.
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I
0

This community has shopping centers, homes, churches,
courthouses, schools food stores, etc.

0

The community is obviously racist by its illimination (sic) of
any minority group

5

All the power was (is) held by the majority people

3/4
5
- I

5

-1

4

Minorities are excluded from every office position
Decisions are made for them
They have no identity because they are learning the history
of the majority people
This minority group is being told it is free and equal, but
in reality the group is very captive and kept in check.
Because of the racist stereotyping this group has no positive
self-image and never felt capable of attaining the power of the
majority
Everything this community stands for is a lie because the
community professes one thing and lives another. (I hate doing
this !)

People in this community are very fair and live their philosophies.
These people practice living with and looking at people as human
beings. Public officials are in office because of their meritt (sic).
People in general have a more positive self-image because they
are all more a part of the workings of the community
The job market is bigger just because of the greater and various
input.
*I feel this module does not show what or how I’ve grown through this workshop.
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I
1

Segregated low income housing within the core of the community—
individually owned one-family houses surrounding but not in the
community.

1

Jobs (menial) filled by minorities, high-level jobs for whites only.

3/4

Antiquated school buildings with a total minority enrollment—with
only white teachers

3/4

Run-down "ghettos" for minorities

2
3/4

Sanitation (garbage, etc.) facilities bare minimum
Pdice~all white.

1/2

Separate service facilities—hospitals, transportation, etc.

3/4

Fire Department-all white

3/4

Government representation —none for minorities

-

2

3/4

2
1/2

-

Stores in ghetto (an enclave) with overpriced, shoddy merchandise—
easy credit
Liquor stores abounding
Everything white owned
Like Hitler's "star of David" armbands—high visibility of blacks
identify same; they must carry cards to move from one area to
another.
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II
What I envision is pluralism or tribalism
Each group living side by side
Each involved in their own culture—not one trying to supplant
the other's with their own
If one wishes to choose to adopt or blend cultures—fine
Interracial marriage as common as uni-racial marriage now
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2

Police controlled by majority group

2

Money controlled by majority group

2

Churches controlled by majority group

2

Political structure controlled by majority group

2

Unions controlled by majority group

2

Mass media controlled by majority group

2

Education controlled by majority group

2

Military controlled by majority group

2

Employment controlled by majority group

2

Value system controlled by m ajority group

II
I envision a non-racist society to be pluralistic.

p2
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I
3/4

High percentage of ''whites”

0

Little variety in religious institutions

0

Expensive stores and homes

0
0

Well-dressed population
Expensive cars

II
Mixture of peoples—Blacks, Whites, etc.
Various types of religious institutions
Variety of stores (foods, etc.)
Variety of dress
Various kinds of landscape, decoration, etc., in homes
Many kinds of cars.
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1
2

The entire city government is controlled by one race of jxjople,
in this case let's say "white. "

3/4

The entire law enforcement personnell (sic) is white.

2

3/4
2

The entire financial structure is controlled by "white" bankers
and financers (sic).
The entire business community is "white" owned
The entire school system is controlled by white administrators
and teachers

3/4

All social clubs are white—from "taverns" to "golf clubs. "

3/4

The overwhelming amoutn of property is "white" owned.

3/4
2

Even the billboards have nothing but white people on them.
The local press is white owned

2

The local radio station is very white oriented.

4

It's just like Qceanview

1/2

The attitude of the people toward each other is bad.

There is

only tolerance of each other.

I see an even distribution of all the "things" 1 mentioned previously.
But I also see an acceptance by everyone of those things.
The attitude is what 1 visualize as being more important.
If even distribution of wealth and power were to happen upon the
snap of a finger and become a reality, I'm not quite sure people,
especially whites, could handle it.
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III
In this non-racist community I see
Intermarriages
Third world businessmen, lawyers, doctors, professionals,
treating and servicing the entire population as the whites do now
I see a respect for art and culture shared by all men.
I see everyone getting a fair shake but I feel a unity.
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I
3/4
1
-1
1

3/4

Segregated housing
Economic division of classes—high-white low
Black separatism in schools
Industry that employs mostly blacks as blue collar— whites —
administration
Poor housing—us—luxury

1/2

No social mingling

1/2

Isolationism

II
Lack of housing segregation
Lack of separatism in schools
I realize now how intangible the racist question is—there is little
outward difference—the real question is the people.
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I.
3/4

Segregated housing

3/4

Churches

3/4

Schools

3/4

Social clubs

1

-1+3/4

3/4
2

0

Noticeable economic differences in each segregated unit (i. e., a
wealthy suburb and a ghetto area).
Concentration of minority groups in the economically and culturally
deprived area
Groups of young men unemployed—minority groups changing on corners.
Loan shark and high interest credit interests and over-priced-poor
quality shops scattered about the poorer area
The other aspects 1 can think of are intangible ones.

The elements I noted in part 1 are visible signs of racism. The
visible signs of a non-racist community could only be, according
to my imagination, a society of a socialistic nature wherein
conformity reigns.
A non-racist society is so foreign tome that my ability to describe
it is just as foreign.
So much of our economy and our social determination is based
on a parasitic and war-like outlook that I am unable to say more
than the fact that it would have to be a totally new society.
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III
1/2

The basic fear and hatred stemming from it are the most notable
aspects of the original community I created. For whatever reasons
they exist they propogate (sic) this racism, and only if they are
dispensed with can any other system reign—or even exist at all.
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I
0

The people are in cliques, certain cliques having certain privileges,
and it is virtually impossible for a newcomer to enter these cliques.

0

Pressure groups are formed to make sure that no one steps out
of line.

3/4

Only certain jobs are available to you as a member of one of these
groups.
Not being a member of the clique, these things are denied to you:

1/2
“l/2

Association with all the people in the community
Access to public buildings

3/4

Proper housing;

3/4

Proper education for your children;

3/4

Adequate medical feteilities;
All of these rules and abuses are actively enforced.

.

11

The people are open-minded and humanitarian oriented
There are assigned houses on each street where people get
together once a week to talk.
Businesses make it a point to hire people with different back¬
grounds, interests, etc.
Children learn to appreciate differentness and thrive on uniqueness.
Everyone goes to the same church.

The same expectations are made for everybody.
The community cherishes the uniqueness of its inhabitants.

You are ostracized for such things as patterns of speech,
mannerisms, etc.
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7

2.14
s2

(How come you always ask us this when we’re tired?)

3/4

When you drive through this community you see no physical evidence
of racism. Houses are nice, streets are clean, grass is cut. But
get out of your car and look closer. Step out of yourself and into
the everyday lives of the people.

3

The whites have an intense fear of the potential power of the black
part of the community that lives only 5 miles away.

3

They feel uncomfortable talking about the subject.

2

Since the schools have no black enrollment, the teachers can easily
exclude any mention of race or culture or life style different than
their own,

1/2

5

3/4

The people, in general, do not associate with things outside of them—
selves.
All positions of power and authority are confidently maintained by
the white population.
The Press supported N ixon

II
The community can look physically similar to the one in the last step.
But things, looking closely again,are really quite different.
People are outgoing, friendly, fair with each other, trustful, optimistic
and receptive to change.
They are patriotic but not naively so.
They have beliefs and they believe in what they say.
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Everyone has a similar kind of income
The schools have as many different kinds of children as they do
books (and they have a book for every child).
They thrive on this diversity.
They use this diversity as much of their learning environment.
You don’t need money, power or influence to succeed here.
need talent and you need desire.

You

